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iSUMMARY
A computational and experimental study on steady state and impulsive injections in a 
three dimensional direct injection Diesel engine combustion chamber model is 
described. Consideration is given to quiescent and swirling conditions.
The governing equations are solved by the use of a three dimensional finite volume 
computer code. Sensitivity studies are performed on the effect of grid density and 
method of generation, inlet and outflow boundary conditions, and turbulence model 
constants. By solving for a passive scalar quantity to simulate a number of air - fuel 
ratio boundaries typically found in Diesel engines, it is shown that undeflected 
injections are not well suited for applications in a direct injection Diesel engine. At 
the end of injection large areas of the combustion chamber remain with very weak air 
- fuel mixtures.
The benefit afforded by injections into a swirling flow field is illustrated by 
examining three different swirl rates generated prior to injection. A non - dimensional 
parameter expressing the relative effect of swirl to penetration is introduced to show 
that a variable injection pressure leads to a more favourable mixture distribution in 
the combustion chamber model. The implications for engine performance are 
discussed.
In order to provide the basis for direct validation of numerical results, an 
experimental study using hot film anemometry is described. The experimental 
programme is designed to measure mean and fluctuating velocities in the flow 
configurations considered computationally. The comparison between experimental 
and numerical results shows fair to good agreement, indicating that the gross features 
associated with the mixing process are well predicted. Weaknesses of the numerical 
model are identified with respect to the predicted location and size of recirculation 
zones.
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1CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION TO FLOW PROCESSES IN DIRECT INJECTION
DIESEL ENGINES
This introduction to flow processes in direct injection, henceforth DI, Diesel engines 
focuses on fuel - air mixing in the combustion chamber. It does not attempt to give a 
broad overview of fluid motion in engine cylinders, from the intake through to the 
exhaust processes, but concentrates on aspects relevant to the present study: injection 
methods, fuel spray formation and combustion. A literature review and discussion of 
these cases in section 1.1 is followed by an outline of the objectives and structure of 
this thesis in section 1.2.
1.1 Direct Injection Processes in Light Duty Vehicles
Passenger car Diesel engines have until recently almost exclusively been built as 
prechamber engines rather than direct injection engines. Important design 
considerations in the prechamber concept are the limitation of both combustion noise 
and exhaust pollutant emission. However, compared to DI Diesel engines, 
prechamber versions show an up to 10 % poorer fuel economy. This is illustrated in 
figure 1.1 which depicts the engine efficiency of a range of turbocharged and 
naturally aspirated Diesel engines of both the DI and prechamber type. The engines 
compared are Audi passenger car Diesel engines ranging in size from 1.6 1 to 3.0 1. 
Due to the obvious advantage of the DI version research into its suitability as a drive 
system for light duty vehicles is continuing.
Abthoff [1] reports that proper control of fuel - air mixing in the combustion chamber
2can help to overcome the problems of noise and pollutant emission. Based on a 
variant of the Daimler - Benz OM 600 engine he compares two different DI 
techniques as illustrated in figure 1.2: the wall - wetting method and the air - mixing 
combustion system. While in the former method fuel is injected under a steep angle 
into a deep piston bowl, with surface evaporation and the wall jet formed after 
impingement contributing to the mixing process, in the latter technique injection takes 
place at a much shallower angle through a multihole nozzle. Mixing with the 
surrounding air occurs immediately after injection. Impingement at the piston bowl 
occurs, however, the formation of a wall je t at the piston liner is undesirable as it 
affects lubrication.
In both cases swirl in the combustion chamber was generated by specially designed 
swirl inlet ports of which an example is reproduced in figure 1.3. The ports where 
designed so as to give a high swirl rate for the wall - wetting combustion system and 
a lower swirl rate for the air - mixing arrangement. A one hole and a four hole nozzle 
were used respectively, the injection pressure was 600 bar at n = 2000/min.
The criteria used for comparing the two techniques were effective mean pressure,
specific fuel consumption, smoke number, maximum pressure gradient and the 
exhaust NO^ and HC concentrations. Figure 1.4 indicates that for both effective mean
pressure and smoke number the air - mixing scheme is superior to the wall - wetting
method, particularly at low rpm values. Data for specific fuel consumption, pressure
gradient and exhaust pollutant concentrations are presented in figure 1*5 for
n = 2000/min. Here opposing trends become apparent. While the air - mixing
arrangement gives 4 to 6 % better specific fuel consumption and lower hydrocarbon
concentration, its performance is poorer when comparing maximum pressure gradient 
and NO^ concentration. The pressure gradient is an indicator of combustion noise and
therefore an important consideration in passenger car Diesel engine design. Current
and future legislation must be taken into account when addressing the problem of 
NO emissions.
X
3One method of reducing pressure gradients , split injection, is described by Mayer
[2]. This technique reduces the amount of fuel injected during the ignition delay
period ( see figure 1.10) and thus reduces the initial rate of cylinder pressure rise.
Applied to the air - mixing scheme it led to a reduction of the maximum pressure
gradient to values below 4bar/°CA, similar to that achieved by the wall - wetting 
technique. With regard to NO^ emissions measures like exhaust gas recirculation,
nozzle design modifications, high pressure injection and improved spray mixing hold 
considerable promise. Split injection was also found to reduce exhaust emissions over 
the entire engine speed and load range [2].
Abthoff [1] concludes that of the two direct injection techniques air - mixing has the 
larger potential of becoming an alternative to prechamber engines. Accordingly a 
thorough understanding of in - cylinder air motion, fuel spray formation and 
combustion processes in this application is essential to further reduce pressure 
gradients and exhaust pollutant emissions.
Significant progress has been achieved in fluid mechanics of DI Diesel engines over 
the last few years. The following sections (1.1.1- 1.1.3) give an account of the 
techniques employed and the quality of agreement reached between experimental 
results and numerical predictions. Based on recent work reported in the literature 
limitations of computer simulations are also outlined. The emphasis lies on spray 
behaviour, however, a brief discussion of in - cylinder flows and combustion is also 
given to place the spray formation work in its context.
1.1.1 In - Cylinder Flows
Flow fields in reciprocating engines show complex time - varying three - dimensional 
structures. Only in rare cases where the combustion chamber is axisymmetric and the 
induction process is also symmetric, is a two - dimensional modelling approach 
suitable. In order to maintain a high degree of generality, computer codes must
4therefore adopt multi - dimensional methods which perform time - dependent, three - 
dimensional calculations.
The modelling technique employed for in - cylinder engine flows in recent years has 
almost exclusively been the finite - difference method. It is based on solving the 
ensemble averaged differential conservation equations for mass, momentum and 
scalar quantities such as energy and density. However, these equations do not form a 
closed set as they contain averaged products of turbulent fluctuations, known as 
second moments. Second moments have to be modelled and only when this is 
accurately possible can the equations for velocity, pressure, temperature, etc. be 
solved. The subject of turbulence modelling is very complex and will be dealt with in 
more detail in chapter 4.
In the context of in - cylinder flow modelling, two - equation turbulence models have 
been widely used [3 ,4 , 5] and more recently the Reynolds - stress models [6].
Gosman's reciprocating piston motion, henceforth RPM code [5, 7, 8] solves the 
discretized conservation equations for axisymmetric cylinder flows over 
computational meshes similar to that shown in figure 1.6. The part of the grid lying 
within the piston bowl translates with it, while the remaining grid between the top of 
the bowl and the cylinder head expands and contracts with the piston motion [9]. 
Turbulence is accounted for by the two - equation k - e model. Comparisons with 
measurements during the induction stroke of a model engine [10] show the flow field 
to be well predicted and suggest reasonably good agreement of turbulence levels at 
TDC. Three different versions of the k - e turbulence model for the prediction of in - 
cylinder flows have been assessed by Ahmadi - Befrui et al [11] in conjunction with 
the RPM code. The study evaluates the performance of k - e model variants through 
simulation of the complete engine cycle. The model differences reside in the form of 
the transport equation for the turbulence dissipation rate e, where different additional 
terms were introduced to account for compressibility. It is concluded that the model is 
not very sensitive to compressibility effects, however, comparison with experimental
5data shows that the mean flows predicted during compression are in poor agreement 
due to the longer persistence of the predicted flow generated during intake, which is a 
feature of the computational code. As mentioned earlier [10], turbulence intensities 
near TDC are in good agreement with experimental data. The axisymmetric RPM 
version has been developed into a multi - dimensional code allowing for off - centre 
inlet/exhaust arrangements [12]. Further comparisons of experiments and multi - 
dimensional predictions of mean and turbulent velocities are reported by Ahmadi - 
Befrui et al [13].
Another model with similar characteristics as the extended RPM version is described 
by Ikegami et al [3]. The algorithm is fully three dimensional and hence allows for 
asymmetry such as offset valves and piston bowls. Comparisons with experimental 
data are not given.
Fischer et al [4] report their findings of in - cylinder calculations again employing the 
k - e turbulence model. The mesh comprising 12600 cells is reproduced in figure 1.7. 
Experimental results are of a global nature comparing pressure variation with crank 
angle. The agreement is generally good with the largest discrepancy observed in the 
heat release diagram where the predicted peak is approximately 10 % lower than the 
corresponding experimental value. No spatially resolved data is presented.
The most significant work in the field of Reynolds - stress models applied to IC 
engines was carried out by Watkins et al [6] at UMIST. Reference 6 also cites a 
number of other studies in this area. Three dimensional body fitted orthogonal 
curvilinear grids are used for modelling cylinder and piston bowl (figure 1.8), 
whereas non - orthogonal curvilinear grids are employed for the calculation of steady 
flows in manifolds. The mesh compresses and expands with the piston motion.
Experimentally, studies using photographic techniques, hot wires and LDA have been 
conducted. Brandi et al [14] investigated in - cylinder flows under motoring 
conditions using hot wire anemometry, focusing on the effect of different intake port
6designs. By locating probes on the piston a two - dimensional flow field including 
turbulence parameters could be established throughout the whole cycle. Many other 
experimental studies are cited [14].
Summarizing a sentiment expressed by all workers, multi - dimensional models can 
be regarded as powerful tools in producing an overall flow structure. Care is 
necessary when defining the computational mesh and the inlet boundary conditions. 
Errors are likely to occur in regions where gradients in mean and turbulent quantities 
are large. The computational effort required particularly in the case of three - 
dimensional calculations poses another limitation.
1.1.2 Fuel - Sprav Formation
Modelling of fuel - air mixing in DI Diesel engines has not progressed as quickly as 
the study of in - cylinder air motion. Since it is the principal theme of this thesis, a 
background to different modelling approaches followed by a review of experimental 
data will be given in this section. A review of phenomenological models for 
undeflected and deflected jets will be presented in chapter 2.
Modelling Techniques
Combustion efficiency, engine output and exhaust pollutant emission all depend 
critically on the air - fuel mixing process in the combustion chamber. In particular, jet 
penetration, mixing of fuel and air due to entrainment processes, and the recirculating 
motion resulting from the impingement of the fuel - air mixture on cylinder and 
piston walls determine these characteristics.
Two considerations have given the main impetus for developing spray - mixing 
computer models, namely the very high costs and practical difficulties associated with 
experimental studies on engines and secondly, the ability to analyse and optimize the 
air - fuel mixing process at any phase in the design of an engine. The different
7approaches towards modelling fuel sprays are outlined in the following paragraphs.
A simplified model for spray simulation is based on the supposition that a fuel spray 
emerging from the nozzle atomizes and vaporizes extremely rapidly [15]. Newman 
and Brzustowski [16] and Chiu et al [17] report that a liquid jet near the 
thermodynamic critical condition behaves as a gaseous jet. Any droplets shatter as the 
surface tension approaches zero near the critical point. These observations allow the 
liquid fuel spray to be treated as a single phase gaseous jet with little loss of realism. 
The analysis is considerably simplified and the classical single phase jet theory of 
Abramovich [18] can be applied. Provided compressibility effects are negligible the 
simplification can be taken even further by substituting the gaseous jet with a water 
jet. Numerous studies into the mixing process of submerged water jets both under 
quiescent and swirling conditions have been carried out, several of these at Bath 
University using a specially designed hydraulic analogue rig [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. 
Modelling of single phase jets has in recent years employed multi - dimensional finite 
difference codes as reported for example by Patankar [24], Kuo and Bracco [25, 26], 
Jones and McGuirk [27] and Hoholis [28]. Particular attention to tuning two equation 
turbulence models for jets was given by Rodi [29], Malin [30] and Pope [31]. The 
incorporation of an ensemble averaged Reynolds - stress transport closure is 
described by Lin and Leschziner [32].
Work on single phase jets in isolation without the influence of combustion can help 
highlight the aerodynamic features associated with the injection process. It therefore 
provides extremely useful information which can then be incorporated in multi - zone 
combustion models. The multi - zone model is described in section 1.1.3.
An alternative route towards multi - zone combustion models lies in what are known 
as integral and phenomenological models. In this approach fuel spray mixing is 
treated on a continuum mechanics basis so that the classical differential equations of 
continuity, momentum and energy may be applied. An early model by Adler and Lyn 
[33] has been gradually developed to include crossflow and effects of temperature
8and composition variation [34]. A more detailed description of this model type is 
given in chapter 2, it is here however worth noting that phenomenological models 
only yield predictions of global characteristics without the detailed spatial and 
temporal property distribution provided by the finite difference schemes.
In a different approach to spray modelling the RPM model [7] refered to in section
1.1.1 has been extended by Gosman and his co - workers to incorporate a spray model 
based on a statistical sample of discrete, different sized droplets. A typical droplet 
size distribution is shown in figure 1.9. After injection the droplet history is tracked 
by solving the equations of motion for their position and velocity vectors. Heat 
transfer is accounted for by solving the conservation equations for mass and 
temperature, coefficients for heat transfer, evaporation rate and droplet drag must be 
provided.
Other more recent two - phase studies using a discrete droplet model have been 
detailed by Khaleghi and Watkins [35] and Brandstatter and Killmann [36]. Both 
modelled the liquid phase as a spray of discrete droplets represented by a number of 
different sized droplet parcels. The conservation equations of mass, momentum and 
energy, together with trajectory equations, were solved for each droplet parcel to 
cover evaporation history and motion of the individual droplet parcels. For the gas 
phase, again conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy were solved 
together with the k - e turbulence model equations. The effect of liquid phase was 
accounted for by an additional equation for fuel vapour mass fraction.
This brief review of modelling work on sprays, which is by no means complete, does 
highlight the alternative approaches towards a better understanding of air - fuel 
mixing processes in DI combustion chambers. Comprehensive lists of references 
dealing with spray modelling are supplied in references [8, 37, 38, 39].
9Experimental Techniques
Experimental techniques may be devided into two categories according to the kind of 
data they provide: flow visualization and local methods. The former yields flow field 
information of global nature and employs mainly photographic and dye techniques. 
The latter provides considerably more detailed quantitative data at discrete locations. 
It makes use of either hot wire/ hot film anemometry or laser anemometry.
In the former category photographic records of spray development have been 
obtained by Tindal et al [40] using a single shot high speed camera in a cylindrical 
chamber filled with nitrogen into which fuel was injected radially. The study was 
concerned with the variation of fuel concentration and the effect of swirl on the fuel - 
air mixing. Regions of different characteristics within the spray were identified.
Extensive work using a high swirl combustion bomb has been carried out at Bath 
University [41, 42, 43]. This bomb can reproduce conditions typical of those at the 
end of compression in medium or small DI engines. Swirl rate, pre - combustion 
pressure and temperature, as well as injection quantity and rate can be independently 
controlled. A variety of heads are available for the bomb so that photographic records 
with a high speed camera can be obtained and heat release tests providing the pressure 
history inside the combustion chamber performed. A series of 'cold' tests were 
conducted, where fuel was injected into nitrogen in order to observe jet growth and 
trajectory. Cold nitrogen is a very suitable medium as it keeps evaporation rates small 
thereby affording good visibility of the jet. Parametric studies included variation of 
chamber pressure (45 and 55 bar), swirl speed (between 4,500 and 7,900 rev/min), 
injection duration (between 1.84 and 2.40 ms) and injection pressure (between 200 
and 300 bar). The records indicate that the jet reaches the chamber wall at a radius of 
50 mm after approximately 1.7 ms. From the comparison of observed jet tip 
penetration with predictions from different models it becomes evident that the best 
agreement is obtained with the model by Chiu et al [17].
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The bomb has proved a very valuable research tool, particularly because the effects of 
swirl, pressure and temperature can be studied independently. There is still scope for 
more detailed velocity surveys using either hot wire anemometry or employing laser 
systems by taking advantage of the excellent optical access. Further tests involving 
combustion will be refered to in section 1.13.
Another widely used flow visualization technique is based on the single phase gas - 
into - gas jet extended to a water - into - water jet provided that compressibility 
effects are negligible. The underlying assumption of course is that the spray 
evaporates extremely rapidly and can therefore be treated as a single phase air or 
water jet [16]. Particularly in Diesel engines this is quite realistic where injection is 
performed near or beyond critical conditions. Similarity between the mixing 
processes in an engine and a water model is based on geometric similarity and the 
Strouhal and Reynolds number [41], although Way [22] found that an exact 
agreement of Reynolds number between engine and water model is not essential. The 
use of Strouhal similarity increases both the length and the time scale thereby 
simplifying the experimental procedure significantly. Mixing in the jet is made visible 
by the addition of the indicator dye phenolphthalein to the water in the tank. This is 
kept in its colourless (acid) state before injection. Weak alkali is injected so that the 
mixing region is coloured red by the change in the indicator. By controlling the 
relative concentrations of acid and alkali, the mixture ratio between injected water 
and tank water at the boundaries where the colour change occurs, can be adjusted 
[22]. The mixture ratio can then be related to the fuel - air ratio in an engine.
Results of dye experiments in a specially designed hydraulic analogue rig are reported 
by Horner [20], Idoum et al [21] and Way [22]. The rig consists of a cylindrical 
perspex drum of 600 mm diameter which permits observation of the mixing process 
both from the side and the top. Swirl is generated by rotating the tank which is 
stopped shortly before injection to reproduce stationary combustion chamber walls. 
Swirl continues for some time at an almost constant rate. The complete experimental
11
arrangement including the microprocessor controlled data acquisition system is 
described in chapter 7. Subject to overriding limitations with respect to variations in 
density, temperature and composition, the photographic records from the analogue rig 
provide quantitative information of jet growth, deflection and entrainment. This 
information can then be used to improve the semi - empirical jet propagation 
expression in the mixing formulation of integral type models. Integral models for 
undeflected and deflected jets employing a propagation equation have been described 
by Abramovich [18], Adler and Lyn [33] and Adler and Baron [44] and have been 
implemented at Bath University by Packer [45] and Wilson [34].
Another experimental technique refered to earlier in this section, the local method, 
yields detailed quantitative data resolved with respect to space and time. Flow 
measurements of jets in a cross flow, but not in an engine configuration, have been 
published by Kamotani and Greber [46] and Witze [47]. In the former study velocity 
and turbulence intensity were measured for three different ratios of jet velocity to 
crossflow velocity using hot - wire probes. Results are given in the form of jet 
centreline trajectories and velocity contours at various jet cross sections. It was found 
that the entrainment rate is independently controlled by the cross flow components 
normal and parallel to the je t trajectory. Witze [47] considered both the steady state 
and the impulsively started turbulent air jet. Using a hot - film system he achieved a 
maximum data rate of 36 kHz which povides very detailed temporally resolved data 
of the suddenly started jet. His measurements show that the quasi steady state 
assumption used in integral models is reasonable since the impulsively started jet 
reaches its steady state value very quickly. Furthermore, he demonstrates that the jet 
tip penetration varies with the square - root of time.
Most research reported in the literature describes either numerical analysis or 
experimental work. There appears to be a lack of comprehensive studies allowing a 
detailed quantitative comparison of the two which is clearly particularly important 
when evaluating the accuracy of numerical predictions. One step in this direction with
12
an emphasis on experimental work has recently been taken by Gan [23] who 
conducted a detailed survey of velocity and turbulence intensity under quiescent and 
swirling conditions in the hydraulic analogue rig at Bath University using hot - film 
anemometry. Further studies in this area with a different nozzle configuration and 
more attention to the computational aspects is the subject of this thesis.
1.1.3 Combustion
When considering combustion in Diesel engines it is instructive to examine the heat 
release diagram shown in figure 1.10. Following this diagram, the combustion 
process may be divided into four stages which are now briefly described:
During the ignition delay period air is entrained into the spray. The quality of 
mixing depends on injection characteristics such as injection rate and quantity, 
nozzle design, number of nozzle holes, and on operating conditions, particularly 
temperature, pressure, turbulence level and the presence of swirl. Immmediately 
after beginning of injection the temperature is usually so low that the burning 
rate is small. Heat is being transfered to the incoming fuel.
The second stage is the 'premixed burning' region where the combustion is 
largely controlled by chemical - kinetics. As the temperature rises, the burning 
rate increases thereby again accelerating the temperature rise. The rate of heat 
release increases until it reaches its peak when all prepared fuel is used up. 
Depending on the time available for mixture preparation the first peak will be 
more or less pronounced. High speeds and loads tend to reduce the amount of 
premixed fuel available for rapid burning, thus leading to a relatively low peak, 
whereas longer ignition delays usually cause higher first peaks.
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As the accumulated mixture is being used up, the rate of burning decreases. In 
the third combustion stage, known as the 'mixing controlled' region, no sudden 
changes in heat release occur. A smaller second peak may appear as more fuel is 
injected and more air is entrained. The burning process is largely governed by 
temperature, turbulence and rate of entrainment. Since turbulence is one of the 
main controlling factors its correct representation by spray - mixing models is 
extremely important.
Towards the end of the combustion process temperature falls due to expansion. 
The nature of combustion is not fully understood at this last stage, Grigg and 
Syed [48] suggest that the rate of burning is primarily controlled by chemical 
kinetics.
From the preceeding outline of the combustion process it is apparent that the complex 
nature of the four different stages does not lend itself easily towards modelling. The 
approaches that have been made fall again into the two categories, phenomenological 
modelling and multi - dimensional modelling, and will briefly be described in the 
following paragraphs.
In phenomenological models the complete process is divided into spray mixing and 
multi - zone combustion models. The importance of the correct representation of 
spray mixing for the premixed and diffusion burning processes has already been 
emphasised. The transient nature of the spray is represented by empirical correlations 
derived from experiments. Combustion is accounted for in multi - zone 'burning' 
submodels, in which the mass and energy conservation equations are applied to small 
individual zones within a fuel spray area as illustrated in figure 1.11. These burning 
zones provide the basis for a step - by - step calculation of the time dependent zone 
variables. In most models the fuel mass burning rate is determined by applying the
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Arrhenius equation to all zones from the rich to the lean limit. The Arrhenius law 
used is based on mean values of temperature and mass fraction and does therefore not 
include the influence of small scale fluctuations due to turbulence. Examples of 
phenomenological models are described by Chiu et al [17] and Meguerdichian [49].
In multi - dimensional models it is sought to formulate expressions for the rate of heat 
release which can be cast into the same form as the partial differential equations for 
momentum, energy, etc. [50]. These expressions take account of the different burning 
rate control mechanisms, i.e. chemical - kinetics in the premixed burning phase and 
turbulent mixing in the mixing controlled stage ( see figure 1.10 ). The major 
difficulty concerns the rate of reaction of fuel [51], which needs to be modelled, 
thereby introducing a number of empirical coefficients.
Different models have been proposed, some of which assume chemical reactions to be
very fast with respect to the other phenomena, implying that the mean reaction rate is
controlled by turbulent mixing. An example is the 'Eddy Break Up' model proposed 
by Spalding [52] which employs an integral turbulence time X( (readily determined
from the turbulence length- and velocity scale) and an empirical constant CEBU-
Another example is the reaction rate expression proposed by Magnussen and 
Hjertager [53] which again assumes fast kinetics.
The supposition of fast kinetics is not unreasonable for hydrocarbon fuels at engine 
conditions. It is however likely to be inaccurate in the premixed burning stage and in 
regions where the temperature is low or where the mixtures are very rich or lean. 
Gosman and Harvey [5] found that the coefficients in Magnussen’s expression are not 
true constants but require adjustment depending on the application. To provide for 
both turbulent and chemical controlled burning, they propose a combination of the 
Magnussen expression with an Arrhenius type formulation respectively. Depending 
on whether the ratio of reaction time scale to turbulent mixing time scale is less or 
greater than unity, either the latter or the former expression is used. Predicted heat 
release diagrams indicate good qualitative agreement with experimental data
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exhibiting an initial sharp peak corresponding to the premixed burning phase 
followed by the gradual transition to the mixing controlled burning stage.
In a different approach to devise a general combustion model the 'Eddy Break Up' 
model mentioned earlier has been extended by Argueyrolles et al [54] to allow for 
situations where chemical reactions are not infinitely fast. They are again represented 
by an Arrhenius law based on instantaneous values. The model requires empirical 
input in the form of constants and a probability density function for the fuel mass 
fraction. This method has been implemented in two different computer codes and 
some results of predictions are presented in [54], however, no comparisons with 
experimental data are made.
Experimentally, combustion bombs as mentioned in section 1.1.2 have been designed 
to study the effects of pressure, temperature and swirl on the combustion process 
independently. Extensive tests using high - speed photography (4000 fps) were 
carried out at Bath University [43] under swirling and non swirling conditions. The 
film records provide details both of ignition delay as measured by the beginning of 
illumination and of the initial location of combustion nuclei. From a series of heat 
release tests, rate of burning diagrams were obtained for a range of pressures, 
temperatures and swirl rates. The influence of these independently controllable 
parameters on ignition delay and premixed peak burning rate is demonstrated. The 
data obtained from some 80 tests represent a comprehensive basis against which 
numerical predictions may be compared.
1.2 The Present Contribution: Objectives and Outline
Jet penetration and the mixing of fuel and air due to entrainment processes are the 
most influential hydrodynamic features in a DI Diesel engine, affecting both 
combustion efficiency and exhaust pollutant emissions. Modelling the flow, even 
excluding piston motion and combustion, presents an enormous task since the flow
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involves complex structures of turbulent shear layers, boundary layers and 
recirculation regions in an unsteady three - dimensional domain. Advanced simulation 
codes to model the injection event have been employed by a number of workers, e.g. 
[23, 25, 26, 28, 32], with the emphasis on hydrodynamic and numerical aspects. 
Numerical studies have focused on approximation schemes for convective transport 
terms [28] and turbulence closure models [32]. Experimental data for validation 
puiposes is difficult to obtain, the measurement of shear stress components to assess 
turbulence predictions requires elaborate experimental equipment.
The present thesis is concerned with the formulation and validation of a numerical 
model to simulate the three - dimensional motion resulting from steady state and 
impulsive injections under quiescent and swirling conditions. Attention is restricted to 
single phase water into water injections. The 'combustion chamber' model of the 
hydraulic analogue has a constant volume, combustion is not considered. The primary 
aim is to obtain flow field predictions for the four cases with a high spatial and, for 
impulsive injections, temporal resolution. Moreover, it is intended to explore the 
numerical capabilities of a commercially available computer code and to identify its 
limitations in the present application. An experimental study designed to measure 
both mean and fluctuating velocity components in all four flow configurations serves 
to validate predictions. Results obtained from the comprehensive experimental 
programme are valuable in their own right, for they provide insight into the physical 
processes occurring during the injection event.
The following main objectives are pursued in the thesis:
examining the capabilities of a numerical solver which cannot be manipulated by
the user ( 'black b o x ') in a given flow configuration
investigating means of influencing the solution procedure
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developing a model capable of accurately predicting the undeflected steady state 
and transient jet
extending the model to accommodate swirling flow generated prior to injection
exploring the influence of different swirl rates on the mixing rate and rate of 
spread
demonstrating the use of dimensionless parameters to express the relative effect 
of swirl to penetration during injection
The material presented in the thesis is organized as follows:
To provide the background for the present study integral spray mixing models are 
reviewed in chapter two. Chapters three to five give a detailed account of the 
numerical model. In chapter three the equations for the conservation of mass, 
momentum and scalar quantities are presented together with auxiliary relations for 
boundary conditions. Chapter four is concerned with the turbulence closure problem. 
It contains a brief account of turbulence mechanisms followed by a description of 
modelling approaches and the associated problems. Modifications to the k - e 
turbulence model for axisymmetric jets are outlined. The numerical procedure 
employed to solve the governing equations presented earlier is described in chapter 
five. It details the discretization procedure and the solution algorithm used to solve 
the discretized equations. The experimental study is the subject of chapter six. It 
contains remarks on the hydraulic analogy and a description of the test facility, 
including the measurement and data analysis technique. Results are presented and 
discussed for four flow configurations: (i) undeflected steady state jet, (ii) undeflected 
impulsive jet, (iii) deflected steady state jet, and (iv) deflected impulsive jet. The 
computational study, comprising chapters seven and eight, is concerned with the same 
four flow configurations. In chapter seven, results for the steady and transient 
undeflected jet are presented. The discussion includes a sensitivity study concerning 
the effect of co-ordinate system orientation and different inflow and outflow
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boundary conditions. Chapter eight details results for steady state and impulsive 
injections into swirling flow. The relative effect of injection and crossflow momenta 
on the mixture formation is discussed. Finally, the main conclusions of the study are 
given in chapter nine: the results of the present study are summarized and some 
suggestions are made for future work.















Fig. 1.1: Engine efficiency at optimum operating point [ van Basshuysen et al ]
air - mixing wall - wetting
Fig. 1.2: Air - mixing and wall - wetting direct injection combustion system
Fig. 1.3: Example of intake swirl port
[ van Basshuysen et al ]
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Fig. 1.4: Comparison between wall - wetting
( a— a )  and air - mixing ( a -  - a  ) 









































































Fig. 1.5: Comparison between wall - wetting ( a  a) and air - mixing (□ a)
direct injection combustion system at part load, n = 2000 min-i
Fig. 1.6: Typical grid structure used by Fig. 1.7: Surface mesh
RPM multi - dimensional method
Fig. 1.8: Body fitted orthogonal grid for cylinder and piston bowl [ Watkins et al ]
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Fig. 1.9: Initial droplet size distribution
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Fig. 1.11: Simple zone boundaries for axisymmetric jet
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CHAPTER 2
2. REVIEW OF INTEGRAL SPRAY - MIXING MODELS
When considering mathematical modelling of mixing in DI Diesel engines two main 
approaches are available, either a full field ( or multi - dim ensional) technique or an 
integral method. Both techniques are well known and widely applied with the emphasis 
in recent years shifting towards multi - dimensional models. These models have a sound 
physical basis in solving the partial differential conservation equations governing the 
spatial and temporal variations of velocity, pressure, temperature, etc.. They include 
mathematical models of sub - processes like turbulent motion and employ computer 
based numerical procedures for solving the relevant equations for the flow under 
consideration. Owing to the rapid improvements of computers in recent years, both in 
terms of speed and memory, multi - dimensional spray mixing models are becoming 
technically and economically feasible ( chapter 1 ). A less fundamental approach 
towards spray modelling is represented by the so called integral or phenomenological 
technique. This type of model has been developed over many years [33, 42, 44] and has 
been implemented and modified at Bath University by Packer et al [41], Idoum [21] 
and Wilson [34]. In its final form [34] the model allows the quantitative prediction of 
round axisymmetric and deflected jets and sprays. The present study should be viewed 
against this background. In order to provide the context for the multi - dimensional 
approach adopted in the thesis, this chapter gives an outline of the phenomenological 
technique applied to sprays. Starting with a basic model, the potential and the 
limitations of this approach are described. Extensions to the basic model are presented 
together with remarks on the accuracy and generality of the solution.
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2.1 Basic Integral Model for an Isothermal. Isodense. Axisvmmetric Sprav
The simple case of a steady state isothermal, isodense, axisymmetric spray is the natural 
starting point for any mixing model (figure 2.1 ). Experimental data for validation 
purposes is readily available [55], allowing a careful matching of empirical input data 
to observed mixing patterns. In order to apply the classical jet theory based on 
continuum mechanics due to Abramovich [18], two assumptions are made:
the transient spray is treated on a steady state basis
the relative velocity of droplets in the spray to the entrained air is very small 
The analysis transforms the governing partial differential equations into ordinary 
differential equations and eliminates shear stress terms which would require turbulence 
model closure. The local rate of entrainment is calculated using a width growth law 
deduced from similarity profiles or an entrainment model.
A turbulent flow is described by the three - dimensional, time - dependent conservation 
equations for momentum, mass and scalar quantities such as energy or concentration. 
For a practical solution these equations must be simplified by time - averaging to give 
the Reynolds equations with time - averaged rather than instantaneous properties. For 
axisymmetric jets the Reynolds equations are further simplified using the following 
assumptions:
the flow is two - dimensional, i.e. there is no flow in circumferential direction
the flow is steady with respect to time
radial gradients dominate over gradients in axial direction
turbulent shear stresses dominate over viscous stresses
the flow is sourceless
Implementing these assumptions leads to the boundary layer form of the equation of 
motion. The equation contains correlations of fluctuating components for which a 
turbulence closure scheme is needed. A widely used method proposes to relate the time
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averaged products of fluctuating components to mean property gradients [56],
However, for the axisymmetric jet, radial property gradients at the outer jet boundary
are assumed to be negligible small; upon integration from the jet axis to the outer
boundary the fluctuating component correlations therefore disappear. Integrating the
remainder of the conservation equation from the centreline to the jet boundary and
applying mathematical transformation rules, further reduces the complexity of the
mathematical system. Mass continuity is expressed in integral form from a mass flux 
balance over a control volume ( figure 2.2 ). The mass flux across face is increased
from that across face A  ^ by the amount of fluid entrained into the jet from the
surroundings through the surface A3. The entrainment rate must be determined from
experiments. Including the entrainment rate into the model via an expansion rate 
equation or an entrainment model renders the system of equations mathematically 
closed.
2.2 Extensions to Basic Integral Model
Adler and Lyn [33] (1971) described a model for a spray evaporating in swirling air. 
Their approach adopts the classical turbulent jet theory [18] to two - phase sprays, 
solving integral equations for continuity, momentum and energy. In addition, the 
formulation includes an evaporation function based on a mean droplet diameter which 
is assumed to be representative of all droplets in the spray. The trajectory is calculated 
from equilibrium considerations of a spray segment. The formulation is based on 
important simplifying approximations:
jet cross sections are rectangular and throughout the spray geometrically similar 
( constant depth/width ratio )
two - dimensional similarity profiles are used to describe the distributions of 
velocity, temperature and concentration across the jet
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a single equivalent velocity represents the undisturbed flow field prior to injection 
an equivalent temperature describes the external flow field
the gas forces acting on the spray are accounted for by a deflection coefficient. The 
magnitude of this coefficient must be determined to agree with experimental 
observations
spray growth is accounted for by a growth coefficient for the mixing region 
The implementation of the Adler and Lyn model identified a fundamental weakness 
[41], in that increasing swirl was seen to reduce the rates of air entrainment. This 
deficiency is attributed to the width growth expression which includes no facility to 
represent enhanced mixing, and hence entrainment, due to a crossflow [34].
An analysis of crossflow enhanced mixing in single - phase jets has been reported by 
Adler and Baron [44] ( figure 2.3 ). The model was implemented at Bath University by 
Packer [57] with uniform crossflow replaced by swirl. It comprises two momentum 
equations in integral form in tangential direction and normal to the centreline. The 
expansion rate of the je t cross section area is calculated from the growth of an 
undeflected jet plus the growth of a vortex pair. In addition, the cross section distortion 
is determined by evenly seeding a finite number of vortex elements on the 
instantaneous boundary of the jet and calculating their displacement over a small period 
of time due to their induced velocity. The vortex strength and hence its induced velocity 
is expressed in terms of the crossflow velocity. To complete the formulation, property 
profiles are provided by the solution of a second order partial differential equation over 
the distorted jet cross section [44]. The unrealistic use of similarity profiles is thus 
avoided.
Packer et al [42] incorporated a gas property sub - model for a simple hydrocarbon fuel 
and an additional conservation equation for energy into the computer program. 
Solutions showed physically correct trends, in that the effect of temperature variations 
was correctly predicted. Higher jet temperatures ( and hence lower densities ) resulted 
in a faster mixing and dissipation of the jet.
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A re - examination of the fundamental mathematical analysis underlying integral 
models by Wilson [34] lead to a spray mixing model capable of quantitative predictions 
of the trajectory and inner structure of the spray in a prescribed crossflow. The model 
divides the spray into three regions which are examined separately ( figure 2.3 ):
1. The initial region with enhanced mixing due to lateral shear induced by the 
crossflow. The enhanced mixing results in a shorter potential core compared with 
the axisymmetric jet.
2. In the region of maximum deflection two entrainment mechanisms are considered:
(i) fluid drawn into the low pressure region at the jet downstream surface and (ii) 
turbulent entrainment due to the discontinuity in velocities.
3. In the far region the jet approaches asymptotically the main stream, leaving a pair 
of counter - rotating vortices moving at approximately the speed of the crossflow. 
With increasing downstream distance from the point of injection the velocity 
difference at the jet boundary decreases. Consequently, the angular velocity of the 
vorticies diminishes, so that the entrainment rate and the jet spreading rate 
decreases.
The model includes the effects of temperature and composition variation. An empirical 
'enhanced entrainment coefficient', which takes into account the effect of the crossflow 
velocity component normal to the local jet trajectory, is derived to give good agreement 
with experimental observations reported by Kamotani and Greber [46] and others.
Integral spray mixing models have proved valuable for predicting the spray structure 
under varying injection and crossflow conditions. They are sensitive to initial and 
external conditions and can form the basis for multi - zone combustion models 
( section 1.1.3 ). Attention is however limited to the influence of the air motion on the 
spray behaviour, no details of the reverse effect can be obtained from integral models. 
Gosman and Johns [7] describe the strong influence the spray exerts on both the mean 
and turbulent motions outside the spray envelope, depending on the relative momentum 
of the spray and the prevailing flow field prior to injection. Moreover, due to the
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underlying assumption of integral models ( quasi - steady state ) the transient nature of 
the injection event cannot be properly accounted for. These limitations have motivated 
the application of a more fundamental modelling technique which allows a detailed 
spatial and temporal resolution of the flow, i.e. the finite difference method ( section
1.1.2 ). Without the same reliance on empirical input for spray propagation and 
deflection, the finite difference technique employs numerical procedures to solve the 
time averaged governing partial differential equations. It is potentially the more 
universal method requiring less a priori knowledge of the flow under consideration, 
however, significant problems still exist, mainly in relation to turbulence closure and 
numerical approximations for convective transport terms.
In the present thesis a finite difference model is used to predict the flow field resulting 
from steady state and transient injections under quiescent and swirling conditions. In 
chapters three to five the governing partial differential equations are presented together 
with the numerical solution procedure and an account of turbulence closure schemes.
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This chapter provides the theoretical basis for the flow problem under investigation. A 
brief introduction is followed by the presentation of the governing equations in 
cylindrical polar coordinates for both the instantaneous and the time averaged flow 
properties. An outline of the treatment of boundary conditions and near wall regions 
concludes the chapter.
3.1 Introduction
Fluid flow problems can mathematically be described by a set of partial differential 
equations derived from  control volume analysis known as the Navier - Stokes 
equations, (see e.g. Bird, Stewart, Lightfoot [58]). They represent the conservation of 
momentum and, together with the continuity equation and the conservation equation for 
scalar quantities, govern turbulent flows. Applying the appropriate boundary conditions 
over the flow domain and specifying initial conditions completes the problem 
description. Before the conservation equations can be presented, the coordinate system 
needs to be defined. Figure 3.1 depicts a portion of the hydraulic analogue rig used in 
the present investigation and shows the cylindrical polar coordinate system employed. 
The z - axis is aligned with the axis o f symmetry of the cylindrical drum, r  is the radial 
and 0 the circumferential coordinates. The problem of solving the exact conservation 
equations is one of resolution of scale. A solution must represent all scales of the flow 
motion, from the large scales corresponding to the largest flow dimension to the 
smallest scales where the eddies are destroyed by viscous dissipation. The extremely 
fine numerical grid and small time intervals required to resolve all turbulence details are 
beyond current computing capacities. A statistical approach is therefore widely used, 
whereby the conservation equations are averaged over a time long compared with the
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turbulent time scale. The instantaneous conservation equations are presented in the 
following section.
3.2 Instantaneous Conservation Equations
In the absence of external forces the conservation equations for mass, momentum and 
scalar quantities for an incompressible, time - dependent, three dimensional flow take 
the following form:
conservation of mass:
fL. \ j '  + Z l  + I  u ’ + I -  U* = 0 (3 .1)
dr r r r 60 0 dz z
conservation of momentum: 
r  - direction:
.  V  = 1 | P ' + „  ( ^  _ VJ L  .  2_ d^ e  ) (3>2)
Dt r  p dr r r r
0 - direction:
D U1 Uo 1 * p ' UQ 2 aUr— ® ® H  + V ( V2U . -  - I  + ^  ) ( 3 . 3 )Dt r rp 60 0 2 2 60
z - direction:
/
 E. = - i a£ + l; V 2 U/ (3 .4)
Dt p az z
conservation of scalar quantities:
= r V2 /  + s l  (3 . 5)
Dt 0 * 0
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r, 0 and z are the radial, circumferential and axial coordinates respectively, while 
U ' ,U ' and U ' represent the corresponding instantaneous velocity components (the
r 0 z
superscript (') denotes an instantaneous value), p is the density, v the kinematic 
viscosity, T  the diffusion coefficient for property d> and S ' a source term for 6'. The9 9
operators D/Dt and V 2 read in full:
5 _  = a_  ' 8 _  + ^ a _  + u ' a  (3>6)
Dt St r dr r 30 z dz
and
v2 = —  + i —  + — —  + —  ( 3. 7)
ar2 r ar r2 ae2 az2
Expressions (3.1) to (3.5) form an exact set of equations which describe every detail of 
the turbulent motion. However, as indicated in the introduction, they cannot be solved 
for practical purposes with current computer resources. The route most commonly used 
to overcome this problem is to average the equations over a period of time ( i.e. time 
averaging) or sampling at the same point while repeating the experiment ( i.e. 
ensemble averaging). It is also necessary to introduce approximations into the model 
for the new unknown correlations that appear in the mean - flow equations.
3.3 Mean - Flow Equations
To obtain the mean - flow equations, the instantaneous values for the pressure P ,  the 
velocity U.' and the scalar property <J>' are decomposed into their mean and fluctuating
components:
/ • •
P = P +  p Ui = U i  + u i  <f> = $ + (p
Substituting these expressions into the conservation equations for mass, momentum 
and scalar quantities (3.1 to 3.5) and averaging according to
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# = J  ¥  d t
1 t 1
where (t2 - tj) is long compared with the turbulent time scale leads to the following 
mean - flow equations for incompressible flow in cylindrical polar coordinates [59]:
continuity equation:
£ _ u  + —  + -  —  U + I - U  = 0 (3 .ar r  r  r  50 0 dz z
m o m e n t u m  e q u a t io n :
r  - direction:
Dt r p a  r r r 2 r 2 30 r ar r
l a  / —— — v a . ————— » . l 2 .
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The operators D/Dt and v 2 were given in expressions (3.6) and (3.7). Capital symbols
denote mean values while lower case letters represent the corresponding fluctuating
quantities. An analogy with the instantaneous conservation equations is evident when
the instantaneous values are replaced by mean quantities, however the averaging 
process has introduced new correlations between fluctuating velocity components uju.
and between velocity and scalar fluctuations uTcp which need to be evaluated either from
known or from computable quantities. Multiplied by the density p, the term -puja. acts
as a stress on the fluid and is termed Reynolds stress. Similarly, the expression -piTcp is
known as turbulent heat or concentration flux, depending on the scalar quantity solved
for. In most flow regions the turbulent stresses and fluxes are much larger than their
laminar counterparts. The latter are therefore often negligible. Equations (3.9) to (3.12)
cannot be solved, because of the correlations of fluctuating components, without the aid 
of further equations for iTu. and uTcp . Exact transport equations for these correlations
can be derived ( see equation 4.23 ), however, they contain triple correlations, for 
which equations are needed. This problem continues at all higher levels where 
correlations of the next higher order appear in the exact equations and is referred to as 
the closure problem. Approximations making use o f either mean flow quantities or 
lower order turbulence correlations are required to close the set of equations formed by
(3.8) to (3.12). These approximations are termed turbulence models and will be 
discussed in chapter 4.
3.4 Boundary Conditions
In the previous sections a set of partial differential equations was introduced which can 
only be solved for a particular problem, when appropriate boundary conditions are 
specified. The relevant boundary types in the present study are solid walls, prescribed 




O f all boundaries, solid walls require the most elaborate treatment. The turbulence
model adopted in the present work applies to fully turbulent flows at high Reynolds
numbers. Both the mean and the fluctuating velocities are zero at the wall. As a
consequence, there are regions where the local Reynolds number of turbulence 
( R et = k2 /  v  e) [60] is small and viscous effects predominate. These regions,
termed the viscous sublayer, are distinguished from other boundaries by steep gradients 
and require a different treatment from the general flow domain. Two modelling 
techniques describe viscous sublayers: (i) the low Reynolds number modelling method 
and (ii) the wall - function method.
(i) Extensions to high Reynolds number turbulence models have been proposed by a 
number of workers (e.g. Launder and Spalding [60]) to include approximations for 
laminar flow in the existing set of equations. These are however computationally 
expensive (both in terms o f time and storage requirements) because of the many 
grid points needed in the proximity of the wall to resolve the steep gradients. It is 
mainly for this reason that wall - functions are more widely used to connect the 
wall conditions to the flow just outside the viscous sublayer.
(ii) Figure 3.2 illustrates part o f a finite difference grid near a wall where the distance
between points P and W is large enough to ensure that turbulence effects dominate
over viscous effects, i.e. P lies just outside the viscous sublayer. The wall - 
function method incorporates a logarithmic expression to relate the velocity U to
p
the wall conditions [61]:
^  = i  I n  < Ey+ )
T
( 3 . 1 3 )
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is the friction velocity as defined below, k  is the von Kdrmdn constant
( k  = 0.435 ), E is a roughness param eter taken as 9.0 [60] and y+ is the 
dimensionless distance from the wall.
u  -  ( Z s  ) 1/2 (T p
andx is the wall shear stress:w
pC 1/4kp1/2Upic
Tw =  +----I n  (Ey )
where kp is the kinetic energy at P.
The dimensionless wall distance can be written as
y + = H  U = ^  C U V /2 (3
J V T  V H P
where v  is the laminar kinematic viscosity. It should be noted that the 'wall law’ 
was developed for one dimensional flows and that its extrapolation to three 
dimensional recirculating flows is physically not well founded. In the absence of 
alternatives its use has however become accepted practice with the tangential 
velocity taken to be the resultant of the two velocity components parallel to the wall 
under consideration.
Rodi [61] suggests that the logarithmic law should be applied to a point where 
30 < y + < 100
At y+ = 11.6 the two curves for the viscous sublayer and the ’wall law' velocity 
distribution intersect as indicated in figure 3.3. If, during the calculation process, 
the value for y+ should drop below 11.6, then the wall shear stress is approximated 
by:
UP
Tw = “ yT
3 . 1 4 )
( 3 . 1 5 )
. 1 6 )
( 3 . 1 7 )
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Expressions used as boundary conditions for the kinetic energy, k, and the 
dissipation rate, e, which will be introduced in chapter 4.4, are based on the 
assumption of a local equilibrium in the y+ region. In this case convection and 
diffusion are negligible and it follows [61]:
U 2
k_ = — —  ( 3 . 1 8 )
P c  1/2
n
and
u 3 c 3 / 4 k 3' 2
c = —  2—  ( 3 . 1 9 )
KY p  K Y p
Expressions (3.18) and (3.19) are applied to a point within the y+ range specified 
above.
Prescribed pressure boundaries
Prescribed pressure boundaries are located well outside the je t shear layer allowing 
ambient fluid to be entrained across the boundary. Velocities for flow leaving or 
entering the domain are calculated from a local mass balance applied to the cells of the 
last plane closest to the free boundary. The ambient medium is assumed to be free of 
turbulence.
Inlet boundaries
At the fluid entry all conditions have to be defined. Both a uniform inlet velocity and a 
parabolic velocity profile are considered. The pressure gradient is fixed in each cell. The 
turbulence quantities are estimated based on inlet size and velocity as length and velocity 
scales respectively. Guidance was obtained from reference [62], and a parametric study 
of the effect of different inlet boundary conditions was undertaken.
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Planes of symmetry
In contrast to the other boundary types, planes of symmetry are not physical boundaries 
but take advantage of symmetrical flow patterns to reduce the computational effort. At 
symmetry planes, such as the axis of an undeflected jet, the gradients o f all the 
properties are zero. This zero - flux condition is implemented by setting the 
appropriate coefficients in the source terms of the discretized equations equal to zero. 
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The prediction problem of turbulent flows is of both mathematical and physical nature. 
The mathematical aspect, which consists of solving the discretized conservation 
equations, will be discussed in chapter 5. The physical problem lies in the construction 
o f an accurate turbulence model. In this chapter a brief account of turbulence 
mechanisms is followed by a description of modelling approaches and the associated 
problems.
4.1 Introduction to Turbulence Mechanisms
At high Reynolds numbers turbulence is an eddying motion comprising a wide range of 
eddy sizes. Eddies are considered to be an assembly of interacting vortex lines or 
sheets, interacting with other eddies ( Bradshaw [63]). Low frequency fluctuations 
associated with large eddies are mainly determined by boundary conditions, whereas 
high frequency fluctuations, corresponding to small eddies, depend primarily on 
viscous forces. Since large eddies and the mean flow are of a similar scale, it is here 
that interaction occurs and kinetic energy is passed from the mean flow into the 
turbulent motion. The large eddies are then broken up by vortex stretching, thereby 
transferring energy to the small scales of motion. Through repeated vortex interactions 
energy is passed on to smaller and smaller scales until eventually kinetic energy is 
destroyed by viscous dissipation. This process is termed energy cascade. It is assumed 
that the smallest scale motion destroys energy as quickly as it is received, the large scale 
fluctuations determine therefore the rate at which mean flow energy is transferred into 
the turbulent motion.
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In engineering applications the mean flow may often have a preferred direction and 
hence be strongly anisotropic. The three dimensional, undeflected, turbulent jet under 
investigation is an example for this type of flow. Through interactions between 
meanflow and large scale turbulent motion the anisotropic behaviour is imposed on 
large scale eddy interactions. During the cascade process described above the direction 
sensitivity is progressively diminished until in the smallest eddies, where viscous 
dissipation occurs, the turbulence energy may have no preferred direction. This concept 
where the small scale motion is isotropic while the large scale motion is not, is called 
local isotropy.
Turbulent motions are strongly damped in the proximity of walls where viscous effects 
predominate. This complicates near wall modelling since molecular effects can be of the 
same order as turbulence influences. The use of a very fine grid in the near wall region 
to represent the viscous sublayer is computationally expensive and therefore in most 
cases impractical. Separate wall solutions are usually employed to link the wall with the 
flow region of interest. A detailed treatment of turbulence mechanisms can for example 
be found in references [63] and [64].
4 .2  Model Classification
The basic conservation laws for mass, momentum and scalar quantities were presented 
in chapter 3. They contain energy fluctuations corresponding to a wide frequency range 
which implies the need for a very fine finite - difference grid in the three orthogonal 
directions and in time. Even for relatively low Reynolds numbers with a moderate 
frequency spectrum the storage requirements are beyond present - day computing 
resources. In addition, the number of arithmetic operations required for such a fine 
mesh would increase computing time prohibitively [63]. Once this restriction is
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recognized it becomes necessary to identify means by which the numerical task can be 
simplified: turbulence models are introduced.
Turbulence models may be divided into two categories: (i) the pragmatic Large - Eddy 
Simulation ( LES ) approach and (ii) statistical models. These two alternatives will in 
turn be considered in the following sections. Since a model o f the second class is used 
in the present study it is discussed in some detail. This includes an overview of 
different alternatives within this category to provide the context for the two equation k - 
e turbulence model chosen for this investigation.
4.3 Large - Eddv Simulation
As discussed in section 4.1, kinetic energy is transferred to the turbulent motion 
through the interaction o f large scale eddies with the mean flow. The philosophy of 
large - eddy simulation is outlined by W.C. Reynolds in reference [65]. The method 
employs numerical grids which properly resolve the problem dependent large scale 
motion and use sub - grid scale models to represent small scale turbulence that cannot 
be resolved by the chosen grid. The models employed for approximating small scale 
motion are of the statistical type which will be discussed in the following section. They 
are particularly suited for modelling microscale turbulence since the implicit condition of 
isotropy is believed to be met ( local isotropy). Furthermore, the accuracy o f sub - 
grid scale models does not appear to be of great consequence for the prediction of 
general flow characteristics because the main contributor to turbulent motion, large scale 
eddies, is properly resolved by the relatively fine grid. Computationally, large - eddy 
simulation is expensive due to the three dimensional nature of the large scale motion and 
the need for fine meshes to represent the spectrum of large eddies, the latter very much 
depending on the problem under consideration. Difficulties arise in representing the 
interaction between modelled and accurately calculated solution component. Gosman
[66] also points to the problem of defining realistic inflow boundary conditions for both 
the mean and the stochastically varying turbulent components.
4 .4  Statistical Models
Statistical turbulence models are well documented in the literature, e.g. Tennekes and 
Lumley [64], Rodi [29, 61], Spalding [67], Gibson et al [68]. This section does 
therefore not attempt to reproduce the development of this model class but rather to 
summarize its most important features and its variants. Accordingly, these are arranged 
under the following headings:
eddy - viscosity /  - diffusivity concept 
overview of statistical models
two equation models applied to undeflected and deflected jets
4.4.1 Eddv - Viscosity/ -Diffusivitv Concept
The closure problem described when introducing the mean - flow equations (see chapter 
3.3) makes it necessary to identify ways of approximating the correlations of fluctuating 
quantities. The eddy - viscosity concept relates them to the mean velocity gradients. It is 
based on an analogy between Reynolds stresses and viscous stresses. The expressions 
proposed by Boussinesq to determine the turbulent stresses and fluxes can be written in 
tensor notation:
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where v  is the turbulent (or eddy) viscosity, c  is the turbulent Schmidt number (for 
mass flux), k is the kinetic energy, and 8 is the Kronecker delta (5 = 1 for i = i and
ij ij
8„ = 0 for i ^  j). For a three dimensional, incom pressible flow the individual 
Reynolds stresses take the following form in cylindrical polar co-ordinates:
Shear stresses
su  auz r
u r u z v r z   ^ dr  + dz  ^ ( 4 . 3 )
au au u0 , 1  r  0
u r U0 vr e   ^ a r  + r  a© ” r   ^ ( 4 . 4 )
auQ - au 0 . 1  Z
U ZU 0  v zQ  ^ dz + r  ae  ^ ( 4 . 5 )
Normal stresses
SU^ ,
k ( 4 . 6 )
k  ( 4 . 7 )














3  ^  ( 4 . 8 )
u u  = u  u  , u = u u  , u  = u„u  r z  z r  r 0  e r  z e 0 z
The indices indicate the stress component with which the turbulent viscosities are
associated. For isotropic conditions all double subscript viscosities are equal to one 
turbulent viscosity v .^ Assuming isotropy and substituting the stress equations (4.3) to
(4.8) into the time averaged momentum equations (3.9) to (3.11) yields the final set of 
equations that forms the basis for the modelling techniques discussed in chapter 5. The 
complete set in cylindrical polar co-ordinates is given in Appendix A.
In contrast to the laminar viscosity v, the turbulent viscosity is not a fluid property but 
changes with the state of turbulence, v is defined as a scalar and hence isotropic
quantity. This constitutes an important limitation of the eddy - viscosity concept as in
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more complex flows the individual Reynolds stresses are likely to vary in different 
directions. Where reliable experimental data is available the model can be adjusted 
accordingly, at the expense of generality.
Relating the turbulent stresses and fluxes to the mean gradients via the eddy - viscosity
concept shifts the closure problem from directly computing the fluctuation correlations 
to identifying means of prescribing the turbulent viscosity Vt. From dimensional
analysis it follows that the eddy - viscosity is proportional to a turbulence velocity scale 
and a turbulence length scale. Modelling differences exist in the various approaches 
towards determining these scales, they will be outlined in order o f increasing 
complexity in the following paragraphs.
4.4 .2  Overview of Statistical Models 
Zero Equation Models
At the simplest level closure is achieved by directly relating the turbulent viscosity to a
mean velocity gradient. One such model is Prandtl's [69] mixing length model 
involving an empirically prescribed length scale 1 :
For round jets issuing into quiescent surroundings the value for 1 divided by the localm
jet width 5 is:
1
In a simpler model for free shear layers Prandtl [56] assumed the eddy - viscosity to be 
proportional to the local jet width and the maximum velocity difference across the jet:
m
( 4 . 9 )
m 0 . 0 7 5$
max U . min ( 4 . 1 0 )
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where the empirical constant C for round jets takes the value C = 0.011. Models of the 
above type have been fairly successfully applied to predictions of mixing layers, jets 
and wakes provided suitable empirical constants were used. The major disadvantage 
lies in the model's lack of generality which is illustrated by the fact that even for 
apparently similar flows like round and plane jets the constant C was found to differ by 
30 % [61]. For more complex flows which may exhibit recirculation a prescription of 
the length scale distribution becomes very difficult. The assumption implied in the 
model that at each point turbulence is dissipated at the same rate as it is generated and 
that convection and diffusion are negligible (i.e. that turbulence is in local equilibrium) 
means that transport effects cannot be accounted for. As a result, turbulence production 
at one point does not influence turbulence at other points in the flow domain. Similarly, 
the time dependent nature o f turbulence in unsteady flows is not reflected in zero 
equation models.
One Equation Models
To account for the transport of turbulence quantities and history effects, one equation 
models employ a transport equation for the velocity scale, usually taken as k 1/2 where k 
is the turbulent kinetic energy:
1
7 u i u i
The turbulent kinetic energy expression contains only normal stresses, whereas the 
turbulent stress tensor ( eqn. 4 .1 )  represents all stress components o f the three by 
three matrix. When this scale is used in the eddy - viscosity formulation, the so called 
Kolmogorov - Prandtl expression results:
»t  = C'll J  k  L ( 4 . 1 2 )
where C1 is an empirical constant and L the turbulence length scale. An exact k -
equation can be derived [61] which is of little practical use as it contains new unknown 
correlations. Modelling of the diffusion and dissipation terms yields the following form:
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with v = v + v
e t
The diffusion flux is assumed to be proportional to the gradient of k, where a  is ank
empirical constant. Dimensional analysis suggests for the dissipation rate e:
. 3/2
c oc * —  ( 4 . 1 4 )
It is still necessary to define the length scale L which poses a problem similar to the 
prescription of the Prandtl mixing length 1 in zero - equation models. This weakness of
m
one - equation models has led to the development of two - equation models which also 
determine the length scale from a transport equation.
Two Equation Models
Two equation models account for the transport of both the turbulence velocity scale and 
the length scale. The velocity scale k1/2 is determined in the manner described above. In
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a similar way a transport equation may be formulated for a new dependent variable 
related to the length scale L. This new quantity must not necessarily be L itself, but may 
be a combination of L and k  in the form
where k is known from the solution of its transport equation and a  and p are constants. 
Many expressions for Z have been considered and are reviewed in references [61] and
where e is the dissipation rate of turbulence. The reason for choosing e is the 
assumption that the rate o f energy dissipation is controlled by the large scale 
fluctuations ( see section 4.1 ) feeding energy to the smaller scales where it is 
dissipated. With L being the large - eddy turbulence length scale, the dissipation should 
then scale on k and L as in equation (4.16). An exact transport equation can formally be 
obtained from the Navier - Stokes equations [64] which like the exact k - equation 
contains complex correlations and is therefore of little practical relevance. Modelling of 
the e - equation is based on dimensional considerations and on an analogy with the k - 
equation. Thus, a modelled form must contain approximations for a source, a sink and 
a diffusion term. A source term is required to ensure that an increase in kinetic energy 
leads to a greater dissipation rate. From dimensional analysis it follows that the 
production rate of e is proportional to the turbulent motion time scale:
with from equation (4.13 ). A sink term is needed to allow for decaying kinetic
( 4 . 1 5 )
[64]. They include an equation for the frequency of energy containing motion k 1/2 /  L 
and an equation for the turbulence vorticity k /  L2, however, the most widely used 
choice is
Z ( 4 . 1 6 )
( 4 . 1 7 )
2
energy, which for dimensional reasons is proportional to e /  k
2
( 4 . 1 8 )
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Diffusion is usually modelled with the gradient assumption:
D « ^  | 5 _  ( 4 . 1 9 )c <r a x .e l
where 0 £ is an empirical diffusion coefficient. Introducing these three terms into a
transport equation for e, in which the rate of change is balanced by convective and 
diffusive transport and by production and destruction processes, yields:
I f  + I f  < ° r c > + f  ! o  < uoc > + If  < u7e > =a t  a r  r  r  a s  s az z
rate of convection
change
a , ^e ae . 1 a , ve ac . a . dc_ .
ar 1 ar ; “T  ae 1 <F~ ae ' dz  { ~  az  }e r e  c
I__________________________________________________________ I
diffusion
c i pk E " c 2 E <4 -2 0 >
I_________I___ I_____I
source s i n k
with from equation (4 .13  ). An expression for the eddy - viscosity v is recovered
by combining equation ( 4 . 1 6 )  with the Kolmogorov - Prandtl relation ( 4 . 12 ) ,  
hence
= C — (4 .21)t  p c
where C^, and C2 are constants of proportionality which are determined by 
comparing experimental data with computer predictions for particular flows. C2 is
approximated with respect to turbulence downstream of a rectangular grid where the 
diffusion and production terms in the transport equations for k and e become negligible, 
leaving C2 as the only remaining constant in equations (4.13 ) and ( 4 . 2 0 )  which
then reduce to:
2
TT TT 5 C  -  r C
Ui  5 3 ^  "  "  c '  i  3x i  ~ ”  2 JT
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The variation of k behind a grid is determined as [61]:
k oc x n with n = ^
c a -  1
Experimentally found values for the exponent n vary from 1.08 [61] to 1.25 [68], 
giving the following range for C :
1 . 9 2  > C > 1 . 8 0  
2
C2 = 1.92 is used in the present study, a value which has been successfully employed 
for free shear flows by many workers [24,27, 30 ].
C is evaluated from the consideration o f local equilibrium shear layers, where the rates
o f turbulence production and dissipation are in balance. Measurements yield [61]
C = 0 . 0 9 .  
n
An equation for C J can be derived by applying near wall conditions ( i.e. local 
equilibrium, logarithmic velocity profiles, negligible convection of e ) to the e - 
equation which reduces to:
C = C -  -------------1 2 <r / C
where K is the von Karman constant (0.435 ). Thus C can be determined once values 
for C and C have been chosen. The diffusion coefficients o  and a  are assumed to be2 (i. £ k
close to unity, specific values are obtained by optimization on a computer in the light of 
validated experimental data. An optimized set o f coefficients as suggested by Launder 
and Spalding [60] and successfully applied to a range of flows by numerous workers is 
given in table 1.
C C, C c  a|i 1 2 £ k
0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3
Table 1: Constants in k - e turbulence model
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The model is particularly sensitive to variations in or C2 alone, a problem that may
be overcome by altering both and maintaining a constant difference between the two. As 
described above the k - e model constants are determined with reference to particular 
flow situations, implying that they are not necessarily applicable to more complex 
flows. In practice it was found that they are well suited for a wide range of three 
dimensional turbulent flows, including some recirculating and wall flows. However, 
complete generality cannot be assumed, e.g. in situations where anisotropy of the flow 
has a significant influence, as in the case of the je t in stagnant surroundings under 
investigation, modifications to some of the constants may be required. These are 
outlined in the following section.
Modifications to k - e Model
In most cases it is the present form of the e - equation that is to blame for the model's
lack of generality [61]. Using the coefficients given in table 1, the rate of spread of an
axisymmetric je t issuing into a quiescent medium is reported to be overpredicted by
about 25% to 30%. Rodi [61] suggests the introduction of a parameter, f, based on the 
centre line velocity decay into the functions for C and C :
thus
C = 1.92 - 0 .0667 f  ; C = 0 .09  - 0 .0 4  f  2 ^
where the velocity gradients are made dimensionless with the je t width 8 and the 
maximum velocity difference AU across the jet.m




ci - *-4 - 3-4 ( I I  >li ( 4 - 2 3 )
McGuirk:
5 au ,
Cl -  1 . 1 4  -  5 . 3 1  ( 4 . 2 4 )
Cl
where 5 is the je t half width defined as the distance from the centreline, where the 
1/2 J
velocity is half the centreline velocity. The modifications produce very similar results in 
the fully developed part of the jet with slight variations in the initial region.
Another situation where the assumption of local equilibrium used in evaluating C is not
met are weak shear flows and far - field jets. The rate of turbulence production, P, can
be significantly smaller than the rate of dissipation, e, leading to unrealistic predictions. 
Launder et al [72] show that a functional relationship = f(P/e), where P/e is the
average value of P/e across the shear layer, significantly improves the k - e model's 
performance.
4.4.3 Two - Equation Models Applied to Undeflected and Deflected Jets
Turbulence models for all closure levels described above have been applied to 
axisymmetric jets in stagnant surroundings and in crossflows. Many of the studies are 
reviewed by Schetz [73] and Kuo and Bracco [26] who compare solutions of different 
studies employing mixing length models, one - and two equation models, and algebraic 
stress models. The numerical solutions from these reviews provide useful data against 
which results obtained in the present investigation are compared in chapter seven. At 
this point, attention is restricted to relevant investigations which have used a two 
equation model applied to the types of flow under consideration.
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The constants in the k - e model given in table 1 require modifications in certain flow
configurations, for example, predictions of undeflected axisymmetric jets with the
standard settings inadequately reproduce the rate o f spread and centreline velocity
decay. This deficiency is generally attributed to the source term in the e - equation
which has therefore been the focus of most efforts to improve the models performance.
Launder [72] introduced a parameter based on the centreline velocity which he applied 
to the coefficients C and C . In different approaches Morse [70] and McGuirk [71]H 2
proposed variable Cj models with the centreline velocity and the je t half width as
parameters. According to Pope [31], the two latter models gave the best near field 
velocity predictions. W hereas these model corrections are only applicable to 
axisymmetric round jets, Pope [31] sought a more general expression which would 
perform equally well for round and for plane jets. He regards the dissipation rate, e, as 
the rate of energy transfer from the large scale fluctuations to the smaller scales 
( cascade process) and proposes to capture the influence of vortex interactions on this 
scale reduction process through an additional expression in the source term of the e - 
equation. Solutions obtained with this correction indicate very good agreement with 
experimental data for mean velocity profiles of axisymmetric jets [31], however, 
dissipation profiles in the self - similar region still show poor accord near the jet 
centreline for both the corrected and the standard e - equation [74].
Kuo and Bracco [26] undertook a parametric study of the effect of the turbulence 
constant C  ^on the centreline velocity decay, the centreline kinetic energy distribution,
and on the unsteady penetration - time history. They found the model to be highly 
sensitive towards Cj variations; an increase o f from 1.45 to 1.60 caused a 45 %
decrease in the jet spreading rate.
Another application of the two equation model of interest was conducted by Malin [75] 
who replaced the e - equation with an equation for the transport of the time mean 
square vorticity fluctuation, W. An equation for the concentration fluctuations to 
predict the concentration field is also included. The computed results are shown to be in
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generally good agreement with experimental data, however, the W - equation does not 
appear to be sufficiently general to predict both round and plane jets without 
m odifications sim ilar to the ones suggested by Pope [31]. An additional term 
representing the production o f mean - square turbulent vorticity due to vortex 
interactions is believed to improve the models universality.
It is worth noting that the much more complex Reynolds stress models do not seem to 
perform better than the standard k - e model, thus apparently not justifying the 
significantly larger computational effort.
Jets deflected in a crossflow present a more difficult modelling task. To the author's 
knowledge no work on jets injected radially from the centre into swirling flow using 
two equation turbulence models is reported in the literature. Other workers have 
concentrated on jets in crossflows in cartesian co-ordinates for a range o f velocity 
ratios. These studies are used for comparing near field predictions. Due to the jet 
curvature the numerical mesh contains regions with very little disturbance, hence a 
nonuniform grid must be employed to properly resolve the je t shear layers while 
economizing computer time and storage where a relatively coarse grid is adequate. It is 
also important to ensure that the boundaries of the flow domain are sufficiently remote 
so as not to influence predictions, particularly where steep pressure gradients occur.
A detailed three dimensional computation of a round turbulent je t discharging into a 
confined cross - flow is described by Jones and McGuirk [27]. Using the standard k - 
e model they obtained jet trajectories and axial velocity and temperature contours in 
planes parallel and perpendicular to the cross - flow. The mesh comprised 20 x 15 x 15 
nodes which was deemed insufficient to resolve all the shear regions; comparisons with 
flow visualization experiments indicate good agreement for the jet trajectories, however, 
the rate of spread appears to be overpredicted.
Also of interest in this context is an investigation by Patankar et al [24] into the three 
dimensional velocity field of a deflected turbulent jet, again using the standard k - 8
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model. Results for the jet centreline trajectories obtained with a 10 x 15 x 15 grid are in 
good accord with experimental data. Predicted velocity profiles at several stations 
downstream of the injection point are found to deviate significantly from measured 
profiles; the error is partly attributed to the fairly coarse grid.
Another investigation reported by McGuirk and Rodi [76] describes two dimensional 
predictions o f a side discharge into an open channel flow. A depth - averaged form of 
the k - e model with standard coefficients was found to predict the recirculation zone 
downstream of the discharge well. Near field predictions were in much better agreement 
with experimental data than those obtained with constant eddy - viscosity models.
It is well known that 'numerical1 diffusion occurs when the flow is skewed relative to 
the grid. The more formally correct Reynolds stress models ( see section 4.5 ) have 
therefore been applied to a range o f flows with varying streamline curvature [77]. 
However, these are computationally expensive for three dimensional calculations and it 
appears that computer resources are better spent on grid refinement in the context of two 
equation models [68].
4.5 Advanced Turbulence Models
The statistical models discussed so far are based on the eddy - viscosity /  - diffusivity 
concept which assumes isotropy, i.e. the individual u.u. and u.<p correlations take the
same value in all directions. The models also assume the same velocity scale, k 1/2, for 
the various uju. ' s, a supposition that may be too simple in complex recirculating
flows where the individual components can develop quite differently. In order to 
account for the different stress terms, an exact transport equation for iTu. can be derived
by manipulating the Navier - Stokes equations, ( Hinze [59]). Models incorporating 
six Reynolds stress equations ( iTu. = u ju . ) have been developed and may be
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categorized as (i) Reynolds stress models and (ii) algebraic stress models. A brief 
account of these two types is given in the following sections.
4.5.1 Reynolds Stress Models
The exact Reynolds stress transport equation can be derived by subtracting the time
averaged momentum equation from the instantaneous Navier - Stokes equation for both 
the x. and the x momentum. The resulting equation for the component j is multiplied
with u. and vice - versa. The equations are then summed and averaged and yield the
iTu. - equation for high Reynolds numbers. An analogous treatment o f the scalar
quantity conservation equations leads to equations for the transport of ulp . The
modelling approximations with respect to the latter are nor outlined here, instead the 
form as given by Launder [78] is presented in Appendix A.
Neglecting buoyancy effects the Reynolds stress transport equation reads:
aui u .______________ ____    au. ____  au. au. a u .
a t  + uk ax, * uiuj * ~ uiuk ax, ujuk ax, ~ 2v axT axT
| i_______   i i_________________________ *__i i K * i
rate of convection P. . cij
change ^
t ______  -----------------  au.u . %
u.u.u, + — (U.S. , + U.S., ) - v — ---[ l  j  k p  j  ik  l  ]k'  axk J
au. au. f    .. ^
+ E < + _ 1  > -  JL
p  ' a x . ax. sx,
J L
The terms on the right hand side represent the following processes:
P : stress production by mean shear
: viscous dissipation
\j/..: pressure strain 
d„ : diffusive transport
( 4 . 2 3 )
Stress production P can be evaluated directly, as it only contains mean velocity 
gradients and Reynolds stresses which are calculated as part of the solution procedure.
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The other three terms ( dissipation, pressure strain and diffusive transport) require 
model approximations which are given below. A derivation of the closure scheme is 
detailed by Launder et al [79].
The viscous dissipation ( e „ ) term is modelled following the hypothesis o f local 
isotropy at high Reynolds numbers ( section 4 .1 ). It can be written as
c . . = I  5 . . e ( 4 . 2 4 )ID 3 i d
Thus, along with the Reynolds stress equations an expression for the dissipation rate e 
m ust be supplied in the closure scheme. Relation (4.20) is usually taken with a 
modified diffusion term:
d i f f u s i o n  -  c « ( |  ^  f £ -  ) ( 4 . 2 5 )
k  1
with C£ = 0.15 [79]. The most important approximations concern the pressure strain
terms since they are the main terms to balance the shear stress production. An analysis
involving a Poisson equation for the pressure field suggests two different kinds of 
interaction: one containing fluctuating quantities only ( 1), and another arising from
mean strain rates ( \|/„ 2 ). The pressure strain is the sum of the quantities \|/ } and
An expression for \j/  i proposed by Rotta (1951) relating the fluctuating correlations to 
the degree of anisotropy is widely accepted:
* i j , i  = '  CRx I  < -  1  5 i j k  > <4 ’ 2 6 >
with C = 1.5. It should be noted that for u.2 = 2/3 k, isotropic turbulence prevails.
For the second pressure strain part, \|/ 2 , Launder et al [79] suggest an expression
comprising a number of terms. Analysis of this expression indicates that one particular 
term is dominant and that the other terms can be accounted for by adjusting the 
empirical constant employed, thus
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Cn ( P . . -  £  5 . .P )R2 i j  3  ID ( 4 . 2 7 )
with C = 0.6. P.. is the Reynolds stress production and P the production of kinetic
R2 ij
energy. As mentioned earlier, sources such as gravity effects which would give rise to a
Comparisons of experimental data for two cases, free shear layers and near wall flows, 
show that the corresponding individual stress components develop differently. In 
particular the streamwise stress component near the wall is significantly larger than it is 
in free shear layers. The model approximations underlying the pressure strain relations 
( i.e. small convection and diffusion o f Reynolds stresses and near equilibrium of 
production and dissipation ra te s ) imply that the Reynolds stresses should be of the 
same order in each o f these flows. As a consequence of the observed discrepancy 
further pressure strain term modelling is needed to allow for the influence of strong 
mean velocity gradients near walls. Expressions that can be added to the pressure strain 
terms (4.26) and (4.27) have been developed and are detailed in references [78] and
The third term in equation (4.23) requiring model approximations is the diffusive 
transport expression d„ which consists o f three contributions representing turbulent
velocity fluctuations, pressure induced diffusion, and diffusion by molecular action. In
high Reynolds number flows the influence of molecular interactions is negligible. Most
workers also deem the pressure diffusion contribution to be insignificant, leaving
diffusion by turbulent velocity fluctuations as the only term requiring a model 
representation. An exact transport equation for u.u.u can be derived ( e.g. [63])
I  J K
which contains quadruple correlations. At the Reynolds stress closure level
simplifications are therefore necessary, the most important of which is to ignore 
convective transport of u.u.uk . This reduces the differential equation to an algebraic
one which can be written in the following form:




+ u. ukul ax1
au.u.
( 4 . 2 8 )
where Cs is an empirical constant to be evaluated by computer optimization. A value of 
Cg = 0.11 is recommended by Launder et al [79]. All necessary terms to solve the
4.5 .2  Algebraic Stress Models
Solving the differential equations for the individual Reynolds stresses is
computationally expensive and for many engineering applications not economical. For
this reason a simplified model has been developed which retains the production,
dissipation and pressure strain terms but represents convection and diffusion with
algebraic expressions. It consists of six algebraic equations for the components of the
stress tensor and two transport equations for the kinetic energy and the dissipation rate.
The gradient terms are eliminated according to a proposal due to Rodi [61] which 
assumes that the transport of u.u. is proportional to the turbulence energy transport:
( uiuj ) - diffusion ( u^u^ k - diffusion k
If the proportionality factor is taken as the ratio ITu. /  k and the gradients are expressed 
through the production and dissipation terms ( equation 4.13 ), the relation may be
Introducing this expression together with the pressure strain model ( equations 4.26 
and 4.27 ) and the dissipation term (4.24) into the Reynolds stress transport equation
(4.23) yields for non - buoyant shear flows:
approximated equations for the Reynolds stresses u.u. are thus provided.
written as:
( uiuj ) “ diffusion ( t^u^ ) ( 4 . 2 9 )
An analogy to the Kolmogorov - Prandtl expression (4.21) is evident, with the constant 
replaced by a function of P /e .
A modelled version of the transport equation for scalar fluxes can be derived in a similar 
manner as outlined above ( see e.g. references [61] and [78])
Algebraic stress /  flux models are suitable for flows where convective and diffusive 
transport does not play an important role. While the Reynolds stress /  flux model is the 
most rigourous and fundamental approach towards representing anisotropic behaviour, 
algebraic models provide a compromise between computational economy and the 
universality afforded by solving for individual stress /  flux components. They can 
simulate many of the flow phenomena that were predicted successfully by Reynolds 
stress models. A potential weakness o f both s tre ss /f lu x  models lies in their 
dependence on the e - equation. In flows such as round jets and weak shear flows 
where the standard k - e model may not perform well due to the e - equation, stress 
models are not likely to improve predictions.
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CHAPTER 5
5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD
In chapters 3 and 4 the governing equations for the flow considered in this thesis were 
presented. Due to their complexity iterative methods must be applied for the solution, 
and it is the purpose of this chapter to describe the numerical procedure employed.
In section 5.1 a brief overview of the PHOENICS code used in this study is given. 
This is followed by a description of the grid system together with its notation in section 
5.2. The discretization of the conservation equations is outlined in section 5.3, remarks 
on the implementation of boundary conditions and on relaxation are made in section 
5.4. The solution algorithm for solving the discretized conservation equations is 
detailed in section 5.5, finally, the concluding remarks in section 5.6 summarize this 
chapter.
5.1 The PHOENICS Fluid Dynamics Code
The PHOENICS code is a general purpose fluid dynamics program that is intended to 
be applicable to a wide range of different flows [80]. These include parabolic, 
hyperbolic and elliptic flows under steady state and transient conditions. The program 
also allows for two - phase flows. The numerical procedure used by PHOENICS is 
based on the well documented SIMPLE algorithm, [81]. Although this technique is 
described in detail elsewhere, it is worthwhile to outline it with particular reference to 
the grid used in this study in the remainder of this chapter.
PHOENICS is a modular code consisting of three main components: 'Satellite', 'Earth' 
and 'Photon'.
'Satellite' is the pre - processor for setting the input data. It is used to define the 
numerical mesh and to activate appropriate solution and output options. This is
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effected by way of PHOENICS specific commands which are detailed in reference 
[82]. A description of the input file for the flow under investigation is given in 
section 7.1.1. The 'Satellite' does not communicate with the central equation 
solver, it merely writes a data file which is subsequently read by 'Earth'.
’Earth' is the main equation solver and is not accessible to the user. However, 
during the iteration process 'Earth' interacts with a number of subroutines, most 
notably 'Ground' and 'Grex 2', by means of which the user can influence the 
equations solved for. The user can also specify his own coding and output 
sequences in 'Ground' in cases where the options provided in 'Satellite' are not 
adequate. This need may arise from complex boundary conditions or property 
relationships not provided as standard options. Both 'Ground' and 'Grex 2' are 
organized in a group structure comprising 24 groups which are visited at specific 
times during the iteration process.
’Photon' is the graphics post - processor. It can present results in three 
dimensional vector plots and contour plots of the variables solved for. If the results 
are required in a different format ( e.g. velocity profiles, distribution of variables 
along particular grid lines) it is necessary to introduce new coding in 'Ground' 
which creates new output files.
The PHOENICS code is written in ANSI Fortran. At Bath, version 1.4 was installed
on a departmental VAX 11/750 in the School of Mechanical Engineering and, since
February 1990, runs on SUN Sparc stations connected to a SUN spare server 330.
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5.2 Grid and Notation
The hydraulic analogue model and a segment of it are illustrated in figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
For both cases under consideration, i.e. deflected and undeflected jet, it is possible to 
take advantage o f the symmetry within the flow field in order to reduce the 
computational effort, both in terms of CPU time and storage requirements. In the case 
o f the undeflected jet the segment shown in figure 5.2 represents the flow domain with 
the r  - 0 and r  - z planes through the je t centreline taken as planes of symmetry. For 
the deflected jet, only the r - 0 plane through the centre o f the jet can be treated as a 
plane of symmetry and the domain reduces to the bottom part of the configuration 
shown in figure 5.1.
For computational purposes the flow field is subdivided into control volumes which are 
generated in cylindrical - polar co-ordinates. The grid is nonuniform in each direction 
with a higher cell density near the nozzle exit and in the jets shear layer. Also, near the 
wall at r  = R the cells become gradually smaller to capture the development of the wall 
jet. The ratio o f any two neighbouring node spacings does not exceed 1.5. Nodes are 
situated at the centre of each cell as indicated in figure 5.3. In figure 5.3a, the grid 
nomenclature is illustrated in the r - 0 plane for cells of constant thickness in z - 
direction. Such a layer of unit height is termed z - slab. Figure 5.3b depicts the grid in 
the r  - z plane. The cell node of any variable o f interest, <J), is designated P, the 
neighbouring nodes in x - direction are called E and W  (East and West), in y - direction 
N and S (North and South), and in z - direction H and L (High and Low). The faces 
between adjacent cells are referred to in lower case letters, i.e. e, w, n, s, h and 1. Since 
neighbouring cells may vary in size, the cell faces do not necessarily lie midway 
between grid nodes and any parameters prevailing at the cell faces must be interpolated 
accordingly. In PHOENICS, linear interpolation is used for determining exchange 
coefficients at cell faces.
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While values for the pressure, P, kinetic energy, k, rate of dissipation, e, and other 
scalar variables are calculated at the grid nodes, velocities are calculated at the cell faces. 
This 'staggered' grid arrangement is discussed in detail in reference [81] and illustrated 
for the r  - 0 plane in figure 5.4. The control volumes used for evaluating velocities are 
displaced in the direction of each velocity such that the grid nodes of the scalar variable 
mesh lie on the cell boundaries of the staggered grid. This practice rules out the 
possibility of an unrealistic pressure field as a numerically valid solution. It also ensures 
that the pressures between adjacent grid points become the driving force for the 
velocities at the cell faces. Moreover, velocities stored at cell boundaries are directly 
available for calculating convection fluxes across these faces without any interpolation. 
It is assumed that scalar variables evaluated at grid nodes prevail over the entire control 
volume and similarly velocities are assumed to be constant over a cell face area.
5.3 Discretization of Conservation Equations
The governing equations presented in chapter 3 are discretized by dividing the flow 
domain into a number of control volumes or cells. Each of these cells surrounds a grid 
node, P, as illustrated in figure 5.3. The essence of the discretization process is to 
replace the differential equations for the whole flow field with algebraic equations that 
can be evaluated by integration over each control volume. This effectively balances the 
variables at each cell. Although a staggered grid as outlined in the previous section is 
used, the discretization principles apply to any general variable with differences only 
appearing in the coefficients and source terms.
The following discussion is largely based on Patankar [81] and on lecture notes from a 
Computational Fluid Dynamics Course at Imperial College [83] with due account taken 
of the cylindrical - polar co-ordinate system used in this work. The conservation 
equation for any general variable <|) may be written in the following form:
rate of 
change c o n v e c t io n
d , r-r \ + —  l r d<t* \ + —  ( r T ^ ) + S  (51)dr   ^ <f> dr  89 0 rae dz  # dz <f>
diffusion Source
The actual grid geometry has no influence on the discretization principles presented in 
the following discussion as long as the mesh is orthogonal. Deviations from a cartesian 
grid merely affect coefficients relating to distances, areas and volumes. The terms 
appearing in equation (5.1) represent rate of change, convection, diffusion and sources. 
The discretization methods for each of these terms will be outlined in the following 
paragraphs.
5.3.1 Transient Term
The first term in equation (5.1), representing the rate of change of the general variable 
(j), is integrated over the control volume and over the time interval from t to t + At. The 
value of <j) is assumed to prevail over the entire cell, the density p is constant.
t+A t
r p  J JU 5 t  * av  a t  = ( rp0Vp  ) t + A t  "  ( rp<t>vp  )fc
VP
= rpVp ( *t+At - /  ) (5.2)
Equation (5.2) is implemented using the implicit scheme, hence the new values prevail 
over the entire time step. The Courant stability criterion is thus avoided which could not 
have been satisfied without excessively small time steps:
Co -  U. £  l Ax
where u. is the velocity and At and Ax are the time and space step sizes respectively. To 
obtain a stable solution Co must be less than unity. For cells near the nozzle exit the
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time interval would therefore have to be smaller than 0.4 ms which would clearly 
increase computing time prohibitively.
5.3.2 Convection
The convection terms o f equation (5.1) are integrated over the control volume shown in 
figure 5.3 and over the time interval. For reasons of clarity the latter is temporarily 
omitted; as it only adds the coefficient At, it will be reintroduced when the complete 
discretized equation is presented.
C = JJJ [5F ( rpUr* ) + le ( PV  > + h  ( rpUz* > 1 dr 30 az =
V
p
[( rpUr^ )n - ( rpUr0 )s] 30 3z
+ t < pUe* ) e - ( pU0* ) w ] dr  8z
+ (( rpUz0 )h - ( rpUz0 )2] 3r 30 (5.3)
Introducing abbreviations for the finite volume areas
r 30 dz )n = An (5.4.1)
r 30 3z )g = Ag (5.4.2)
3r 3z )e = Ae (5.4.3)
3r 3z )w = Aw (5.4.4)
r 3r 30 )h = Ah (5.4.5)
r 8r 39 )j = Aj (5.4.6)
leads to
C = ( pAUr0 )n - ( pAUr0 )s + ( pAUe0 )e - ( pAU0« )w +
( pAUz « ) h  -  ( pAUz ^ ) 1 ( 5 . 5 )
6 1
All variables except the velocities are stored at the grid nodes. A scheme is therefore 
needed to relate the boundary values of in equation (5.5) to nodal values of 
neighbouring cells. A variety of schemes have emerged over the last years, some of 
which are review ed by Leschziner [84]. They employ linear or polynom ial 
relationships involving two or more grid points. The choice of approximation scheme is 
very much flow and grid dependent, the Quadratic Upstream - weighted Differencing 
Scheme (QUICK) has recently emerged as the method favoured by the UMIST group 
[84], other workers employ first and second order linear schemes. In the present study 
the well established Hybrid scheme [81] is used. It is not within the scope of this work 
to study the effect of different approximation schemes on this particular flow, however, 
some comparisons for a similar flow configuration are reported by Hoholis [28] and 
will be referred to in chapter seven.
As the name suggests the Hybrid scheme combines two methods: (i) the central -
difference scheme and (ii) the upwind scheme. These methods are used alternatively
depending on the ratio o f convection and diffusion defined by the cell Peclet number
(Pe). In the limit of Pe = 0, the problem reduces to a mere diffusion situation, on the
other hand, for large Peclet numbers the flow is dominated by convection, and the
nodal values of <j) are very close to the upstream values. For the flux across the west
face the Peclet number can be written with reference to figure 5.3a as: 
pU (Dist)
Pe = — ^ ------ Wj_e_ (5 6)
r W
where (Dist) denotes the distance between the W and P cell nodes. Corresponding 
expressions apply to fluxes across the other cell faces.
The Hybrid scheme represents a piecewise linear approximation of the exact solution 
for the following Peclet number ranges:
- Pe < -2
-2  < P e < 2
- Pe >2
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Within the range -2 < Pe < 2 diffusion and convection are of a similar magnitude and 
the central - difference approximation is used with piecewise linear profiles between 
adjacent grid nodes. Outside this range the upwind scheme is used and the cell face 
value is assumed to be the value of the grid node on the upwind side of the face.
5.3.3 Diffusion
Attention is now turned to the diffusion terms in equation (5.1). Again, integration over 
the time interval is temporarily omitted. Integration over the control volume leads to:
D = I l f  [5? < rr* i  > + fe  < r* r £  > + l z  < rr,  H  >J ar 30 az
V
p
■ [( rr0 5? >n - < rr* §  >s] ae ar
+ ( < r* FM >e -  < r* r f l  >„1 ar az
+ [( r r * H  >h " < r r * H  ar 30 (5.1)
The gradients of $ at the cell faces are approximated using a linear variation between 
adjacent grid nodes. With the finite volume areas from equation (5.4), equation (5.7) 
may be written as:
( A r J n  ( A r J c
D  ( *N - * p ) -  -------------------- ( *p -  * s  )
( D i S t ) N,P  <D i s t ) P , S
( A r j .  <A r J „
+ — — *  ( *E -  0P ) -  * ( *P -  *w )
< D l S t ) E , P  < D l S t ) P,W
(Ar\*>h <ArV l
+----------------------< <t>H -  *P ) -   ( *p -  *L ) ( 5 . 8 )
(Dist)H/p (Dist)p^ L







The diffusion coefficients T  at the cell boundaries are taken as the arithmetic mean of
the adjacent nodal values.
5.3.4 Source Terms
The last term in equation (5.1) represents the in - fluid source term. Assuming a 
uniform distribution it is integrated over the control volume. After integration the source 
term is linearized to yield the following form:
P
To ensure numerical stability the coefficient Sp must be negative. A detailed discussion 
of source term linearization can be found in reference [81].
The following sources appear in the governing equations:
pressure forces in momentum equations 
centrifugal force in Uf momentum equation
Coriolis force in U momentum equation





The discretization practice for each of these terms is briefly outlined in the following 
paragraphs with reference to figure 5.3.
Pressure Forces
The pressure forces added to the UQ, Uf and equations are, respectively:
Ae (pp - PEJ
An <p p - PN>
Ah (pp - PH>
where the finite volume areas A , A and Au are defined in equation (5.4).
e n h
Centrifugal Force
The centrifugal force in the equation is accounted for by the following
expression [85], ensuring that the upwind face circumferential velocity is used to 
calculate the force:
A
-zr- (*\, - r_) [ U .  max (0 , ) - U_  max (0 , U .  ) ]r n  N P '  e,wn '  e,wn e,en e, en
Coriolis Force
The Coriolis force term added to the U equation is written as [85]:B
- sin (-^i) (U + U ) max (0 , A2 X. / .11 “  2
+ sin (u _ + U____) max (0 , - A
2 r,nE r,sE' e 2
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Turbulence Production
The production term (4.13) appearing in the turbulence model equations contains
velocity gradients of the three velocity components in each direction. The gradients of 
U in 0 - direction, U in radial direction and U in z - direction are approximated as
0 r z
follows:
auo _ U 9,e ~ u e,w 
36 ’ <D i s t >w,e
au u -  u „r _ r,n r, s
3r " <Dist)n,s
_ ° Z,h  -  ° z , l  
32 <D i s t > h , l
For the remaining six terms the average of four adjacent gradients is formed as shown
in the following example:
au - u -  u u -  u9 _ 1 , 9,eN 9,e , 9,e 9,eS
ar—  T L ----- ;--------------   :--------------
(DlSt)P,N <DlSt>S,P
^9,wN ^9,w + ^ 9 1 w ^9,wS ^
(E>is t ) w^NW ( D i s t ) w^sw
The terms U Jr  and U /r  in equation (4.13) are estimated from:
U u +
9 _ 9 ,e  9 , W
r  2
U U  +  U  r  _ r ,  n r ,  s
r ------------T T Z
W ith these expressions all necessary terms are provided to assemble the complete 
discretized conservation equation for the general variable <}>.
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5.3.5 Complete Discretization Equation
Using the Hybrid scheme to relate cell face values to nodal values in the convection 
expression (5.5), the complete implicit form of the conservation equation may be 
written in the following form:
=
where
V e  + Vw + VN + V S  + V h  + V L  + V t  + Sc
aE + aW + aN + aS + aH + aL + aT +SP
(5.12)
aE = max (0 , D0 - a
aTT = max (0 , D - a W ' w
aXT = max (0 , D - a  N n
aQ = max (0 , D - aO S
aH = max (0 , - a
aL = max (0 , - a
rpVj
a T At"
pDe , e Ae l ) + max (0 ' "pUe,eAe>
pU _ A I) + max (0 , pU _ A ) K 0, w w 1 ^ 0, w w
pU A I) + max (0 , -pU A ) H r, n n 1 9 K r , n rr
pUr,sA sl> + max (0 ' pUr,sA s>
puz f hAh l ) + max <0 ' ■p0z ,h * h >
Puz i^i|) + max (0 , PU lAl)
(5.13)
In the above expression D. denotes the diffusion coefficient as given in equation (5.10), 
the areas A. are defined in equation (5.4), and the parameter a  = 0.5 ensures that for
Peclet numbers outside the range -2 < Pe < 2 the diffusion contribution is omitted. 
The source term is used to represent the sources described in section 5.3.4, and also to 
introduce boundary conditions and underrelaxation. It is to these two latter aspects that 
attention is focused in the next section.
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5.4 Boundary Conditions. Under-relaxation
(a) Boundary Conditions
In section 3.4 the different boundary conditions used in this study were discussed, viz. 
walls, prescribed pressure boundaries, inlets and planes of symmetry. Tnese boundary 
conditions are introduced into the finite difference equation (5.12) through the source 
term. After a brief description of the general form, the practice used for each of the four 
boundary types is outlined in the following paragraphs.
General Form
The general form of the boundary condition contains a convective and a diffusive 
contribution and can be applied to the four boundary types relevant to the present study:
where m is the mass flow rate across the boundary, V and C the value and coefficient<(> <t>
of variable <J>, and <j>p the value o f <j) in cell P. The mass flow source itself appears in the 
continuity equation and is calculated from
where C and V are the coefficient and value o f the mass flow. By assigningm m
appropriate values to C , C , V and V the different boundary conditions can be
<(> m $ m
incorporated into the finite difference equations as outlined below.
Wall Boundary
For wall boundary conditions the convective part of equation (5.14) is set to zero 




C. = p A s  Un (5<f> w (p P
where is the wall cell face area, a friction factor and Up the velocity parallel to the
wall at adjacent grid node P. Different expressions for the friction factor s^ are used
depending on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent, thus incorporating the wall-law 
relationship illustrated in figure 3.3.
Special wall functions are also applied for the turbulence parameters k and e as given in 
equations (3.18) and (3.19). The value in the cell next to the wall, <|)p, is fixed by
assigning the following values in equation (5.14): m = 0, = 1010 , = required
value. The comparatively large coefficient effectively fixes <J)p to the value of V^:
small terms + lO1^ V
= ---------------------------------- m < 5 '
small terms + 1 0  ^
Prescribed Pressure Boundary
When prescribing an external pressure, the diffusion part of equation (5.14) is cut out 
by setting C equal to zero. As no mass flow source is required, V in equation (5.15)m
is also set to zero. The choice for C depends on the displaced and entrained massm
flow. In the present case a value of unity was found to give a well converged solution. 
When fluid is entrained, in equation (5.14) is specified for the variables entering the
domain.
Inlet Boundary
At inlet boundaries the diffusion part in equation (5.14) is omitted and the following 
values are assigned to the other parameters: Cm = 1CT10 , = 1010 m, and is
the required value. Thus, the source term in the continuity equation takes the following 
form:
, , n - 1 0  i n 1 0  .
r > _    + 1 0  1 0 m  / c





This prescribes a net source of m. For the variables convected into the domain the 
appropriate 's must be set.
Planes of Symmetry
A t planes of symmetry no convective or diffusive fluxes cross the boundary, i.e. 
S = 0. This condition is implemented by setting m and C in equation (5.14) to zero.4 <l>
(b) Relaxation
During the iterative solution process the values of flow variables fluctuate and situations 
can occur where the solution becomes unstable and does not converge. It is therefore 
often desirable to artificially slow the iteration process down leading to a slower 
variation in the values of dependent variables. This practice is termed under-relaxation. 
Two types o f under-relaxation are employed in the present study and these are 
described below.
Linear Under-relaxation
The values of variable $ are modified according to the following expression:
0 = “ l* n e w  + (1 ”  “ l> * o ld  <5
Thus <b is obtained from both the previous (<b ) and the current (0 ) value and theold new
under-relaxation factor a .  If is less than unity the iterative process is slowed down. 
Time Step Under-relaxation
In this under-relaxation method the following source term is added to the finite 
difference equation for variable 0:






S  = -7p- (5 .21)t.
where Vp is the cell volume and Tf a 'false' time step. With this extra source equation
(5.12) for reads:
. . . . + a. <f>p , .
P' ° + ° -  ( 5 .22)
IT •  •  •  •  i v i i
Small false time steps and hence large coefficients a  lead to an increasingly dominating 
influence of the old value of <j)p. Thus, the smaller the chosen time step is, the more is
the variation of <J> slowed down.
5.5 Solution Procedure
In the previous sections the general form of the discretized conservation equation and 
some auxiliary relationships were described. The present section outlines how these 
equations are solved in the PHOENICS computer code.
All conservation equations for velocities and scalar variables can be cast in the form of 
equation (5.12) which, although seemingly linear, is non - linear because the 
coefficients and sources are themselves functions of the dependent variables. 
Furthermore, there is no direct way of obtaining the pressure field which is needed to 
compute the pressure gradients in the source terms of the momentum equations. An 
iterative 'guess - and - correct' solution procedure is therefore adopted which, in the 
case of PHOENICS, is based on a variant of the SIMPLE algorithm [81]. SIMPLE 
stands for 'Semi - Implicit Method for Pressure - Linked Equations', an acronym not 
entirely appropriate in the context of this work as calculations are performed using a
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fully - implicit scheme [86]. A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in the 
literature [81, 83], however, a brief outline is given with reference to the equations 
presented in sections 5.3 and 5.4.
The method is based on a guessed pressure field from which velocities are calculated 
that do not satisfy the continuity equation (unless the guessed pressure field was 
correct). The pressures are then corrected so as to satisfy continuity, and the velocities 
are recalculated using the pressure corrections. The process is repeated with the updated 
pressure fields until the solution converges, i.e. until the mass imbalance falls below a 
prescribed value or until a set maximum number of iterations is reached.
The pressure and the velocities are written as:
( 5 . 2 3 )
( 5 . 2 4 . 1 )
( 5 . 2 4 . 2 )
( 5 . 2 4 . 3 )
U* represent the guessed or intermediate values o f pressure 
and velocities, Pf is the pressure correction and U ', U ' and U ’ are the velocity0 r z
corrections. From the actual and the intermediate momentum equations a velocity 
correction formula can be constructed which relates the current velocity value to the 
previous velocity and the pressure correction. Thus, the formulae may be written with 
reference to figure 5.3 as:
★p = p +
/
P
icu = u 0 0 + ue'
★u = ur  r + ur
*u = uz z + Uz




+ de <P p ' -  p e '> (5.25.1)
★ / /u r = u r + dn <PP -  PN > (5.25.2)
* / /
U z = U z + dh <PP PH > (5.25.3)
where
d e  = ( I T T  >e ( 5 . 2 6 . 1 )nb
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dn " < S - T  >n (5.26.2)
nb
dh ■ < z F T  >h (5.26.3)
nb
where the finite volume areas Ag, An and Afa are given in equation (5.4) and the 
neighbour coefficients (a ) ,  (a ,) and (a ,) account for the combined convection -nb e nb n nb h
diffusion influence at the control volume faces in the staggered grid. To evaluate 
equation (5.25) an expression for the pressure correction P' is needed which can be 
derived by substituting equations (5.25) into the discretized form of the continuity 
equation. The resulting form of the pressure correction equation has a similar 
appearance to equation (5.12) and can hence later be solved using the same techniques:
/
p aEPE + aWPW + aNPN + aSPS + aLPL + aHPH
+ b
p
aE + aW + aN + aS + aL + aH ( 5 . 2 7 )
where
aE pd A K e e
a w pd A w w
aN " pd A n n
a s  = pd A K s s
aL = pdx A x
aH = p d h Ah ( 5 . 2 8 )
b =
(pAUe*) w - *pAUe*^e + (pAUr*>s " <pAUr*>n 
★ *
+ <PAUZ ) 2 -  (pAUz ) h ( 5 . 2 9 )
The term b represents a mass source which reduces to zero when the intermediate 
velocities denoted by an asterisk satisfy the continuity equation. In this case no further 
pressure corrections are required and a converged solution is reached.
All relevant components for solving the discretized conservation equation are now 
provided and the solution sequence may be summarized as follows:
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(i) guess the initial pressure field P*
(ii) using this pressure field solve momentum equations for U * U * and U *0 r z
(iii) calculate coefficients in pressure correction equation (5.27) and solve for P'
(iv) correct pressure and velocities using equations (5.23) and (5.25)
(v) solve for scalar variables k, e and C
(vi) return to step (ii) using the new pressure field and repeat until convergence
Two different procedures are used for solving the sets of linear equations: (i) a slab - 
wise method which operates on successive r - 0 planes for the velocities, turbulence 
kinetic energy, dissipation rate and concentration, and (ii) a whole - field simultaneous 
method for the pressure correction equation. Details of these schemes are given by 
Markatos [87]. The treatment o f the momentum equations differs from the SIMPLE 
method in that the coefficients in equation (5.12) contain only diffusion contributions, 
the convection terms are included in the source term. This variant, known as 
SIMPLEST [86], enhances convergence, particularly when using fine grids.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter the derivation of the finite volume equations from the governing partial 
differential equations for the flow under consideration has been outlined. The inclusion 
of boundary conditions and source terms into the finite volume equations has also been 
described. Finally, the iterative method used for solving these equations has been 
outlined. Computational results for the different flow configurations under investigation 
will be presented in chapters seven and eight.
Injector' Nozzle,
Fig. 5.1: Flow configuration
Z
Fig. 5.2: Computational domain, undeflected jet
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An experimental study of the steady state and transient jets under quiescent and swirling 
conditions was undertaken to support the computational part of this thesis. Its main
purpose is to provide quantitative data to validate predictions by measuring radial and
tangential velocity distributions at five radial positions in the combustion chamber 
model. Apart from the validation aspect, the experimental results on their own provide 
detailed insight into the je t development and structure. The presentation of results in 
sections 6.5 to 6.8 is preceded by introductory remarks on the hydraulic analogy in 
section 6.1. This is followed by a description of the test facility in section 6.2 which 
includes a summary of the scale relationships between engine and analogue model. 
Section 6.3 describes the measurement technique. It contains a discussion of hot film 
anemometry in the context of hydraulic analogy, an account of the calibration method, 
and a description of the data analysis technique employed. The main features of the data 
acquisition system are related in section 6.4. The remaining sections of this chapter 
present results for the four different flow configurations under investigation: steady 
state undeflected jet ( 6.5 ), transient undeflected jet ( 6 .6 ), steady state deflected jet 
( 6.7 ) and transient deflected jet ( 6.8 ). Finally, the concluding remarks in section
6.9 summarize this chapter.
6.1 Hydraulic Analogy
Previous work on the penetration and mixing rate of oil sprays [14, 16, 88] has 
established that the penetration of a single droplet in quiescent air is negligible compared 
with the penetration of an oil spray. The momentum of the droplets is transferred very 
rapidly to the surrounding air so that some distance from the nozzle the jet behaves as 
an air jet with the same inlet momentum as the fuel at the point of injection. Thus, from
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a fluid dynamics point of view, the fuel jet may be represented without serious error by 
an air jet in air or, provided compressibility effects are not important, by a water jet in 
water. Hence with suitable scaling the water analogy method allows the flow processes 
occurring in a Diesel engine to be studied on a much more leisurely time scale than 
would be the case in the actual engine. Apart from the assumption regarding individual 
fuel droplets it is also important to realize other simplifications made in the Water model 
approach:
piston movement is not taken into account and hence velocities generated by a 
moving piston, such as squish, are not included. The combustion chamber height 
corresponds to the top dead centre position.
a uniform density is assumed, neglecting density variations in the je t and the 
surrounding air caused by combustion heat.
swirl is generated by rotating the cylindrical drum. The level of turbulence 
associated with the swirling motion is lower than would be expected in an actual 
engine.
Despite these limitations the hydraulic analogy has proved a valuable tool in combustion 
studies, particularly since the phenomena occurring in a firing engine are too complex to 
be represented analytically. Information regarding jet penetration and rate of spread can 
provide input for multizone combustion models or, as in the present study, serve to 
validate predictions from multidimensional computer codes.
Previous work using the hydraulic analogue technique was, until recently, concerned 
with flow visualization experiments. All studies using this method reported in the 
literature [19, 20, 22, 28, 41] employ dye techniques and high speed photography to 
examine the progressive development of air - fuel ratio boundaries. The technique 
permits visual observation of jet development by injecting a weak alkali solution into a 
similarly weak acid solution in the tank, using phenolphtalein as a chemical indicator. It 
is not proposed to go into greater detail here since the method is well documented in the
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literature. Results were mainly of a qualitative nature showing the jet evolution and the 
approximate location of different air - fuel ratio boundaries. No quantitative information 
about the mean velocity field and turbulence generated during injection could be 
obtained. In view of the importance of convective transport and turbulence for the 
mixing process and hence ultimately combustion efficiency, Gan [23] recently 
undertook a detailed velocity survey using the analogue model at the University of 
Bath. He examined the flow field generated by a four hole nozzle using hot film 
anemometry under quiescent and swirling conditions. Particularly at high swirl rates the 
jets were swept around and could be seen to influence one another. In the present study 
a different nozzle configuration is used, viz. a one hole nozzle with a 5 mm square exit 
allowing the jet to be studied in isolation and without interference from other jets. A 
square nozzle was chosen mainly for convenience as it was numerically much easier to 
specify a square inlet boundary when injecting radially into a cylindrical polar co­
ordinate system, the angular co-ordinate being used for the cylindrical drum of the 
analogue model. More details of the test facility are given in section 6.2 below.
6.2 Test Facility
The combustion chamber represented by the analogue model is that of a six cylinder 
Perkins DI Diesel engine with a swept volume of 5.8 1. The relationship between rig 
parameters and equivalents has been described by Way [22]. The assumptions made 
are outlined in the previous section. Since his flow visualization studies the injection 
system has been modified and consequently the Reynolds - and Strouhal number 
ratios between analogue model and actual engine have changed slightly. Both now 
take a value of 0.95. A summary of the scale relationships is given in table 6.1 and
6.2 below.
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Parameter Eneine fair) Analogue model (water)
density, p (kg/m3) 23.4 103
viscosity, \i (kg/ms) 4.42 10'5 9.8 10'4
equiv. nozzle dia., Dn (mm) 1.78 5.64
bowl dia. (mm) 73 609
nozzle velocity (m/s) 170 10
mass injected (g) 0.076 600
injection period t. (s) 0.002 0.3
no. of nozzle holes 4 1
table 6.1: engine parameters and analogue model equivalents







table 6.2: analogue /  engine ratios
The general arrangement o f the hydraulic analogue test facility is depicted in figures 6.1 
and 6.2 a. Schematic diagrams o f the chamber model and the injection system are 
provided in figures 6.3 and 6.4. Reference is made to these figures in the following 
description.
Previous work at Bath on the hydraulic analogue rig has been concerned with flow 
visualization studies using a chemical indicator technique. The combustion chamber 
model is made of perspex to permit visual or photographic observation of mixing. 
Recently the cylindrical tank has been modified by Gan [23] and the author to 
accommodate hot film and pitot probes for velocity measurements during injection. The 
main components o f the analogue rig are the cylindrical drum representing the 
combustion chamber and the injection system which permits both continuous and 
impulsive injection.
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The cylindrical drum is supported in another cylindrical tank sealed by a perspex lid. To 
generate swirl the inner drum can be rotated by an electric motor via a belt drive 
( figures 6.1 and 6.3 ). The stationary lid carries mounting pads for both the hot film 
probe holder and a pitot tube. Hot film measurements can be taken at five radial 
positions, measured from the tank's axis of symmetry at r  = 75 mm, r = 119 mm, 
r = 164 mm, r  = 208 mm and r = 253 mm. The pitot tube allows measurements 
closer to the nozzle, i.e. up to 48 mm. By rotating the nozzle a profile of the jet and the 
associated entrainment region on either side can be obtained. The lid also supports the 
injector and incorporates the outflow for displaced water. W ater is supplied from a 
reservoir tank and fed to the nozzle alternatively through a pump or the injector. Since 
hot film probe contamination presented a problem a water softener has been installed to 
filter and clean water before it enters the reservoir tank. This device has proved very 
effective and reduced levels of probe contamination significantly. In the analysis of hot 
film signals changes in w ater temperature must be taken into consideration. 
Consequently, temperatures in the analogue model and the hot film calibration rig are 
monitored during measurements using platinum resistance thermometers ( P R T ). The 
location of the thermometers is indicated in figures 6.1, 6.2 a and 6.6. They require 
calibration to match the output signal range to the data acquisition hardware and to 
convert voltages into temperatures. The calibration method for the two PRT s is 
outlined in the following paragraphs.
Figure 6.8 shows a block diagram of the signal processing circuit for temperature 
measurement. The PRT signal is passed through a signal conditioning card and an A/D 
converter into the PC. The signal conditioning card is adjusted to give an output of zero 
volts at zero degree Celsius and 10 volts at 100 degrees C . The PRT s are calibrated 
by applying an exact signal from a resistance box at the signal conditioning card input. 
Voltages are recorded at the card's output using a digital voltmeter ( DVM ) and at the 
computer. The calibration process involves two stages:
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(i) adjusting the gain on the card to give zero volts DVM reading at 100 ohm and
1.001 volts at 138.5 ohm where 100 ohm and 138.5 ohm correspond to 0 degree 
C and 100 degree C respectively
(ii) setting the card amplification to give 0.007 volts on the DVM (0 .05  °C on the 
P C ) at 100 ohm and 10.01 volts on the DVM (99.98 °C on the PC ) at 138.5 
ohm.
The data obtained during calibration is recorded in table 6.3.
signal conditioning
PRT resistance Tohml card output fVl PC r°Cl
calibration 100 0.007 0.05
rig 138.5 10.01 99.98
analogue 100 0.007 0.05
rig 138.5 10.02 99.98
table 6.3: PRT calibration data
On reconnecting the transducers the two PRT readings on the computer are compared
with each other and a mercury in glass thermometer with a 0.05 degree C resolution. At
room temperature the following readings were obtained:
Mercury in glass thermometer: 14.80 deg. C
PRT 1, calibration rig: 14.38 deg. C
PRT 2, analogue rig: 14.77 deg. C
Hence the gain o f PRT 1 was adjusted on the signal conditioning card to give the same 
value as PRT 2. After adjusting some drift on the PRT s was observed, PRT 1 read 
between 14.65 deg. C and 14.70 deg. C, while PRT 2 varied between 14.70 deg. C 
and 14.77 deg. C .
The injection system permits both steady state and impulsive injection. Although the 
steady state case is clearly of limited relevance to the Diesel engine application it does 
serve to identify regions of intense and weak hydrodynamic activity and hence areas of
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strong and poor mixing. It also allows observations to be made as to what extent the 
steady state is reached during impulsive injection. Another important aspect in the 
present study lies in the validation function for numerical predictions. The steady state 
case was used to optimize the computational model to give good agreement with 
experimental data. This 'tuning' was mainly concerned with the computational mesh, 
the turbulence model and the inlet boundary condition, and is described in detail in 
chapter seven. The optimized model was then used for predictions of the impulsive jet 
and also of the deflected steady state and transient jet. Figure 6.4 shows a schematic 
diagram of the injection system with the main components labelled. The sketch in figure
6.5 illustrates the nozzle, indicating piston, spring and exit canal with square cross 
section. During steady state injections a pump provides a constant mass flow, while in 
the impulsive case the injector is driven by pressurized air. To ensure a constant nozzle 
exit velocity of 10 m/s throughout the entire experimental study the pressure at the 
injector end was monitored with a pressure transducer ( figures 6.1 and 6.2 a ) and 
displayed on the PC screen. In both cases, steady state and impulsive injection, the 
pressure signal can be related to the injection velocity. To establish the injection 
pressure - velocity relationship it is necessary to calibrate the pressure transducer and 
then to perform a series of injections. The results of this evaluation are detailed in the 
following paragraphs.
A Gould Stratham ( 0 -1 0 0  p s i ) pressure transducer is used to measure the injection 
pressure. The transducer output signal is passed via a 521 amplifier signal conditioning 
card and an A/D converter into the computer. To calibrate the pressure transducer and 
check its linearity a fluid gauge 0 - 1 0  bar was used. The resulting calibration curve is 
reproduced in figure 6.9. Hence zero bar corresponds to 0.076 volts ( computer 
reading ) and 6.9 bar to 9.998 volts. Voltage readings with a DVM were also taken on 
the signal conditioning card and found to agree well with the values displayed by the 
PC. To convert the pressure transducer voltage into a velocity the following 
relationships are used:
E <x p ( 6 . 1 )
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where E is the transducer voltage, p the injection pressure, c a constant, and V the 
injection velocity. Using the calibration data ( figure 6 .9)  equation (6.1 ) can be 
written as
E = ^ p  (6
To determine the constant in equation ( 6 .2 ) a series of injection tests was performed 
during which the transducer voltage variation with time was recorded. The data is listed 
in table 6.4.
pressure transducer injection time












E = 1 1
10
£ V  - V i
= 1.765 V
10
t  -  t  =1 o
i = l = 2540 ms
10
table 6.4: pressure transducer output - injection time relationship
The average injection velocity during this series can be determined readily from 
m = p Ajj V (6.4)
where rii is the mass flow rate, p the density, An the nozzle area, and V the injection
velocity. Substituting m with the injected volume Vol, density p and average injection 
time tj - 1 , and rearranging yields for the injection velocity:
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V = ----------  (6.5)
'  ‘W
with
V o l = 6.0 10-4 m3 
Aj, = 2.5 10-5 m 2
(t -t ) = 2.54 s1 o
it follows that V = 9.45 m/s, corresponding to an average transducer voltage of 
E = 1.765 volts. Combining equations ( 6.2 ) and ( 6.3 ) gives an expression for 
the constant c:
6 .9  E 
c  = TT T - 2
thus, c = 0.01364 and
V = 7.11 /  E <6-6)
Equation ( 6 .6 ) is implemented in the data acquisition software so that the injection 
velocity can be monitored during steady state and transient tests. The value o f 10 m/s 
used corresponds to a transducer voltage of E = 1.976 volts.
This description concludes the section outlining relevant aspects of the test facility.
Further details are given by Homer [20], Way [22] and Gan [23]. The data 
acquisition system is described in section 6.4, following some remarks on the 
measurement technique itself in section 6.3. below.
6.3 Measurement Technique
Flow visualization studies reported by Way [22], Idoum [21] and others illustrate the 
temporal evolution of the jet and have been successfully employed under quiescent and 
swirling conditions. To obtain quantitative mean velocity and turbulence data however, 
more sophisticated techniques are called for, the most suitable being hot film 
anemometry and laser Doppler anemometry ( L D A ). Both techniques could have been
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used in the present study, the perspex analogue model permitting optical access for the 
laser, and indeed a laser system would have been preferable in view of its high accuracy 
and good frequency response. Unfortunately, laser systems are very costly and no 
suitable system was available at the time the measurements were taken. For this reason 
hot film anemometry was chosen and has been used throughout the experimental study. 
To check mean velocities and gain confidence in hot film  results, p ito t tube 
measurements were taken along the jet centreline. The purpose o f this section is to 
outline in general terms the application of hot film anemometry to the analogue model 
(section  6.3.1 ), to describe the hot film calibration method used and present 
calibration curves ( section 6 .3.2), and finally to outline the analysis technique for hot 
film signals ( section 6.3.3 ).
6.3.1 Hot Film Anemometry applied to Analogue Model
The probes used in the experiments are TSI 1210 - 20 W cylindrical hot film probes. 
They are operated in the constant temperature mode with a Prosser PS I 6100 
anemometer system. The principles o f hot film anemometry are well documented in the 
literature, e.g. Perry [89]. It is therefore not proposed to discuss the heat transfer 
relationships on the film and examine different methods of relating change in film 
resistance to effective cooling velocity, instead some remarks follow on the suitability 
and limitations of the measurement technique in the context of the analogue model.
The probe size is significant for two reasons: (i) the sensor should be as small as 
possible so as not to disturb the flow and capture small scale details of the flow pattern 
and (ii) the film probe should be thin, as this improves the sensitivity towards velocity 
fluctuations. The diameter of hot film probes is typically a factor of ten larger than that 
of hot wires, hence the frequency response of hot film probes is considerably lower. In 
water flows this disadvantage is to some extent offset by the generally lower frequency
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scale compared with gaseous flows. Some signal analysis techniques are based on the 
assumption of an infinitely long sensor ( e.g. cosine law ), an approximation which 
might be acceptable for thin wires but cannot justifiably be extended to hot films. The 
technique employed in the present study is not based on this assumption.
Care must be exercised in choosing the sensor operating temperature by specifying the 
overheat ratio on the anemometer system. On the one hand a large temperature 
difference between water and sensor is desirable to obtain a high frequency response 
and decrease the sensitivity towards water temperature variations, on the other hand a 
high probe temperature increases the likelihood of localised boiling on the film surface. 
This causes air bubbles to form which have a detrimental effect on the recorded voltage. 
A sensor temperature of 58 degrees C was found to be more suitable than the 66.7 
degrees C recommended by the probe manufacturer.
Probe contamination through deposits on the film surface adversely affect the frequency 
response of the sensor and heat transfer between film and water. A reduced heat 
transfer rate decreases the voltage required to maintain a constant sensor temperature 
and hence record lower velocities than actually occur. The problem of probe 
contamination has been largely overcome by the installation of a water softener and 
regular probe cleaning by dipping it into a vessel containing a weak solution of 
orthophosphoric acid and placing it into an ultrasonic cleaner. The film was also 
frequently inspected under a microscope for visual signs of deposits or damage.
The flow field in the analogue model is three dimensional. To measure the velocity 
magnitude and direction it would be necessary to either use a three sensor probe or 
position one probe in three mutually perpendicular directions and conduct three 
consecutive measurements. Although the use of a three sensor probe would be desirable 
and probably give the most accurate velocity data, its use is beyond the scope of the 
present work as it requires elaborate data analysis and a three channel anemometer 
system. Similarly, positioning the same probe in three perpendicular co-ordinate
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directions is for practical reasons not feasible. In view of the fact that the flow field in 
most parts of the analogue rig is expected to be largely two dimensional in the r  - 0 
plane, the above mentioned limitations are not too serious. The only region where a 
strong motion in z direction is expected is in the wall jet, which is not the focus of this 
experimental study. It is hence assumed that the flow field can be treated as two 
dimensional with little loss o f realism. The validity of this supposition will later be 
confirmed in the computational study ( chapters 7 and 8 ) for the r  - 0 plane bisecting 
the nozzle exit. To measure velocities in a two dimensional flow field two different 
approaches are available. In the first alternative two velocity components are measured 
simultaneously while in the second option two consecutive measurements are conducted 
with a single film probe rotated by 90 degrees about its axis. For simultaneous 
measurements X - film probes or split film probes are commonly used.
In steady state conditions either technique can be used since the mean velocity is 
constant and turbulence is random by nature. It may indeed be preferable to take 
consecutive measurements at the same location since the effect of possible interference 
by films and supports on the cooling velocity sensed by each film is eliminated.
In transient flows matters stand differently and consecutive measurements are only 
permissible when the transient flow pattern is strictly repeatable. Applied to the 
analogue model, it is essential that injection conditions are repeatable. The solenoid 
valve which triggers the pressurized air supply for the injector is controlled by the data 
acquisition system as described in section 6.4. The data acquisition control hardware 
includes a variable delay which allows a constant delay time between start of data 
sampling by the PC and opening of the solenoid valve to be se t If the solenoid valve is 
viewed as a junction between data acquisition system and the actual injection system 
then the data acquisition side does ensure repeatable conditions. A degree of uncertainty 
is introduced by mechanical components, in particular the injector where friction might 
cause slight variations between injections, and also by the nozzle where the piston - 
spring assembly ( figure 6.5 ) might not always open with the same speed and at the
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same pressure. Table 6.4 illustrates that some scatter was observed during a series of 
injections. Despite these reservations the advantages of single film probes in terms of 
relative ease of calibration and cost outweighed the limitations outlined above. It was 
hence decided to use single film probes throughout the experimental study and to 
interpret transient results with some degree of caution.
6.3.2 Hot Film Calibration
The response of a hot film probe to a fluid flow is a function of both velocity magnitude 
and direction. The effective velocity seen by the sensor is not only a function of the 
perpendicular component of the flow but is also affected by the parallel flow component 
and interference from the supports. In order to establish the relationship between bridge 
output from the anemometer system and velocity components in the flow it is necessary 
to
(i) relate the effective cooling velocity sensed by the hot film probe to the probe 
velocity and direction and
(ii) relate the cooling velocity to the bridge output
For the first correlation a number of proposals of various degrees of sophistication have 
been suggested. The simplest scheme, termed cosine law, assumes an infinitely long 
sensor and ignores the contribution of parallel velocity components and interference 
from supports on the cooling velocity. More accurate techniques use yaw factors to 
account for velocities along the sensor and pitch factors for velocity components in the 
third co-ordinate direction. Both factors are not constant and have to be determined by 
calibrating the probe at different angles.
The relationship between cooling velocity and bridge voltage is nonlinear. One 
expression suggested by King and detailed in reference [89] is derived from an energy 
balance between the heat lost from the sensor due to convection and the electric energy
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required to balance this loss. A variety o f schemes using different heat transfer 
relationships have been incorporated in this method. In an alternative approach the 
nonlinear velocity - voltage relationship has been accounted for in a less pragmatic way 
by using a polynomial expression of the form:
This method generally permits a more accurate curve fitting than King's relationship. In 
the present study the following polynomial relationship is used:
where Efa is the bridge voltage and Eq a reference voltage. The coefficients A 1 to A4 are
determined by a curve fitting routine. To establish the probe’s angular response it was 
calibrated in 10 degree intervals from 0 to 90 degrees, hence a set of ten calibration 
curves was obtained. These curves are reproduced in figure 6.10 and later used in the 
data analysis technique described in section 6.3.3. During experiments great care was 
taken to ensure that the calibration curves were repeatable; after probe cleaning a 
calibration curve for one angular position was measured and compared with the original 
curve. Figure 6.11 depicts a comparison between a curve obtained after cleaning and an 
original curve. It was also noted that the probe is not symmetric. Figure 6.12 illustrates 
this for two curves taken at zero degree and 180 degrees. During measurements in the 
analogue rig it was ensured that the probe orientation relative to the nozzle agreed with 
that from the calibration rig.
Concluding this section on calibration a few remarks follow on the design o f the 
calibration rig. A cross section of the nozzle chamber is shown in figure 6.6. Water 
supply comes directly from the mains and passes through a water softener before 
entering the nozzle chamber. The volume flow is regulated by a valve. Inside the nozzle 
chamber a baffle plate assists in stabilizing the flow and reducing the level of turbulence
U = A + A  E + A E 2 + 
0 1 2
n ( 6 . 7 )
( 6 . 8 )
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before exit. The exit mean velocity profile has been measured by Gan [23] and was 
found to be uniform in those parts o f the cross sectional area where the sensor is 
positioned during calibration. The positioning of the sensor in front of the nozzle exit is 
depicted in figures 6.2 b and 6.7. The bars and connectors permit the hot film probe to 
be positioned directly in front of the nozzle. The pivot allows the whole assembly to be
rotated so that the sensor may be yawed relative to the flow.
6.3.3 Data Analysis Technique
This section outlines the technique used to relate the bridge voltage recorded during 
measurements and stored on disk to the radial and tangential velocity components in the 
co-ordinate system of the analogue model. Two measurements were taken at each point, 
the hot film being aligned with the radial direction during the first run and then rotated 
by 90 degrees about the probe holder's axis for the second run. The data analysis 
method does not use yaw factors but rather an iterative method particularly suited for 
digital processing. It is called the 'double look - up' table method [90] and described 
in the following paragraphs with reference to figures 6.13 to 6.15. The form of this 
method implemented in the data analysis program assumes piecewise linear profiles 
between adjacent calibration curves. Figure 6.13 depicts the sensor in two positions 
perpendicular to each other. The general velocity vector V is decomposed into its 
tangential velocity U and radial velocity V components, for which the following 
relationships may be written:
u = V  c o s  0 , V  = V  s i n  0 (6 .9)
where p is the angle between velocity and a reference axis. The yaw angles a  ^ and a 2 
between the normal on each sensor and the flow velocity may be written as
«l = + 0 ( oT = 45° ) (6 .10)
a 2 = * 2  + 13 ( (T = -  45° ) (6 .11)
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Calibration was carried out in terms of velocity and yaw angle ( figure 6.10). Figure 
6.14 shows the same set of calibration curves V = f(E) „ as depicted in figureconst (3 r
6.10 with two additional lines of constant voltage representing the higher ( Eh ) and 
lower ( Et ) bridge voltages obtained from measurements in the analogue rig. The flow
chart in figure 6.15 illustrates the structure of the data analysis program. Initially, the 
maximum and minimum velocity values are identified and the average is formed ( V )
as starting point for the iteration process. The iteration criterion to be satisfied is, that 
the sum of the absolute values of a i and a 2 should be 90 degrees ( figure 6.13 ). If
this sum is larger than 90 degrees the velocity is reduced, and vice versa. When the 
velocity and corresponding angles and a 2 are found the two velocity components are
calculated from equations ( 6 . 9 )  to (6 . 11 ) .  The higher bridge voltage Eh is then
compared with the voltages obtained from the sensor when the film was orientated in 
radial and tangential direction in order to identify the components corresponding to the 
radial and tangential velocity in the analogue model.
In steady state conditions measurements were taken over a period of four seconds with
a sampling rate o f 1000 Hz. Although the A/D converter permits a higher sampling rate
when monitoring only one channel ( 1499 Hz or higher when disabling system
interrupts), advantage of this feature could not be taken due to computer memory
limitations. Hence 4000 voltage pairs were analysed at each position. Using the method
outlined above the corresponding 4000 radial and tangential velocity components were
calculated and stored in an array for further data reduction. They represent
instantaneous velocities from which mean velocities, kinetic energy (k), radial 




u  = ■" n 1 ( 6 . 1 2 )
n r
I  V
V = — n 1 ( 6 . 1 3 )
where U and V are mean velocities and U ' and V ' instantaneous velocities.i i
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k "  2
TI = r
T I t  =
In transient tests the 4000 data points available for analysis are divided into a suitable 
number of time intervals. The smaller the time intervals, the less accurate are the 
calculated velocities and turbulence data since fewer points around each time step are 
available for analysis. A slight overlap between neighbouring time intervals is 
acceptable and helps smooth the temporal evolution of velocity and turbulence data. To 
measure the je t penetration rate two channels ( hot film and pressure) were monitored 
simultaneously. In this case the A/D converter limited the sampling rate to 749 Hz.
Data reduction is performed with a program written in Fortran by Gan [23] and 
modified by the author. Pairs of data files containing bridge voltages obtained from 
radial and tangential measurements at a range of angular locations across the jet are read 
and analysed according to the method described above. Equations ( 6 .12) to ( 6 .16) 
are incorporated and results written to an output file in column format.
Concluding this section a few remarks follow on the accuracy that can be expected from 
the measurement technique described above. One significant problem arises from the 
method's inability to clearly detect the flow direction. This is not generally a problem in 
most parts of the jet where the main flow direction is known, however it does pose 
difficulties at very low velocities and in recirculation zones. At very low mean velocities 
a situation may arise where the fluctuating components become negative, i.e. the flow 
direction is reversed. This reversal is not detected by the data analysis method, and in 
equations (6.12) and (6.13) in effect the absolute values of the instantaneous velocities,
n '  2 n '  2 1  [ i?1 (Ui -  u  ) 2 + i 5 l  <V4 -  V )  ] - ( 6 . 1 4 )
/ "  ' U ) 2 i
( 6 . 1 5 )
2 2 IU + V/
J  Z {V -
V  i  = 1 i
S u 2 +
v , » l
V
( 6 . 1 6 )
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IU 'I and IV 'I, are taken rather than U 1 and VConsequen t l y ,  at low mean velocities
1 1  i i
higher values may be recorded than actually occur. This ambiguity also affects the 
calculation of kinetic energy and turbulence intensity as is evident from equations (6.14) 
to (6.16). Hence flows which are highly turbulent while having a low mean velocity 
may not be accurately measured. In the hydraulic analogue, regions with low mean 
velocities are outside the je t’s boundary and near the wall at r = R. W here this 
coincides with relatively high levels of turbulence, results must be viewed with some 
caution.
6.4 Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system is best described by treating hardware and software 
separately.
Hardware
The hardware comprises the following components:
four sensors, viz. two platinum resistance thermometers, a pressure transducer, 
and a hot film probe
an electronic circuit to trigger the solenoid valve and data sampling during transient 
injections
a 12 bit IBM A/D converter
an IBM XT PC with twin floppy disk drives
All four sensors needed to be calibrated. This has been described in sections 6.2 and
6.3.2 and no further remarks are here required.
An electronic circuit triggers both the solenoid valve between injector and pressurized 
air supply and the start of data sampling by the data acquisition program. In transient
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tests synchronization o f the two is crucial to ensure that injection does not begin before 
the computer starts sampling data. In initial runs a variable time delay was observed in 
the data acquisition program which resulted in unrepeatable jet penetration rates to be 
recorded. This variable delay is a feature of the part o f the data acquisition program 
supplied with the A/D converter. The problem was overcome by two measures: 
(i) adding an output line from the PC to the valve and (ii) adding an adjustable delay 
before the valve. The sketch in figure 6.16 illustrates the new arrangement. The switch 
on the cycle control panel triggers the data acquisition program. After the variable time 
delay has passed sampling begins and simultaneously the additional output line triggers 
an adjustable delay. At the end of this second delay the solenoid valve opens. Hence, 
start o f data sampling and delayed valve operation are independent from the variable 
first delay and results proved to be repeatable. The second delay can be continuously 
varied from 0 to 200 milli seconds.
The 12 bit A/D converter allows 4096 discrete voltage levels to be expressed digitally. 
All four sensors were calibrated to give readings between 0 and 10 volts, hence 409.6 
digital steps represent one volt. The sampling rate depends on the number of channels 
monitored simultaneously. If only one channel is scanned the maximum sampling rate 
is 1499 Hz. This can be significantly increased when system interrupts are disabled. If 
two or more channels are monitored the maximum sampling rate is obtained by dividing 
1499 Hz by the number of channels. In some transient runs the hot film and pressure 
transducer channels were used together, however, in all other cases only the hot film 
channel was scanned with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. During tests in the analogue rig 
the temperature channel was scanned immediately after all hot film signals were 
recorded.
The data acquisition system is driven by an IBM XT PC with twin floppy disks. The 
software installed is described in the following paragraphs.
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Software
The software supplied with the data acquisition and control adapter includes a number 
of subroutine functions that may be called from the application program. The functions 
can be used with different languages, the data acquisition program used in this study is 
written in interpreted BASICA. It was developed by White [91] and subsequently 
modified by Gan [23] who provides a complete program listing. Functions are called to 
perform tasks such as setting the state of a bit in the binary input port of a particular 
channel and specifying the range o f channels to be scanned during sampling. The 
application program is menu driven. It permits data acquisition parameters such as 
sampling rate, number o f samples and channels, sensor temperature and reference 
temperature to be specified. It is also used to access submenus pertaining to probe 
calibration and data sampling in the analogue rig. During calibration tests the bridge 
voltage is corrected for water temperature deviations from a specified reference 
temperature using the following relationship:
EL = E ' ( W f  ) 1/2 ( 6 . ]b  b T -T 's
where E J is the bridge voltage, T# the sensor temperature, T a reference temperature
and T the water temperature. Deviations up to two degrees C did occur, particularly at 
low velocities, since water supply for the calibration rig is directly from the mains. Data 
from tests in both the calibration rig and the analogue model may be displayed 
graphically on the screen or written to floppy disk.
6.5 Undeflected Steady State Jet
Experimental results are presented for a single steady state jet issuing into the quiescent 
combustion chamber model. Measurements were taken both with a pitot tube and a hot 
film probe. The main purpose of the pitot measurements was to validate mean velocities
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obtained from the hot film probe at several radial positions on the je t centreline. A 
comparison between pitot and hot film results is shown in figure 6.17. Also shown are 
experimental results for a free jet reported by Wygnanski et al [92] and Witze [47]. In 
the present investigation the jet does not exhibit a potential core due to the small nozzle 
length /  diameter ratio of 1.6. Wygnanslti's and Witze's velocity decay data in figure 
6.17 is hence shown without the core reported in their studies. The favourable 
agreement inspired confidence in the hot film's ability to measure mean velocities in the 
main part of the je t with a good degree of accuracy. Some ambiguity remained as 
regards the flow direction at low velocities outside the je t boundary ( section 6.3 ). 
Moreover, no definite statement can be made about the accuracy of kinetic energy and 
turbulence intensity measurements. At relatively high mean velocities the limiting factor 
is the sampling rate of 1000 Hz, although this rate is considered to be sufficient in view 
of the low frequency scale associated with water flows. At low velocities kinetic energy 
and turbulence intensity may be affected by the ambiguous mean velocity data.
Measurements were taken in the horizontal plane bisecting the nozzle exit at five radial 
positions: r  = 75 mm, 119 mm, 164 mm, 208 mm and 253 mm. The 
corresponding nondimensional distances from the nozzle exit are r/D = 11, 20, 29, 38 
and 47, were D is the side length of the square nozzle hole. The grid in figure 6.18 
shows the angular positions at which measurements were taken at each of the five radii, 
viz. around the je t centreline from - 5° to + 5° in 1° intervals and up until - 65° and 
+ 90° in 5° intervals. Hence profiles were obtained of radial and tangential mean 
velocity, kinetic energy, and radial and tangential turbulence intensity. Experimental 
results are presented in profile form throughout this chapter. Different, mainly 
nondimensional forms of presenting experimental data are used in chapters seven and 
eight for comparisons with computational predictions.
Radial and tangential mean velocity profiles in figure 6.19 show a fairly symmetric 
characteristic with respect to the jet centreline at 0°. The five radial velocity peak values 
are also shown in figure 6.17, indicating good agreement for the centreline velocity
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decay with data for free axisymmetric jets reported in the literature. The jet's edge 
cannot be easily identified; its halfwidth is therefore taken as an indication of the rate of 
spread. Halfwidths inferred from figure 6.19 and based on 1 % of the centreline 
velocity are used in chapter seven ( figure 7.5 ) for comparisons with predicted rates of 
spread. The halfwidth growth is a reflection of the fuller profile shape with increasing 
radius in figure 6.19. The tangential velocity reaches a significant level near the jet 
centreline and decays radially more slowly than the radial velocity. The sign change at 
the centreline where fluid leaves the jet to either side is not detected by the data analysis 
method. A slight velocity dip at the centreline is discernible in the tangential profiles at 
r/D = 20 and 38. It is also recalled that measurements of low mean velocities cannot be 
entirely relied on. The tangential mean velocity U at the jet centreline should be zero. In 
the present case this may not have been recorded since IUI is calculated and small 
fluctuating velocities around 0 m/s yield some small positive value.
Fluctuating velocity components are shown as kinetic energy profiles and turbulence 
intensity profiles in figures 6.20 and 6.21 respectively. The profiles are calculated from 
equations ( 6 .14 ) to ( 6.16 ). The kinetic energy profiles are seen to be symmetric 
about the je t centreline and to decay with radial distance from the nozzle. Significant 
kinetic energy levels are only observed inside the je t boundary, outside the jet 
fluctuations reduce to an insignificant level. The centreline kinetic energy decay is 
compared with model predictions in chapter seven ( figures 7.6 and 7.32 ). In a 
different form of presenting turbulence information, fluctuating components are 
normalized with the local velocity ( figure 6 .21). Radial and tangential components 
are calculated separately, however, they are normalized with the same local velocity. 
This allows direct comparisons to be made between radial and tangential fluctuations. 
Within the jet envelope both exhibit a similar behaviour, viz. turbulence intensity 
reaches a minimum at the centreline and peaks on either side at the jet edge. The 
minimum at the centreline is caused by the relatively large mean velocities appearing in 
the denominator in equations (6 .15 ) and (6.16) .  Towards the shear layer at the jet
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boundary turbulence activity is high but mean velocities are decreasing rapidly, hence 
causing a peak in turbulence intensity. Within the jet, tangential fluctuations are 
consistendy lower than radial fluctuations. It is also interesting to note that the overall 
level of turbulence intensity remains fairly constant at the five radii, indicating that 
fluctuating velocities and mean velocities decay at a similar rate. Outside the je t 
boundary turbulence intensity data must be viewed with caution since both mean and 
fluctuating velocities are very low ( figures 6.19 and 6.20).
6.6 Undeflected Transient Jet
The temporal evolution of the undeflected transient jet was examined. Aspects of the 
test facility associated with impulsive injections have been described in sections 6.2 and 
6.4, in the present section results are presented in the form of velocity profiles at the 
five radial positions. In addition, results for the jet penetration rate are given. The 
injection lasts 2.8 seconds while data was sampled over a period of four seconds. 
Using a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, one instantaneous velocity value represents one ms. 
A selection o f discrete time steps had to be made to capture the temporal flow 
development. Near the nozzle exit profiles are plotted at 20 ms intervals for the first 100 
ms, these intervals become larger as the jet approaches steady state conditions. With 
increasing radius the je t slows down and time intervals could be increased. Data 
samples around each time step were taken until halfway to the adjacent time step, e.g. 
for t = 40 ms samples from 30 ms to 50 ms were considered. This policy represents 
a compromise between reasonable accuracy by averaging over a sufficient number of 
data points on the one hand and maintaining the instantaneous nature of the individual 
time steps on the other hand. Clearly, in this application a higher sampling rate would 
have allowed more data to be taken into account and hence improved accuracy. As 
described in section 6.4 limitations of the A/D converter and computer memory 
restricted the sampling rate.
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The temporal evolution of radial and tangential velocities at the five radial locations is 
depicted in figures 6.22 to 6.26. Figure 6.26 illustrates the development closest to the 
nozzle at r/D = 11. In most profiles the je t appears to be symmetric with respect to the 
centreline. Initially, the radial velocity at the centreline can be seen to increase fairly 
rapidly while the jet gradually develops a fuller and more pointed profile. In particular, 
the irregular structure at the je t tip diminishes with time. At t = 1.50 s the radial 
velocity has nearly reached its steady state profile. Further into the domain the jet tip 
shows a similar irregular structure ( figures 6.23 to 6 .26 ) which gradually develops 
into a rounder profile, however, 1.50 s does not appear to be sufficient for the profiles 
to reach their corresponding steady state shapes. At r/D = 29, 38 and 47 they are still 
distinctly uneven. No particular information can be gained from the development of 
tangential velocities. They follow the same tendency as radial velocities in that they are 
initially very irregular and become gradually smoother and more even.
O f particular interest for the Diesel engine application is the rate at which the jet 
penetrates its quiescent surroundings. From the irregular profile shapes it is apparent 
that the point where the radial velocity first reaches its steady state value is difficult to 
identify. For this reason Kuo and Bracco [26] suggested to define the jet tip amval time 
as the time where the centreline velocity reaches 70 % of its steady state value. Even 
this point is not easily identified, particularly close to the nozzle, as the irregular tip 
structure itself is not repeatable. Thus, considerable velocity variations occur on the jet 
centreline in the early stages of the jet development. To still get some indication of the 
penetration rate, six repeats of an injection were conducted at each radius. Figure 6.27 
illustrates 'raw' data of typical examples for each radius, viz. bridge voltage variations 
with time for two signals: pressure transducer and hot film probe output. The lower 
curve represents the pressure transducer signal recorded during injection. Injection 
starts after an adjustable delay period ( here set to 100 m s ) which ensures a repeatable 
start o f injection ( section 6.4 ). The je t is considered to leave the nozzle when the 
pressure signal peaks as indicated in figure 6.27 by the short vertical line. The pressure
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signal can be seen to be nearly constant during injection, suggesting a constant inlet 
velocity. The second curve represents the hot film probe output signal. A mean velocity 
line and a 70 % line are also shown. The 70 % line was inferred from the zero degree 
calibration curve and represents 70 % o f the centreline velocity corresponding to the 
100 % voltage line shown. The point of intersection between the 70 % line and hot 
film voltage defines the arrival time. The range of penetration times obtained during the 
six repeats at each radius are shown in nondimensional form  together with 
computational results and experimental data reported in the literature in figure 7.42. In 
figure 6.27 it is interesting to note the change of the hot film signal gradient. The 
noticeably shallower gradient at larger radii indicates a slowing down of the jet.
In closing this section it should be pointed out that there appear to be large areas on both 
sides o f the jet with very little hydrodynamic activity. Outside the jet envelope mean 
velocities are reduced to an insignificant level and the kinetic energy approaches zero at 
+ 20° and - 20° at all five radii ( figure 6 .20 ). Mixing due to convective and 
turbulence transport appears therefore to be negligible in large parts of the flow domain 
with obvious implications for the mixing process and combustion performance in the 
actual engine. To improve mixing swirl should be introduced, and this is discussed in 
the following sections.
6.7 Deflected Steady State Jet
This section presents results for the steady state injection into a swirling flow field. 
Before the results are discussed, the swirling flow field itself without injection is 
examined and general characteristics of a jet in a cross - flow are described.
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Swirling Flow Field
The swirling flow field is generated by rotating the inner drum of the cylindrical 
analogue model at an angular velocity of 50 rpm. The drum bottom and the side wall 
are rotating while the lid remains stationary. Figure 6.28 shows the tangential velocity 
variation in radial direction and compares it with the curve for solid body rotation. The 
measured velocities are seen to be considerably smaller than values corresponding to 
solid body rotation. The discrepancy is attributed to the stationary lid which gives rise 
to a velocity gradient in vertical direction. Hence the measured velocities are both 
smaller in magnitude and nonlinear in their radial variation. A flow field closer to a solid 
body rotation could have been obtained by either rotating the lid at the same angular 
velocity as the bottom and the side wall or by substituting the lid with a free surface. 
For practical reasons these two options were not feasible. With regard to the real engine 
situation, neither flow field can be assumed to prevail as factors like inlet port and valve 
geometry are not modelled in the hydraulic analogue. The swirl field in an actual engine 
might therefore look quite different Knowledge of this field prior to injection is of great 
importance in analyzing the mixing process and adjustments to the field may help 
improve engine performance.
At the start o f injection the rotating drum is stopped to simulate stationary cylinder 
walls. The velocity decay has been measured by Gan [23] who found a fairly rapid 
initial decay in tangential velocity. The decay is stronger at outer radii, at r/D = 47 he 
measured a velocity drop of 30 % during the first five seconds.
Description of the Deflected Jet
A number o f experimental and computational studies of a circular jet issuing 
perpendicular into a free stream are reported in the literature, e.g. [24, 27, 46, 76, 93]. 
A typical flow configuration is investigated in reference [27] and reproduced in figure 
6.29. All studies have in common that they examine a round jet issuing into a uniform 
cross - flow which distinguishes them from the present investigation in two respects:
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( i ) the present study uses a nozzle with a square cross section and ( i i ) the cross - 
flow is nonuniform as shown in figure 6.28. These differences make comparisons with 
data from the literature difficult, particularly since the ratio of jet to free stream velocity 
is often used as a parameter when presenting je t trajectories. Despite the differences 
however, the general characteristics of the deflected jet in a uniform cross - flow also 
apply to the present case and are therefore briefly described below.
Figure 6.30 from reference [94] defines the je t boundaries, the axis of maximum 
velocity, the jet centreline, and three distinct zones along the jet axis. In the vicinity of 
the nozzle turbulent mixing in the jet boundary causes a momentum transfer from the jet 
to the free stream. The outer part of the jet is hence easily distorted and gradually 
acquires a kidney shape. Figure 6.31 from reference [18] illustrates the progressive 
development of kidney shaped cross sections along the jet axis. Initially there remains a 
central part of the cross section where little mixing occurs, however this area decreases 
in size and disappears at the end of the potential core. The kidney shaped cross section 
develops into a pair of counter - rotating vortices which continue to grow in size with 
increasing distance along the jet axis. In the vortex zone ( figure 6.30 ) the angular 
velocity of the vortices starts to decrease.
It should be noted that the axis of maximum velocity in figure 6.30 does not coincide 
with the jet centreline but lies closer to the upstream boundary. Hence the velocity 
gradient on the outer side of the jet is steeper than towards the inner boundary.
Results for the Steady State Deflected Jet
Results for the steady state injection into the swirling flow field are discussed with 
reference to figures 6.32 to 6.35. The experimental mesh shown in figure 6.18 was 
modified to capture the deflected jet axis. Thus the sector with one degree intervals was 
applied between 0° and + 10° at the inner two radii, between + 10° and + 20° at 
r/D = 29, between + 1 5 ° and + 25° at r/D = 38, and between + 20° and + 30° at 
r/D = 47. Radial and tangential mean velocity profiles at r/D = 11, 20, 29, 38 and 47
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are illustrated in figure 6.32. The radial velocities can be seen to decrease in radial 
direction at a faster rate than the corresponding radial velocities for the steady 
undeflected je t shown in figure 6.19. This is particularly noticeable at the outer three 
radii, indicating that the jet becomes strongly deflected from r/D = 20 onwards. Two 
complementary effects cause the fairly strong and sudden deflection. On the one hand 
the je t imparts its radial momentum to the surrounding fluid and decelerates 
considerably, on the other hand the tangential velocity of the swirl field increases in 
radial direction ( figure 6.28 ). The combined effect of this momentum transfer in 
radial direction ( from jet to ambient fluid ) and tangential direction ( from ambient 
fluid to j e t ) causes the jet to be deflected. The jet axis defined as the locus of maximum 
radial velocity is shown in figure 6.35 as a solid line. It is evident that the jet axis 
becomes strongly deflected midway into the domain and does not reach the cylinder 
wall. At r/D = 47 the radial velocity has decayed to 0.2 m/s and the jet does not have 
sufficient radial momentum to penetrate further. Hence the jet trajectory approaches 
asymptotically a line of constant radius at approximately r/D = 47.
Also shown in figure 6.32 are profiles of the mean tangential velocity. Outside the jet 
envelope on the upstream side the measured velocities at the inner three radii agree well 
with those shown on figure 6.28 for pure swirl without injection, however, at the outer 
two radii the measured velocities in the presence of the jet are 0.37 and 0.54 m/s 
respectively, compared with 0.45 and 0.70 m/s in the case of pure swirl. This velocity 
difference suggests that tangential momentum is transferred to the jet, thus causing the 
deflection. Within the jet envelope and downstream the limitations in the data analysis 
method in clearly identifying the flow direction obscure the results. At the inner radii a 
negative tangential velocity would be expected as a result of entrainment into the jet. It 
is therefore suggested that at r/D = 11, 20 and 29 the mirror image with respect to the 
zero velocity line should be taken for the tangential velocity following the peak near the 
jet axis. At the outer radii the tangential velocity sign is less ambiguous and follows the 
expected pattern.
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The radial velocity profile in figure 6.32 can be seen to widen with increasing radius, a 
feature that is also observed in the kinetic energy and turbulence intensity profiles. The 
locus of maximum kinetic energy in figure 6.33 coincides with the maximum radial 
velocity and is hence also represented by the solid line in figure 6.35. As pointed out in 
the previous paragraph the jet axis is distinctly different from the jet centreline; the latter 
is taken to be midway between the two je t boundaries upstream and downstream 
( figure 6.30). These boundaries are not easily identified from the velocity and kinetic 
energy profiles. Some indication as to where they are located can however be obtained 
from examining the turbulence intensity profiles in figure 6.34. The fluctuating 
components are normalized with the local mean velocity, yielding high turbulence 
intensities where there is turbulence activity combined with low mean velocities. This 
situation is found in the jet’s shear layer and is indicated by a turbulence intensity peak 
at the upstream boundary. The upstream boundary is fairly well defined in figure 6.34 
and shown by a dashed line upstream of the je t axis in figure 6.35. Matters stand 
differently with regard to the downstream, or inner, boundary. The turbulence intensity 
profiles decay gradually downstream of the je t axis in an irregular manner. In figure
6.35 an attempt was made to locate the downstream boundary at r/D = 11, 20 and 29. 
At the inner two radii the fairly clear peak in tangential turbulence intensity was taken to 
represent the boundary, while at r/D = 29 the marked drop in both radial and tangential 
turbulence intensity at approximately 60° was used as an indication for the inner jet 
boundary. It is apparent from figure 6.34 that there is no clearly defined downstream 
boundary, but rather an extensive wake region as a consequence of the jet obstructing 
the swirling flow field.
The location of the jet axis in figure 6.35 is very close to the upstream boundary, 
resulting in a steeper velocity gradient towards the outer boundary than is observed 
downstream of the jet axis. The large velocity gradient in the thin outer boundary causes 
a strong shear flow and thus high levels o f turbulence intensity. Conversely, smaller
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velocity gradients in the wake region induce less turbulence as is illustrated in figure 
6.34.
6.8 Deflected Transient Jet
The impulsive injection into a swirling flow field is discussed with reference to figures
6.36 to 6.46. The angular velocity of the swirl field is 50 rpm as in the case o f the 
steady state injection. The time steps considered are: 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.22 and 0.3 
seconds. Figure 6.36 shows a comparison between the deflected je t axis and 
boundaries of the impulsive injection after 0.3 seconds and the steady state injection. 
The remaining figures are considered in two groups: figures 6.37 to 6.41 illustrate the 
temporal development of radial and tangential mean velocities at r/D = 11, 20, 29, 38 
and 47, while figures 6.42 to 6.46 show profiles o f the development of radial and 
tangential turbulence intensities at the same radial locations.
The radial mean velocities illustrate how the jet profiles gradually approach their steady 
state shape shown in figure 6.32. It is evident from the irregular profiles at all radii that 
the jet is still in an unstable state after 0.3 seconds. Although the maximum velocities at 
the inner two radii are reached after 0.04 seconds the profiles remain uneven, 
particularly at the downstream side. From theoretical considerations it is known that the 
outer part of the je t is being distorted and swept around the je t by the crossflow, 
forming a kidney shaped cross section ( figure 6.31). This action may account for the 
irregular velocity profiles in the early stages of the je t development. With increasing 
radius the arrival of the jet tip is observed, again displaying very uneven profiles at the 
downstream side indicating the effect of the cross flow on the jet tip. The locus of the 
maximum radial velocity defining the je t axis at 0.3 seconds is shown in figure 6.36 
together with the steady state equivalent. It is apparent that the impulsive jet has not yet 
been deflected as far as the steady state jet, hence not all tangential momentum has been
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imparted to the jet. Also shown in figure 6.36 is the upstream boundary after 0.3 
seconds which was inferred from turbulence intensity data. The location of the 
downstream boundary is more ambiguous, it is however evident from a comparison 
between steady state ( figure 6 .32) and transient ( figures 6.37 to 6.41 ) velocity 
profiles that the transient profiles are narrower, particularly on the downstream side. 
This suggests that the flow field in the wake region of the je t is still developing and the 
recirculation zone not yet fully established. Figure 6.36 also illustrates that the distance 
between jet axis and outer boundary remains nearly constant in radial direction for the 
steady state jet, while it increases considerably in the impulsive case. At the outer radii 
the je t tip is strongly deflected after 0.3 seconds with an extensive region of high 
turbulence activity surrounding it. This may be taken as another indication of the 
distorted outer part of the jet developing into a kidney shaped cross section.
Together with radial velocity profiles, figures 6.37 to 6.41 show angular distributions 
o f the tangential velocity. Upstream of the je t between - 20° and - 60° tangential 
velocities are very similar to their steady state equivalents ( figure 6.32 ) and do not 
appear to be affected by the injection. At the inner two radii the tangential velocity 
increases towards the centreline reflecting fluid being entrained into the jet. As in the 
steady state case the sign change at the centreline is not detected by the data analysis 
method. The tangential velocity in the vicinity of the nozzle on its downstream side 
would be expected to be negative, i.e. directed towards the centreline. A dip in 
tangential velocity at 0° is observed at most time steps. Further into the domain the jet 
arrival can also be noted from the tangential velocity profiles. In particular, at r/D = 47 
the jet is seen to anive approximately 0.16 seconds after begin of injection. The arrival 
is followed by a marked drop in tangential velocity immediately downstream of the jet 
axis, indicating a transfer of tangential momentum from ambient fluid to the jet, causing 
the deflection.
The temporal development of turbulence intensity profiles is illustrated in figures 6.42 
to 6.46. At all five radii the profiles at t = 0.3 seconds are not as fully developed as
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their steady state counterparts ( figure 6.34 ). While a consistent rise corresponding to 
the outer boundary is evident in most profiles, the shape around the jet axis is very 
irregular, indicating strong mixing during penetration. Initially the profiles are very 
narrow and can be seen to widen as time progresses. The main growth occurs on the 
downstream side as a consequence of the outer part of the jet being distorted and 
swept around. This is best observed at the outer two radii which show the 
development from the jet tip arrival onwards. Compared with the steady state profiles 
( figure 6.34 ) it is interesting to note that downstream of the jet the turbulence 
intensity drops to zero at approximately + 40° at the inner four radii and at +55° at 
the outer radius. No extensive wake region has as yet been formed, suggesting that no 
turbulence induced mixing occurs in this angular range. For smaller time steps ( e.g. 
0.08 seconds ) the angular range with turbulence activity is significantly smaller. 
Using the scale relationships on which the hydraulic analogue model is based 
( section 6.2 ), 0.08 seconds corresponds to 6.4° crank angle at an engine speed of 
2000 rpm. In the introduction to this thesis a typical heat release diagram ( figure 
1.10 ) was discussed. The ignition delay period between start of injection and 
combustion lasts approximately 10° crank angle, corresponding to an injection period 
of 0.125 seconds in the present application. The figures discussed in this section show 
that after 0.125 seconds higher turbulence intensities downstream of the jet, 
particularly at the inner radii, would be desirable. In a multi hole nozzle the angular 
distribution of turbulence intensities and radial mean velocities can provide valuable 
input when determining design parameters such as number of nozzle holes, direction 
of injection and injection pressure characteristics.
6.9 Concluding Remarks
An experimental study has been described concerning the mixing of a steady state and 
impulsive je t issuing into a quiescent and a swirling flow field. The background of the
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hydraulic analogy has been given together with an account of the advantages and 
limitations of this technique. The test facility has been described in some detail. The 
description includes the scale relationships between engine and analogue model and 
an account of calibration methods used for all sensors. Particular attention was given 
to the calibration of the hot film probe used for velocity measurements. The data 
analysis technique has been detailed and its limitations at low mean velocities were 
outlined.
Results were presented as profiles of mean velocities, kinetic energy and turbulence 
intensities for the four flow configurations under investigation. The undeflected 
steady state jet was compared with data reported in the literature and agreement of 
centreline velocity decay and rate of spread was found to be good. The jet's shear 
layer could be identified from turbulence intensity data, outside the jet envelope 
turbulence activity was found to be very low. The temporal development of the 
undeflected jet was examined for impulsive injections. The jet tip penetration was 
measured for comparisons with numerical predictions ( chapter 7 ) and data reported 
in the literature. For the steady state injection into a swirling flow field the deflected 
je t axis and boundaries were inferred from velocity and turbulence intensity profiles. 
The je t was seen to be deflected strongly midway into the domain and not to reach the 
cylinder wall. The velocity gradient in the outer boundary was found to be steep 
compared with a gradual velocity decay downstream of the jet axis. Analyzing the 
impulsive injection into a swirling flow field it was shown that the jet is not deflected 
as much as in the steady state case. The effect of the cross flow on the penetration of 
the je t tip could be seen from the velocity and turbulence intensity profiles. 
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Fig. 6.7: Calibration tank probe holder in position with probe in front of nozzle exit
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Fig. 6.16: Data acquisition layout for transient measurements
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Fig. 6.22: Temporal development of radial and tangential velocity profile at r/D = 11
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Fig. 6.23: Temporal development of radial and tangential velocity profile at r/D = 20
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Fig. 6.24: Temporal development of radial and tangential velocity profile at r/D = 29
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Fig. 6.26: Temporal development of radial and tangential velocity profile at r/D = 47
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Fig. 6.29: Circular jet in a uniform cross - flow ( Jones and McGuirk, 1979 )
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Fig. 6.30: Definition sketch of circular jet in uniform cross - flow 









Fig. 6.31: Development of kidney shaped jet cross sections ( Abramovich, 1963 )
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Fig. 6.33: Kinetic energy profiles at r/D = 11, 20, 29, 38 and 47; 50 rpm
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Fig. 6.34: Radial and tangential turbulence intensity profiles at r/D = 11, 20, 29, 38
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Fig. 6.36: Comparison between deflected steady state and transient jet axis and 
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Fig. 6.37: Temporal development of radial and tangential mean velocities under
swirling conditions at r/D = 11
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Fig. 6.38: Temporal development of radial and tangential mean velocities under
swirling conditions at r/D = 20
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Fig. 6.39: Temporal development of radial and tangential mean velocities under
swirling conditions at r/D = 29
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Fig. 6.40: Temporal development of radial and tangential mean velocities under
swirling conditions at r/D = 38
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Fig. 6.41: Temporal development of radial and tangential mean velocities under
swirling conditions at r/D = 47
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Fig. 6.42: Temporal development of radial and tangential turbulence intensity profiles
under swirling conditions at r/D = 11
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Fig. 6.43: Temporal development of radial and tangential turbulence intensity profiles
under swirling conditions at r/D = 20
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Fig. 6.44: Temporal development of radial and tangential turbulence intensity profiles
under swirling conditions at r/D = 29
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Fig. 6.45: Temporal development of radial and tangential turbulence intensity profiles
under swirling conditions at r/D = 38
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Fig. 6.46: Temporal development of radial and tangential turbulence intensity profiles
under swirling conditions at r/D = 47
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CHAPTER 7
7. UNDEFLECTED JET: COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
The purpose o f this chapter is to present numerical results for the three - dimensional 
undeflected steady state and transient jet and to use the experimental results presented in 
chapter six to validate the predictions. Section 7.1 describes how the problem is 
implemented in PHOENICS with reference to the 'Satellite' file and the 'Ground' 
subroutines. This is followed by the presentation of results for the undeflected steady 
state je t in section 7.2. The material presented includes results of preliminary 
investigations into the effect o f numerical parameters on the flow field and on 
convergence, and a study o f inlet and outflow boundary conditions. Results are 
presented in the form of (i) distributions along the jet centreline, (ii) profiles at five jet 
cross sections, (iii) vector plots and (iv) contour plots. Experimental data obtained in 
the hydraulic analogue rig using hot film anemometry and a pitot tube and also 
experimental results reported in the literature are used to validate the predictions. In 
section 7.3 results for the transient undeflected jet obtained with a fully implicit scheme 
are presented and compared against experimental data. They illustrate the jets temporal 
development and the growth of the wall je t after impingement. A scalar quantity is 
solved for to simulate the temporal development of a range of air /  fuel ratios in the 
combustion chamber model. Finally, the concluding remarks in section 7.4 summarize 
this chapter.
7.1 Problem Definition
An overview of the PHOENICS program has been given in section 5.1. The interaction 
of the three main components ( i.e. 'Satellite', 'Earth' and 'Photon') is illustrated in 
figure 7.1. The 'Satellite' writes a data file ('eardat') which is read by 'Earth'. During 
the solution process 'Earth' does not interact with 'Satellite', however, 'Earth' does
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communicate with subroutine 'Ground1, allowing the user to insert his own Fortran 
sequences to influence the solution. Use has been made of this option in the present 
study and will be described in section 7.1.2. The results of the iteration process are 
written to a file ('phida') which can be read by the post - processor 'Photon' to display 
vector and contour plots on the VDU.
The basic problem is defined in the 'Q l' file which forms part of the 'Satellite', and in 
the following section attention is focused on the settings made here to describe the 
model for the undeflected jet.
7.1.1 Data Input in PHOENICS 'Satellite'
Appendix B 1 gives an annotated version o f the 'Q l' file used for the transient 
undeflected jet. PHOENICS uses its own input language and the reader is referred to 
reference [82] for a complete list of commands. The intention here is to highlight 
settings relevant to the problem under consideration and to indicate to what extent a 
problem can be described in 'Satellite' and where coding in 'Ground' is required. 'Q l' 
is organized in a group structure comprising 24 groups. This group structure forms the 
framework for the following description with attention restricted to the relevant settings.
Run identifiers (group 1)
It is possible to perform consecutive runs in which the results of one run are used as 
initial conditions for the following run. Use of this facility has been made in the case of 
the deflected jet discussed in chapter eight, here only single runs were performed.
Time - dependence (group 2)
In steady state simulations no settings need to be made. If the problem is transient the 
number of time intervals and the time step size must be specified. In this study a
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number of runs with five intervals of 3 ms each were made. Assigning an initial time 
value TFIRST is useful when ’restart' runs are to be performed later.
Grid specification (groups 3 to 5)
In groups three to five the choice between cartesian and cylindrical polar co-ordinates is 
made and the mesh itself is specified. In cylindrical polar co-ordinates x is the 
circumferential co-ordinate, y the radial direction and the z - axis is aligned with the axis 
of symmetry. The grid shown in figure 7.2 is divided into 17 x 43 x 18 cells in x, r  and 
z direction respectively. For reasons of symmetry one half of a quadrant and the bottom 
part o f the hydraulic analogue form the computational domain. The symmetry 
conditions have already been outlined in chapter five and the reader is referred to 
sections 5.2 and 5.4 and to figure 5.2 for further details. It should be noted that the x 
co-ordinate begins at the outer domain boundary and that the last x cell (IX = NX) 
coincides with the jet centreline. The grid is nonuniform with a higher cell density near 
the nozzle exit and in the jet shear layer. Large ratios between the spacings of 
neighbouring cells should be avoided, in the present study the ratio between any two 
adjacent node spacings does not exceed 1.5. Two options to generate a nonuniform grid 
are provided and here the so called 'method of pairs' is used since it gives the greater 
flexibility for grids expanding and contracting in one co-ordinate direction. The overall 
grid size must be specified together with the fractions into which it will be divided. The 
origin in radial direction is offset by the injector column radius using the RINNER 
command. This has implications for the inlet boundary condition and will be discussed 
in more detail in section 7.2.1.
Variables solved for (group 7)
In group seven the variables solved for are specified and storage is allocated. These 
variables are pressure, the three velocity components and the scalar quantity
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concentration ( for transient runs only ). Commands related to the kinetic energy and 
rate o f dissipation are introduced at a later stage. The iterative method by which the 
algebraic equations for each variable are solved is also specified, i.e. the whole - field 
simultaneous method for pressure and a slabwise procedure for the other variables. 
Storage may be allocated for non - standard variables calculated in ’Ground' like 
turbulence intensity or voracity.
Numerical control options (group 8)
Group eight provides a number of control options pertaining to the numerical technique 
employed for each variable. In the present case the sources described in section 5.3.4 
are activated and both, convection and diffusion, contribute to the solution. The Hybrid 
scheme ( section 5.3.2 ) is activated for approximating convection.
Fluid properties and turbulence (group 9)
The properties of the medium are defined, viz. the density and the laminar viscosity, 
and the k - e model of turbulence is switched on. Storage is allocated for the kinetic 
energy and the dissipation rate and solution is activated of the turbulence production 
term ( equation 4.13 ) appearing in the source terms of the k - and 8 - equation. 
Modifications to the standard k - e model cannot be made in the 'Satellite' but have to 
be introduced in 'Ground'.
Blockages (group 11)
Parts of the computational domain inaccessible to flow can be blocked by specifying so 
called porosities. Porosities can either be applied to entire cells or to cell face areas, a 
value of zero corresponds to complete blockage while a value of unity means no 
blockage. In this study the first cell of the injector column in radial direction from the 
nozzle edge to the domain boundary at IX = 1 is blocked. Another command in group 
11 has been extensively used in transient calculations, i.e. the 'restart' facility applied to
I l l
all variables to perform continuation runs in 15 ms intervals. Thus the entire flow field 
was available for analysis during the development of the jet.
Boundary condition (group 13)
The four different boundary types used in this study ( inflow, prescribed pressure, 
walls and symmetry p lan es) have been described in section 5.4. If no settings are 
made in group 13 all boundaries will be treated as impenetrable to the flow of mass and 
momentum, thus confining the medium without any fluid entering or leaving the 
domain. Symmetry planes are boundaries of this kind and hence no settings have to 
made for the r - z plane at IX = NX and the r  - 0 plane at IZ = NZ ( figure 5.2 ). 
To prescribe other boundary conditions the respective regions need to be defined by 
specifying the start and end grid cells in each co-ordinate direction. If conditions do not 
change during the solution process appropriate settings should be made in group 13, 
varying boundary conditions must be set in 'Ground'.
The 2.5 mm square inlet covers ten cells in x - direction and five cells in z - direction.
The velocity profile is assumed to be parabolic in circumferential direction and the U
and V velocities are defined such that the resulting inlet velocity vector in each cell is
aligned with the jet centreline. Before specifying the inlet boundary conditions the mass
flow rates and the levels of turbulence kinetic energy associated with the incoming flow
are defined for the ten rows of cells of constant x. The kinetic energy level in each cell
is based on the associated inlet velocity while the length of the nozzle side is taken as
length scale for defining the rate of dissipation. Also, in order to enhance convergence,
initial values of kinetic energy and dissipation rate are set for the entire domain. These
are based on an average inlet velocity and the nozzle dimensions as velocity and length
scale respectively. The effect of the level of incoming turbulence kinetic energy on the
general flow field was examined and results are discussed in section 7.2.2. The mass
flow source is prescribed through a boundary condition as given in equations (5.15) 
and (5.18). The following values were assigned to V and C : C = 10’5 and
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V = 105 m. This practice differs from the settings suggested in equation (5.18) andm
was adopted because of the large values of m ( order of 104 ). The originators of the 
PHOENICS program recommend a value for V in the order of 1010 as much higher
m
values may lead to numerical inaccuracies. Variables convected into the domain are 
specified by assigning their respective values to in equation (5.14) and setting
equal to zero.
Fluid can leave the domain across the r - z plane at IX = 1 where a value of zero
pressure is prescribed. With reference to equation (5.14) the following values are 
assigned to the different parameters: C = 1, V = 0, C = 0 and V = cell valuem m <{> <J)
adjacent to boundary. The latter specification ensures that fluid entrained across the 
boundary has the same properties as prevail in the near boundary cells within the 
domain. Hence no inflow source is added.
Wall boundary conditions are applied to the z - 0 plane at r = R and to the r - 0 
plane at IZ = 1 ( figure 5 .2 ). In contrast to planes of symmetry, walls take skin 
friction into account by calculating the shear stress from laminar or logarithmic 
relationships, depending on the local Reynolds number ( section 3.4 ). These 
expressions are included as source terms for the velocities parallel to the wall. It is also 
necessary to supply wall boundary conditions for the kinetic energy and the rate of 
dissipation. The former is calculated from equations (3.14) and (3.18), the latter is 
evaluated using equation (3.19).
Convergence control options (groups 15 to 17)
In groups 15 to 17 various parameters controlling the solution sequence are set. These 
include the number of sweeps of the entire domain, the number of iterations for each 
variable to be performed at each z - slab, and relaxation, using either the linear or the 
false time step method ( section 5 .4 ). The settings are very much problem dependent 
and some experimentation is required to optimize these control parameters. For the 
steady state case 250 sweeps led to a well converged solution, in transient calculations
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250 sweeps were only required for the first run. For the following 'restart' runs 80
sweeps were sufficient since a realistic flow field from the previous run could be used
as initial field. Some under - relaxation is necessary to avoid divergence. For the
pressure, a linear under - relaxation factor in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 was found suitable, 
for the other variables the false time step method was used. A time step of T = 0.01
still caused the solution to oscillate and sometimes not to converge at all, T = 0.001
was therefore chosen and found to give a stable solution. The effect of under - 
relaxation on the convergence of radial velocity, turbulence kinetic energy and 
dissipation rate has been examined as part of the preliminary investigations and is 
discussed in section 7.2.1.
Output control (groups 20 to 24)
Print - out o f field values and residuals for user specified variables aids in monitoring 
the solution progress. The print - out of volume flow rates across all domain boundaries 
provides an easy means of examining whether the continuity equation is satisfied. Care 
should be taken not to create unnecessarily large output files which can occupy 
substantial disk space, but rather to restrict the print - out to flow regions of particular 
interest. In the 'Q l' file of appendix B 1 only field values along the jet centreline are 
printed. Also, the development with time of radial velocity and concentration are 
monitored at five positions on the jet axis.
7.1.2 Subroutine 'Ground'
While the 'Satellite' data is supplied to 'Earth' at the beginning of the solution process, 
subroutine 'Ground' offers the possibility to influence the solution or to extract 
information during the course of the iteration. In the present work use of 'Ground' was 
made to calculate non - standard variables and to create output files which contain grid
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geometry data and nondimensional variables for subsequent plotting of contours, jet 
centreline distributions and profiles at various jet cross sections.
Similarly to the 'Q l' file, ’Ground’ is organized in 24 groups. One of these groups
(group 19) is subdivided into a number of sections which are called from ’Earth’ at
distinct stages in the iteration process. It is here that Fortran sequences for the
calculation of newly defined variables and output sequences are inserted. In order to
identify the right location for coding in group 19 it is instructive to examine the solution
sequence in the flow diagram in figure 7.3. Four nested loops can be identified
pertaining to run number, time step, sweep number and slab number. 'Ground' has
been used to calculate new variables in the case of the deflected jet and this will be
described in chapter eight. For the undeflected jet output sequences for the centreline 
distribution o f normalized radial velocity (V /V ), halfwidth based on 1% of thecl in
corresponding centreline velocity ( 0.5 X/D ) and kinetic energy ( KE ) have been 
inserted in section six of group 19, i.e. at the end of iterating on a z slab. The Fortran 
statements are reproduced in appendix B 2. Thus, at the penultimate sweep and in this 
example at the end of the last z slab, the two dimensional field values of the variables 
concerned are accessed by the GETYX subroutine and the centreline values calculated. 
The variables are subsequently written to an output file 'JTPROF.RES' as illustrated in 
appendix B 3. The arrays were dimensioned at the beginning of 'Ground'. In addition 
to the variable arrays, arrays containing the grid geometry are accessed and 
nondimensional radial distances of the cell centres ( Y /D (C )) and north faces 
( Y /D (N )) are written to the output file. The former distances are used for plotting the 
kinetic energy distribution. Since the radial velocities are stored at the north cell faces 
( section 5 .2 ), Y/D(N) is used for plotting centreline velocity decay curves and jet 
halfwidth. In order to obtain profiles at je t cross sections output routines accessing the 
relevant two dimensional arrays were written. These are included in appendix B 2. An 
example of a file containing profile data at IY = 29 is given in appendix B 4. It 
contains the circumferential distribution of radial velocity ( V I ), kinetic energy
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( KE ), and normalized rate of dissipation ( EP-NORM ). These variables can either 
be plotted against normal distance from the jet centreline divided by the jet halfwidth 
( E T A ) or against the angle ( R /Y ). Both ways of presenting data can be found in 
the literature and will be used accordingly for validation purposes.
7.2 Steady Undeflected Jet
The computational study of the three dimensional undeflected steady state jet represents 
the most widely documented case of the four flow configurations examined in this 
thesis. It was used for experimenting with the code with a view to optimize the 
computational mesh and numerical control parameters. Experimental data obtained by 
the author and reported in chapter six together with data from the literature was used for 
validation purposes. Experience gained from this first flow configuration fed later into 
the models for the transient undeflected jet and also the steady state and transient 
deflected jet.
The first part of this section (sections 7.2.1 to 7 .2 .4 ) describes preliminary 
investigations in which the model was optimized. Results of grid refinement and 
convergence studies are presented in section 7.2.1 together with results of test cases 
concerning the orientation of the co-ordinate system relative to the jet. The effect of 
turbulence on the flow development region is also examined. A study of inlet and 
outflow boundary conditions is reported in sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 respectively. This 
is followed by an examination of the effect of turbulence model constants on the flow 
field in section 7.2.4.
In the second part of this section results obtained with the optimized model are 
presented in different forms:
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(i) centreline distributions in section 7.2.5
(ii) profiles at different jet cross sections in section 7.2.6
(iii) vector plots in section 7.2.7
(iv) contour plots in section 7.2.8
When variables for the entire flow field are stored, large numbers of plots can easily be 
generated for different parts of the computational domain. A choice must therefore be 
made to select meaningful representations which highlight the important characteristics 
of the jet under investigation. Centreline distributions and profile plots are particularly 
suited for nondimensional data presentation, thus allowing comparisons with results 
from the literature. These plots are also well suited to examine the effect of parametric 
studies by indicating a trend caused by parameter variations. Vector and contour plots 
on the other hand illustrate general flow patterns like recirculation zones and the 
distribution of particular variables. They also help to identify the jet’s boundary and the 
development of the wall je t after impingement. The four forms of data presentation ( (i) 
to ( iv )) will be used in sections 7.2.5 to 7.2.8 with frequent cross references in order 
to establish a comprehensive picture of the characteristics of the jet.
7.2.1 Preliminary Investigations
The preliminary investigations were mainly concerned with:
1. grid refinement studies
2. convergence control
3. test cases to examine the effect of turbulence and the co-ordinate system orientation 
on the jet centreline velocity distribution.
These three aspects are in turn discussed below.
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1. grid refinement
The computational mesh used for all predictions presented later in this chapter is
depicted in figure 7.2. It comprises 17, 43 and 18 cells in x, y and z direction
respectively. The grid density in y direction was considered to be the most important for
correctly predicting the jet's velocity decay and rate of spread, particularly in the initial
region. For this reason four different grid densities in y direction were examined. The
objective was to find a grid independent solution while keeping the computational
effort, both in terms of CPU time and storage requirements, to a minimum. The four
grid densities considered were NY = 21, 43 and 60 uniformly spaced and NY = 43
nonuniformly spaced as shown in figure 7.2. Nondimensional centreline distributions 
of radial velocity, V , je t halfradius, 0.5 r, and turbulence kinetic energy, KE were
used as criteria for comparison. Experimental data for the three centreline curves was
available from hot film and pitot tube measurements, and results are shown in figures
7.4 to 7.6. From figures 7.4 and 7.5 it is evident that 21 and 43 uniformly spaced radial
cells are not adequate, in particular velocity and kinetic energy gradients cannot be
adequately resolved by the coarse mesh in the flow development region. The sharp
initial velocity drop is attributed to the relatively high level of turbulence kinetic energy 
associated with the incoming flow ( KE/V.n = 0.45 ). It is interesting to note in
figure 7.6 how the kinetic energy oscillates near the nozzle exit, an occurrence which is 
more pronounced on the coarse mesh and much less evident on the NY = 60 grid. 
Again the coarser meshes appear not to be able to resolve steep gradients. The first 
experimental point in figure 7.6 must be viewed with some caution as discussed in 
chapter six. Along with the dip in kinetic energy at r/D = 10 goes a recovery of the 
mean velocity in figure 7.4 to a level much higher than measured, thus preserving the 
radial momentum. The halfwidth curves in figure 7.5 are based on 1 % of the 
centreline velocity. They are consistent with the centreline decay curves in that the rate 
of spread on the NY = 21 and NY = 43 uniform meshes is underpredicted by 
approximately the same amount that the centreline velocity is overpredicted.
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From these observations it is evident that a nonuniform mesh should be employed in 
order to economize on computer resources. The nonuniform mesh with 43 cells 
eventually used is the result of three main considerations:
a fine grid near the nozzle exit
a reasonably fine grid at the wall at IY = NY
the ratio of node spacings between neighbouring cells should not exceed 1.5
The nonuniform mesh can be seen to perform well and give good agreement with 
experimental data. Although gradually finer uniform meshes come closer to the 
measured points, even the NY = 60 grid does not yield the agreement obtained with 
the nonuniform NY = 43 mesh.
2. convergence control
In order to obtain a stable converging solution the iteration process needs to be slowed 
down artificially. Two different methods of achieving this have been outlined in section 
5.4, viz. linear under - relaxation and false time steps. In this investigation the false 
time step method has been used for all variables other than pressure. Since the amount 
of under - relaxation needed is strongly problem dependent, some experimentation is 
required to find the right level. A relatively large false time step causes strong 
oscillations during the iteration process and is hence undesirable. Conversely time steps 
which are too small increase the number of iterations required, thus increasing computer 
time. To find an acceptable compromise the development of three variables ( radial 
velocity, kinetic energy and dissipation r a te ) was monitored in one cell on the jet 
centreline eleven diameters downstream. The results for three different time steps, 
reproduced in figures 7.7 to 7.9, indicate similar trends for all three variables: 
Increasing under - relaxation by decreasing the time step has a dampening effect on the 
iteration process. While a value of 0.01 causes the solution to overshoot by more than 
100 % ( figure 7 .9 )  too heavy under - relaxation would require more than 1000 
sweeps of the entire flow domain to reach a converged solution. A time step of 0.001
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was considered to be a reasonable compromise between the two extremes, the number 
o f sweeps was set to 250.
3. cylindrical polar or body - fitted co-ordinates: a few test cases
Having decided on the grid density, number of sweeps and relaxation factor, a number
of other parameters still needed definition. These were primarily the prescription of
inflow and outflow boundary conditions, the level of turbulence associated with the
incoming flow, and the constants in the two equation turbulence model. The choice for
these settings is discussed in sections 7.2.2 to 7.2.4, however before attention is turned
to this discussion, a few paragraphs will be devoted to the examination of an anomaly
in the je t centreline velocity decay curve observed during the course of this
investigation. The anomaly, which could eventually be traced back to the inflow
boundary condition, is illustrated in figure 7.10. It shows the initial part of the
centreline velocity curve ( normalized with the inlet velocity ) against radial distance
( normalized with the side length of the nozzle hole, D ). A sharp initial velocity drop 
is followed by a plateau of constant velocity at V /V = 0.92 before the velocity
gradually decays further. The plateau region extends approximately 4 D into the 
domain. This centreline velocity distribution does not agree with the classical jet 
velocity decay as reported in the literature ( e.g. Abramovich [18] ). This curve is 
characterized by a potential core at the inlet velocity level followed by a gradual velocity 
decay. For a closer examination of the velocity distribution in figure 7.10 test cases 
were run to study the effect on the potential core of turbulence and the co-ordinate 
system orientation relative to the jet. Although these test cases are of no immediate 
consequence for the final results presented later in this chapter, they provide insight into 
the flow structure of the jet development region in computational meshes generated in 
cylindrical polar and body fitted co-ordinates ( BFC ). The test cases addressed the 
following questions:
a) Is the pattern in figure 7.10 caused by turbulence?
b) Is the solution co-ordinate system dependent?
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c) What effect does the inlet boundary condition have on the velocity decay curve?
In the following paragraphs a few remarks are made on test cases addressing each of 
these questions and the conclusions drawn are presented.
case a
In order to establish whether incoming turbulence kinetic energy quickly destroys the 
potential core and hence causes the sharp initial velocity drop, the laminar equivalent to 
the original case ( figure 7.10 ) was modelled. The turbulence model was deactivated 
and the kinetic energy and rate of dissipation at the inlet boundary were set to zero. 
Since the Reynolds number based on the nozzle diameter is 42000, this is clearly an 
unrealistic assumption and can only serve to show the influence of turbulence on the 
flow development region. The initial part of the centreline velocity decay curve depicted 
in figure 7.11 still shows a sharp velocity drop followed by a plateau. The turbulence 
associated with the incoming flow does therefore not appear to have caused the pattern 
in figure 7.10.
case b
To examine the question whether the solution is co-ordinate system dependent three 
different flow configurations were considered and are briefly described below.
(i) In all je t flow examples the author has found in the literature that predicted a 
potential core at inlet velocity level using cylindrical polar co-ordinates, injection is 
along the z-axis. Unless body fitted co-ordinates are employed to model the 
hydraulic analogue under investigation, which will be discussed later, this is not 
possible in the present case as injection has to be along the radial ( y ) co-ordinate. 
To examine if the direction of injection affects the predictions, a simple model was 
designed ( figure 7.12 ) in which injection takes place along the z-axis. The grid 
spacings of the original case along the jet and across the nozzle were maintained.
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This model does not resemble the actual grid geometry but was merely meant as a 
test case. The result for this 1 radian segment ( figure 7.13 ) shows a potential 
core at the inlet velocity level.
(ii) The two cases employing cylindrical polar co-ordinates seemed to indicate that a 
more realistic prediction could be obtained when the main flow direction was along 
the z-axis. The implication of this observation is that the radial momentum equation 
cannot adequately predict flows where the main flow direction is radial, an 
assertion which is rather suspect since no unreasonable assumptions were made in 
the mathematical formulation and the discretization process. Also, skewness of 
velocity vectors relative to the mesh, to which numerical diffusion can be attributed
[84], is not present in the near nozzle region in either of the two cases. In order to 
examine further if  the solution is co-ordinate system dependent, the two flow 
configurations ( injection in the radial direction using the rig geometry and 
injection in z direction in a 1 radian segment) were modelled using body fitted co­
ordinates. An option for BFC s is provided in PHOENICS, however data input in 
the 'Q l' rile for nonuniform meshes is very elaborate. The grid generated for the 
body fitted equivalent of the original case is shown in figure 7.14 where the z-axis 
is now aligned with the je t centreline. The centreline velocity curve for the initial 
region is reproduced in figure 7.15 and shows a very similar characteristic to figure
7.10. The initial velocity drop is equally steep and followed by a plateau at 
W  /W. = 0.90. The plateau is not as marked as the one in figure 7.10 and
cl in °  ■
extends only approximately 3 D into the domain.
(iii) To com plete this examination of co-ordinate system dependency the BFC 
equivalent to the injection into a 1 radian segment described above has been 
modelled. This was again meant as a test case which does not resemble the 
geometry o f the analogue rig. The wedge shaped flow configuration is depicted in 
figure 7.16. The grid spacing in the flow direction and across the nozzle 
corresponds to the spacings used in the cylindrical polar model. The result of the
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BFC simulation is reproduced in figure 7.17 which shows identical characteristics 
to figure 7.13 with a potential core at inlet velocity level.
Summarizing this examination of the second question raised above a few comments are 
called for comparing the two co-ordinate systems applied to the given flow 
configuration. In body fitted co-ordinates three linear momentum equations are solved 
with factors introduced to allow for curvature and divergence of grid lines. This 
approach is distinctly different from using cylindrical polar co-ordinates where the 
discretized equations have been derived from the momentum equations in cylindrical 
polar form. Modelling a cylindrical polar geometry in BFC s can therefore give some 
indication on whether a solution is co-ordinate system independent. Comparing figures 
7.10 and 7.15 and figures 7.13 and 7.17 demonstrates very close similarity between the 
equivalent cases, it is therefore assumed that the co-ordinate system does not affect 
predictions in the near nozzle region. Since cylindrical polar co-ordinates are 
computationally more economical, BFC s were here abandoned and all further runs 
performed in cylindrical polar co-ordinates.
case c
In the preceding paragraphs it has been established that the solution is independent of 
the co-ordinate system, however the anomaly in the initial region in figure 7.10 has not 
yet been clarified. The last question therefore addresses the prescription of the inlet 
boundary condition. A number of different conditions have been examined and the 
pattern of figure 7.10 could be shown to be caused by this specification. For reasons of 
clarity the different options considered are described in a separate section below.
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7.2.2 Inlet Boundary Condition
The inlet boundary is located at the nozzle exit some distance away from the axis of 
symmetry ( figure 7 .2 ). The fact that injection does not occur at the domain boundary 
has implications for the boundary condition specification. It can be treated in two ways:
1. making the injector column inaccessible to flow by blocking the region and 
injecting from the blocked cell faces
2. moving the IY = 1 boundary by the injector radius and injecting from the first y - 
cell
Both ways of treating the inlet boundary are feasible and produce identical results,
however, since the second method requires less elaborate data input in the 'Ql* file, it
has been adopted for all further runs. The two methods are discussed in the following
paragraphs with reference to the source term treatment outlined in section 5.4. The
discussion is followed by an explanation of the anomaly in the jet prediction, viz. the 
sharp initial velocity drop and the plateau at V N .  -  0.92 ( figure 7.10 ). Finally,
cl in
the inlet boundary condition to be used in this study is specified.
1. Injection from blocked cells
Problems may arise when specifying an inflow source at a blockage where IY > 1. 
The difficulties are due to the way the convective part of the radial momentum equation 
is treated and concern both the inlet momentum specification and momentum in cells 
adjacent to blockages. The problems and ways to resolve them are briefly described 
below. Helpful comments during the examination have been received from the 
originators of the program, CHAM UK Ltd. [95].
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(i) inlet momentum
Apart from mass sources at the first ( IY = 1 )  and last ( IY = NY ) radial 
cells, the convective part of the mass inlet source ( equation 5 .14) is distributed 
between the north and south staggered V - momentum cells. The one dimensional 
polar situation is depicted in figure 7.18. Thus [85],
\  ■ *  <Vv -  V  ,7 -1'
SV = I <VV -  Vn> <7 '2>n
where the mass flow source m is defined in equation (5.15), Vy is the radial 
velocity value and V and V are the south and north cell face velocities. Hence,s n
applying a momentum source in front of a blockage results in only one half of the 
radial momentum being convected into the domain. In order to prescribe the correct 
inlet momentum, an additional momentum source must be inserted in the 'Q l' file.
(ii) momentum in cells adjacent to blockages
For the one dimensional case depicted in figure 7.18 the inflow of momentum 
across the south boundary ( at P ) of the staggered V momentum cell is given byn
[85]:
Vs *p -  V  An ( 7 *3)
Thus the momentum across the south boundary is the mass flux at P multiplied by 
the radial velocity at s. In the present case the velocity at s is zero since the cell face 
area is zero. Hence the flow of momentum ( equation 7.3 ) is also zero. 
However, the mass flow across face P still appears in the coefficient of the 
discretized momentum equation:
a s  (Vs  " Vn> + s  = 0 ( 7 . 4 )
where
S =  ih. (V.  -  V ) / 7 c \i n  i n  n \ ' • *>)
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hence
V a + A. V.
V = — ?------HL_H1 (7.6)
n ao + ih.s in
With reference to figure 7.18 the correct solution o f this equation is V = V. .
n in
However, since V = 0 and a £  0, equation (7.6) reduces to
ih. V. in m
n =  n -  <7 -7>a„ + ih. s m
This is obviously not the correct solution of the momentum equation. To correct 
equation (7.7) velocity V needs to be fixed to the value of V. . Equation (7.6)
s in
then reads:
V. a + Ih. V.
tt in s in m  __ ^
n ---- — T  ------  - vin (7 • 8)
a + m . s in
To fix V to the value of this velocity must be defined for the blocked injector
column at IY = 1. Prescribing a velocity in the blocked region is numerically
necessary and has no physical significance. An alternative would be to cut the 
south convective link in equation (7.6) by setting a equal to zero.
2. Moving the IY = 1 boundary
The origin of the radial co-ordinate can be displaced by the injector column radius. 
Hence injection takes place at the south face of the first radial cell rather than some 
distance into the domain. The input command RINNER facilitates this offset. Its use 
renders the extra input statements discussed above unnecessary:
(i) The inlet momentum source is not divided between the north and south cell faces 
but applied entirely at the north face, thus
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s Vn *  <vv  “ Vn ) ( 7 .9 )
No additional momentum source is required.
(ii) The south convective link is cut by setting the central coefficient equal to zero.
Equation (7.6) then reads:
ih. V.TT m  m  TyV = ------- = V. (7 in)n  . i nm . i n
All results employing cylindrical polar co-ordinates presented in this study were 
obtained by using the RINNER command to offset the IY = 1 boundary by the 
injector column radius. It is important to realise one limitation of the RINNER 
facility, viz. it cannot be applied selectively. Hence the entire z extent of a three 
dimensional mesh is displaced radially.
3. Explanation of anomaly in iet centreline prediction
When examining the velocity decay curve in figure 7.10 two distinct features must be
distinguished: the sharp initial velocity drop and the following plateau at 
V  /v. =0.92.
clin in
The inlet boundary condition used to predict the velocity decay in figure 7.10 applies 
the inlet momentum in radial direction assuming a constant inlet velocity across the 
nozzle. This in effect models a 'fan' jet. In the absence o f entrainment the jet expands 
with the grid as the radial distance increases. From the viewpoint of continuity, the area 
through which the je t fluid is travelling increases in proportion to the radial distance, r. 
In order to conserve continuity the velocity will therefore have to decay proportionally 
to 1/r. Hence the velocity decays immediately from the nozzle exit plane and no 
potential core is observed. Figure 7.19 compares two velocity decay curves: initial
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region with circumferential motion as in figure 7.10, and velocity decay without 
circumferential motion leading to a 1/r velocity distribution.
To understand the second feature, i.e. the velocity plateau following the initial drop, it 
is instructive to examine the pressure field near the nozzle exit shown in figure 7.20. If 
one considers streamlines emerging from the nozzle and applies Bernoulli then the 
pressure must increase with decreasing velocity. Since the pressure at the domain 
boundary has been fixed to zero, it has to be considerably negative at the nozzle. The 
pressure contours 'fan out1 from the middle of the nozzle. At the centreline the velocity 
decays radially and hence the pressure increases rapidly. Towards the outer part of the 
nozzle the radial pressure gradient is less steep, this is attributed to high levels of 
circumferential diffusion in the jets shear layer and the circumferential pressure 
gradient. From the pressure contours in figure 7.20 it is evident that the gradient causes 
a circumferential motion towards the jet centre. The contours of circumferential velocity 
in figure 7.21 underline this observation, all positive circumferential velocity values 
point towards the centreline. What is therefore happening is that the initial outward 
fanning of the jet at the nozzle is being counteracted by the inward circumferential 
motion. The jet is gradually changing from a fanning jet to one with more classical 
characteristics where the velocity plateau represents a transitional region between the 
two.
Having thus established the reason for the velocity curve in figure 7.10, the obvious 
modification to the inlet boundary was to decompose the inlet velocity into a radial and 
circumferential component such that the resultant velocity in each inlet cell was aligned 
with the jet centreline. Figure 7.22 shows the effect of this modification on the velocity 
decay near the nozzle exit. A sharp initial drop is no longer noticeable, instead the 
velocity decays very gradually before decreasing more rapidly after approximately 2 D. 
The fact that a slight decay occurs immediately after the exit plane is attributed to 
diffusion caused by the k - e turbulence model. This was also observed in figures 7.13 
and 7.17.
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4. Specification of inlet boundary condition
To finalize the inlet boundary specification an assumption must be made regarding the 
velocity profile at the nozzle exit plane. In order to observe a potential core the flow 
must be fully developed. In the present case this cannot be expected since the nozzle 
hole length /  diameter ratio is 1.6 and hence too small for the flow to develop. The 
experimental results in chapter six confirm the absence of a potential core. Thus, to 
predict a velocity decay that agrees with measured data neither of the two inlet boundary 
conditions discussed above appeared suitable. Due to the lack of detail about the inlet 
velocity profile, a parabolic velocity distribution across the nozzle was assumed where 
there is relatively little fluid in the outer part of the jet. Entrainment therefore affects the 
centreline velocity very soon after injection. Furthermore, to obtain the 'classical' 
velocity decay curve, velocity vectors in each inlet cell were resolved into their radial 
and circumferential components such that the resultant velocity was aligned with the jet 
centreline. Thus the equivalent case to figure 7.22 was modelled with a parabolic inlet 
profile. Figure 7.23 compares the centreline velocity decay with experimental data. The 
numerical predictions were obtained with the standard k - e turbulence model which is 
known to overpredict the spread of a jet and hence underpredict the centreline velocity 
( section 4 .4 )  The discrepancy between prediction and experimental results was 
therefore not attributed to the inlet boundary condition but to the turbulence model as 
will be shown in section 7.2.4.
Along with the inlet momentum the turbulence parameters attributed to the incoming
flow need to be specified. A literature survey yielded values for the normalized 
turbulence kinetic energy ( k/V . 2 ) in the range of 0.0012 [26] to 0.03 [25].
cl, in
Reference [62] uses a value of 0.0045 at the inlet for a flow over a backward facing
step. In order to set the level of turbulence kinetic energy associated with the incoming 
flow three different values for k/V ,. 2 were considered: 0.45, 0.045 and 0.0045. Thecl,in
effect of these settings on the centreline distributions of radial velocity and kinetic
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energy is illustrated in figures 7.24 and 7.25. It can be seen that the increased diffusion
associated with high levels o f kinetic energy leads to a more rapid velocity decay in the
flow development region. Further into the domain the difference between the three
curves is less pronounced, indicating that turbulence generated within the computational 
domain becomes more dominant. A value of k/V ,. 2 = 0.0045 was chosen for allcl,in
further runs as it gave, together with a modified constant in the turbulence model, very 
good agreement with experimental results. The dissipation rate, e, was estimated as 
suggested in reference [62] from
e = 1.826 k 3/2 /  D
7.2.3 Outflow Boundary Condition
The objective of this thesis is to examine the flow field generated by a single jet issuing 
into a combustion chamber model. The restriction to a single jet eliminates possible 
interference from other jets in a multi - hole nozzle arrangement, however, it presents 
difficulties from a computational point of view, since no symmetrical conditions can be 
assumed. Modelling the entire 360 degree extent is computationally expensive and 
clearly undesirable. Earlier flow visualization work [20,21] indicated that a jet issuing 
into the opposite direction of the circular outflow ( located in the tank top ) was not 
noticeably affected by the asymmetry. It was therefore decided to restrict the 
computational domain to a 45 degrees segment ( figure 7 .2 ) with symmetry assumed 
about the jet plane at 0 = 0 degree, the underlying assumption being that the 0 = 45 
degrees boundary does not significantly influence the jet characteristics. This latter 
supposition has been examined by applying both a prescribed pressure boundary and a 
symmetry boundary at 0 = 45 degrees. In the first case fluid could leave and enter the 
domain and a compatible flow field established itself during the iteration process. When 
a symmetry condition was applied at 0 = 45 degrees the circumferential wall at r = R
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was replaced with a prescribed pressure boundary to allow displaced fluid to leave the 
domain. Results for the two conditions are discussed in the following paragraphs. They 
confirm that the 0 = 45 degrees boundary has no discernible effect on the je t 
behaviour.
Figures 7.26 to 7.28 compare vector plots of the entrainment region and kinetic energy 
contours in the r  - 0 plane at three z locations: z = 27 mm, 68 mm and 72 mm 
(f ig u re  3 .1) .  The z = 68 mm plane is ju st below the nozzle exit whereas 
z = 72 mm is at the je t centreplane. Plots on the left ( a ) ) relate to the symmetry 
boundary condition, the right hand set ( b ) ) was predicted applying a fixed pressure 
boundary at 0 = 45 degrees. The two sets of plots are very similar with differences in 
the flow field only near the free - entrainment boundaries. In figure 7.26 both sets show 
a distinct recirculation zone which is more marked as a consequence of the wall jet 
when a free - entrainment boundary is applied at 0 = 45 degrees. In set a) fluid can be 
seen to leave the domain near the je t centreline while there is hardly any motion 
discernible towards the symmetry boundary. This is contrasted by the wall jet in set b) 
which is particularly noticeable in the lower part of the analogue model at z = 27 mm 
where fluid is leaving the domain across the 0 = 45 degrees boundary. With respect to 
the near nozzle region figure 7.27 illustrates clearly that the flow in the vicinity of the 
nozzle is not affected by the boundary conditions at 0 = 45 degrees. Both sets show 
the same entrainment pattern. The inward directed flow at z = 27 mm forms part of a 
large recirculation zone as can be seen in figure 7.29 which compares entrainment 
velocity fields in three different r - z planes ( 33.0 degrees, 12.0 degrees, 0.5 
degrees). Again the strong effect of the wall je t is noticeable in case b), particularly at 
0 = 33 degrees where fluid is forced back into the domain. Opening the tank wall at 
r = R on the other hand reduces the motion to an insignificant level at 0 = 33 degrees. 
It is interesting to note that in the absence of the wall je t a distinct recirculation zone 
forms near the jet's symmetry plane.
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Together with vector plots, contours of constant kinetic energy were drawn and are 
reproduced in figures 7.28 and 7.30. The values of the contours are summarized in the 
table below.
The kinetic energy field highlights particularly active flow regions through the way 
mean velocity gradients enter into the k generation term ( equation 4.13 ). Hence, from 
the je t mixing point of view, k contours help identify the jet's shear layer and thus 
regions critical for the mixing process. A comparison of the two sets in figures 7.28 
and 7.30 confirms the observation made earlier, viz. the flow development region is 
hardly affected by the boundary condition applied at 0 = 45 degrees. In figure 7.28 no 
meaningful k contours could be drawn at z = 27 mm since the level of turbulence was 
very low. An increased turbulence level in the wall jet is evident from set b) in both 
figures.
The above - mentioned figures illustrate that only the flow near the prescribed pressure 
boundaries is affected and, since this motion is weak, the main flow structure 
associated with the jet remains largely unaffected. For this reason a free entrainment 
boundary was applied at 0 = 45 degrees to model the segment of the hydraulic 
analogue in all further runs presented in this chapter.















kinetic energy contour values
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7.2.4 Specification of Turbulence Model Constants
The inability of the standard k - e model [60] to correctly predict the centreline velocity
decay and the rate of spread was discussed in section 4.4.3. This failure is generally
attributed to the source term in the e equation (4 .20  ) which has consequently been
the focus of much effort to improve the model's performance. In this study the effect of 
the constant on centreline variations of the radial velocity Vd and the kinetic energy k
has been considered and compared with hot film and pitot tube data. The runs were 
performed on the nonuniform NY = 43 mesh with k/Vd 2 = 0.0045 and a parabolic
inlet velocity profile aligned with the jet axis. A range of Cj values was examined and
the results for Cj = 1.44, 1.47 and 1.53 are shown in figures 7.31 and 7.32.
= 1.44 is used in the standard k - e model. Figure 7.31 clearly illustrates the effect
o f C  ^on the predicted velocity decay and hence spread of the jet, i.e. an increase in C^
leads to reduced rate of spread as desired. C  ^ = 1.47 was found to agree favourably
with experimental data. In this context it is interesting to note that Kuo and Bracco [26] 
have found Cj = 1.50 gives good agreement for the centreline velocity decay. They 
modelled a free jet with a constant velocity profile at the inlet. The different values for 
Cj found for similar flows illustrates the sensitivity of the model and shows that no
universal set of turbulence model constants can applied to seemingly similar problems. 
The effect of Cj on the kinetic energy distribution is only significant in the initial
region, from r/D = 11 onward the three curves agree reasonably well with the measured 
points and do not deviate much from one another. Since appears in the source term
of the e equation, a high value results in an increased dissipation rate which in turn
leads to a depressed kinetic energy level. This trend is evident in figure 7.32 where 
Ci = 1.53 results in a 40 % lower kinetic energy value than = 1.44. Along with the
relatively low kinetic energy level for C = 1.53 goes a slow velocity decay in figure
7.31. This was to be expected since reduced turbulence leads to a lower mixing rate. A 
value = 1.47 was adopted for all further runs in this thesis.
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7.2.5 Analysis of Predicted Flow Field
As pointed out in the introduction, the prediction of the undeflected steady state jet was 
primarily intended to optimize the model with a view to obtaining agreement between 
predictions and experimental data, and hence gain confidence in the numerical method. 
The significance for a Diesel engine application is clearly rather limited, more valuable 
information about the mixing process can be expected from the transient simulation and 
the modelling of a jet issuing into a swirling flow field. Before attention is turned to 
these latter aspects, the remainder of this section completes the presentation of results 
for the undeflected steady je t and discusses their importance in the context of the DI 
Diesel engine combustion chamber model.
For reasons of clarity the results of the preliminary studies reported in sections 7.2.1 to 
7.2.4 are summarized below:
(i) nonuniform mesh with NX = 17, NY = 43 and NZ = 1 8
(ii) parabolic inlet velocity profile
(iii) k/V  . = 0 .0 0 4 5
cl,in
(iv) free entrainment boundary at 0 = 45 degrees
(v) turbulence model constant CJ = 1.47
Centreline distributions of radial velocity and kinetic energy have been used in the
previous sections for validation purposes. The parameters were examined separately, 
thus in the analysis of turbulence model constant C for example, parameters (i) to (iv)
took their final form. This iterative process allowed to analyse the effect of model 
settings in isolation.
The centreline velocity decay and the corresponding rate of spread are illustrated by 
solid lines in figures 7.31 and 7.5, the kinetic energy distribution is shown in figure
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7.32. Together with these figures, profiles at different je t cross sections provide an 
insight into the hydrodynamic processes resulting from injection.
Cross sectional distributions are presented as similarity profiles for the radial velocity 
and in semi - nondimensional form for kinetic energy and dissipation rate in figures
7.33 to 7.36. The profiles are calculated at the five radial positions for which 
experimental results were reported in chapter six, i.e. r/D = 11, 20, 29, 38 and 47. 
Full self similarity for a free jet can only be assumed for r/D > 70 [73]; in this study 
complete self similarity is therefore not expected, particularly because of the presence of 
the wall at r/D = 54 with the resulting wall jet and recirculation zones. Despite these 
features the profiles of normalized velocity against je t half width in figures 7.33 and
7.34 show that self similarity is almost reached near the jet centreline. In figure 7.33 
computed values for the five radial positions are compared with the velocity similarity 
curve for a free je t given by Abramovich [18], in figure 7.33 the same curve is 
compared against experimental results. Agreement is very favourable for half width 
values less than 1.2, indicating that near the je t centreline the confined nature of the 
flow does not significantly affect the spread of the jet. Furthermore, at the centreline the 
wall je t does not extend far into the domain as it is not noticeable at r/D = 47, an 
observation confirmed by contour plots of kinetic energy and circumferential velocity 
( figures 7.28 b and 7.37 ). Further away from the centreline deviations are noticeable 
which may be attributed to (i) the relative closeness to the nozzle exit, particularly of 
profiles at r/D =11 and 20 and (ii) the influence of the recirculation zone on the jet's 
shear layer. Hoholis [28] reports an inaccurate prediction of the eddy's centre in 
simulations of a similar flow configuration employing the Hybrid scheme. He bases his 
observation on comparisons with results obtained with the QUICK scheme, however, 
does not substantiate it with quantitative experimental data. If the predicted location of 
the recirculation zone must be viewed with some caution then this will have an 
immediate effect on the jet's spread and hence on the similarity profiles. Experimental
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data in figure 7.34 suggests that the radial velocity near the jet's edge is slightly higher 
than predicted.
The predicted and measured turbulence kinetic energy distributions are shown in figure
7.35. For the positions closest to the nozzle exit the calculated curves are significantly
higher than the measured values. This trend was also observed by Kuo and Bracco [26] 
in their jet studies at r/D = 8 and 12. It was reported [26] that changes in , including
a variable model, did not remedy the failure to accurately predict the kinetic energy
distributions near the nozzle. At radial positions r/D > 29 the agreement is much 
improved. The fact that the discrepancy between predicted and measured data is 
significant in the early part of the jet where mean velocity gradients are large and differ 
considerably in space suggests that the concept of isotropy used in the turbulence model 
is too crude to model the kinetic energy distribution in the early stages of the mixing 
process.
Similar to figure 7.35, figure 7.36 shows profiles of the dissipation rate e normalized 
with the centreline velocity at each of the five radial positions under consideration. The 
experimental data is taken from Taulbee et al [74] who inferred the dissipation rate from 
LDA measurements in a free turbulent round jet. They observed a fair degree of scatter 
in the data in the centreline region and considered the measurements to be somewhat 
inaccurate. However, in the absence of other experimental data of dissipation profiles 
their curve is reproduced in figure 7.36. Agreement with predicted profiles is only 
moderate with a fair degree of spread, particularly near the centreline. As was also 
observed by Taulbee et al, the calculated profiles fail to predict the measured peak at 
0.05 radians.
An alternative way of obtaining insight into the hydrodynamic processes resulting from 
injection is to examine vector and contour plots. Velocity vectors in selected planes have 
been presented in figures 7.26 b, 7.27 b and 7.29 b. They give a qualitative picture of 
the flow field, particularly of the recirculation zone formed as a result of strong shear
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induced entrainment, the entrainment region in the vicinity of the nozzle and the wall jet. 
More quantitative information can be gained from contour plots of kinetic energy k, 
circumferential velocity U and axial velocity W. The k - contours in figure 7.28 b and 
7.30 b clearly indicate regions of intense activity in the jet boundary and in the wall jet, 
but they also highlight regions of weak fluctuating motion. Since turbulent transport is 
an important contributor to the mixing process this is highly significant from a practical 
point o f view. A low mixing rate will ultimately lead to poor combustion performance. 
Contours of constant circumferential and axial velocity in different planes are shown in 
figures 7.37 and 7.38. Their values are summarized below:
















circumferential and axial velocity contours 
In figure 7.37 a negative sign indicates velocities directed away from the centreline, in 
figure 7.38 negative velocities are directed downward. Of particular interest are the zero 
velocity contours which help locate the centre of the recirculation zone. Near the jet's 
axis of symmetry this is fairly close to the wall. The largest extent of the wall jet into the 
flow domain is approximately 35 mm on the je t centreline. The wall je t diminishes 
gradually as it spreads. It would therefore appear that the wall jet itself is, apart from its 
contribution to turbulence generation, not too significant in the mixing process, but 
rather that the large eddy is more important. Another interesting feature in figure 7.38 is
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the bunching of contours in the vicinity of the nozzle indicating that the entrained fluid 
is being accelerated into the je t
7.3 Transient Undeflected Jet
For the spatial discretization in transient simulations essentially the same model was 
used as for the steady state case. To account for time dependency the time loop in the 
flow diagram ( figure 7.3 ) was activated and a fully implicit scheme was specified for 
temporal discretization. This scheme bases the spatial derivatives on new time level 
values [81]. The Courant stability criterion ( section 5.3.1 ) was thus avoided which 
could not have been satisfied for reasonable time steps near the nozzle where the grid 
spacing is very fine and velocities are high. Using the time interval At = 3 ms 
eventually chosen in this study, a typical Courant number on the jet centreline and a few 
diameters into the domain is in the order of 10. Hoholis [28] observed a time step 
independent solution with an implicit scheme and a Courant number Co = 2.5 based 
on comparisons with an Alternate Direction Implicit ( A D I ) scheme. In the present 
study the effect of time step size on the steady state approach was examined for the 
radial velocity and results are detailed below in section 7.3.1. This is followed by the 
presentation and discussion of results in section 7.3.2 focusing on three distinct aspects 
o f the je t development. The first part presents je t tip penetration predictions in 
nondimensional form and compares results with experimental data. The second part 
provides vector plots in selected planes which provide insight into the spatial and 
temporal development o f the flow. Finally, the third part deals more directly with the 




Since no changes were made to the spatial discretization model the preliminary 
investigation was aimed at specifying a suitable time step size and ensuring that the final 
solution was time step independent. Figure 7.39 shows the approach to steady state of 
the radial velocity V on the je t centreline at r/D =11,  plotted for four different time 
steps ranging from 1 to 10 ms. While all four curves eventually reach the same steady 
state value, they differ significantly during their approach. Since this approach is of 
particular interest when defining the jet tip penetration, a sufficiently small time step had 
to be chosen. A time interval At = 3 ms was considered to be an acceptable 
compromise between accuracy and required computer time.
7 .3.2 Analysis of Predicted Jet Development
Figures 7.40 to 7.42 illustrate the jet tip penetration on the centreline in dimensional 
and non-dimensional form. Time profiles at the five radial positions considered earlier 
are given in figure 7.40. The 'overshooting' particularly at the inner radii has been the 
focus of some attention but measures like stronger underrelaxation did not change this 
behaviour. Since the profile shape makes it rather difficult to define the jet tip arrival 
time, it was decided to follow the practice suggested by Kuo and Bracco [26] and 
define the arrival time as the time needed for the je t to reach 70 % of its steady state 
centreline value. In figure 7.41 the 70 % steady state centreline velocity is plotted 
against r/D. Also shown are velocity curves at a number of time steps, ranging from 
9 ms to 120 ms. The je t tip arrival is then defined as the point of intersection of a 
transient profile with the 70 % steady state curve. In figure 7.41 it is possible to see 
the steady state jet centreline distribution developing, i.e. 100 % centreline velocity.
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A Reynolds number dependency of the jet arrival time is reported and a scaling law 
suggested [26] that applies to a range 8600 < Re < 135000. The Reynolds number in 
this study is 42000 and figure 7.42 indicates excellent agreement between the scaling 
law and computational data inferred from figure 7.41. Also shown in figure 7.42 are 
experimental results obtained by the author and presented in chapter six together with 
experimental values reported by Witze [47]. The results from chapter six are based on 
six repeats of an injection and show a fair degree of scatter. The extreme values at each 
radius are shown in figure 7.42. Moreover, there is a marked deviation between the 
measured penetration time and values predicted both in this study and by Kuo and 
Bracco [26]. The fact that a relatively low sampling rate of 749 Hz was used during the 
experiments might suggest that the experimental data must be viewed with some 
caution. It is however interesting to note that Witze [47] obtained his experimental data 
with a TSI hot film probe similar to the one used in this study, using a maximum 
sampling rate o f 36 kHz. His data clearly shows a slower penetration rate than 
predicted and lies well within the range of experimental values obtained in this study. 
For this reason it is tentatively concluded that the predicted penetration rate is 
approximately 20 % to 30 % too high, with larger discrepancies occurring further 
away from the nozzle. In view of the importance of the jet penetration rate to the Diesel 
engine application, further measurements, possibly with LDA, would be desirable.
Figures 7.43 to 7.46 show velocity vector plots of a selection of surfaces covering the 
injection period ( t. = 300 ms ). While the nondimensional form of data presentation in
figures 7.41 and 7.42 focused on centreline values, vector plots help visualize the 
temporal evolution of the flow in the entire domain. For maximum clarity different 
scaling factors for the velocity vectors have been used and are indicated on the 
individual figures. Throughout any set of plots in a figure the scaling factor has not 
been altered. The flow development in the r - 0 and r - z planes bisecting the jet's axis 
of symmetry is illustrated in figures 7.43 and 7.44. For reasons of clarity velocity 
vectors in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle exit are not plotted as they are of no
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importance to the jet penetration and only obscure the flow field in the entrainment 
region. Impingement can be seen to occur approximately 120 ms after injection. As 
time progresses fluid is forced sideways and downwards, beginning to form the wall jet. 
It is interesting to note that after impingement the jet itself does not appear to change up 
to some distance beyond midway into the domain, indicating that the recirculation zone 
to its side has already established itself at the time of impingement. The wall je t has an 
amplifying effect on velocities in the vicinity of the wall, however, its influence does 
not appear to extend far into the domain. This is confirmed by figures 7.45 and 7.46 
illustrating the temporal evolution of the flow field well removed from the jet axis at 
0 = 33 degrees and z = 27 mm respectively. The velocity magnitudes are small as 
indicated by the scaling factors, however, in figure 7.45 a distinct motion towards the 
injector is discernible from 30 ms onwards in the region around half the domain radius. 
This motion forms part of the large eddy that has formed next to the jet and occupies a 
large part of the domain. Similarly, at 0 = 33 degrees fluid is drawn to the jet by the 
action of entrainment in the very early stages of the injection process. As time 
progresses the recirculating motion intensifies and the effect of the wall jet becomes 
evident in the r - 0 plane after 120 ms. While activity near the wall increases and more 
fluid is being pushed sideways, the flow field in the central part of the domain and near 
the injector remains largely unaffected. Figure 7.46 illustrates the development of the 
flow field caused by shear - induced entrainment in the r - z plane at 0 = 33 degrees. 
Entrainment starts immediately after injection and the flow field appears to be largely 
established after 120 ms. No vertical motion near the wall is observed, suggesting that 
fluid leaving the domain in the r - 0 plane at 0 = 33 degrees is merely displaced fluid 
and not part of the wall jet.
More insight into the jet development, particularly its spread and the formation of the 
wall jet, can be gained by examining contours of a scalar quantity subjected to 
convective and diffusive transport. In this study concentration, C, is being solved for to 
simulate the development of air - fuel ratios. Results are shown in figures 7.47 to 7.49.
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The concentration associated with the incoming flow was set to unity while zero 
concentration was prescribed as an initial condition for the entire domain. In figures 
7.47 and 7.48 the development of four different air - fuel ratios is illustrated: 10 : 1, 
14 : 1, 25 : 1 and 100 : 1. The contour values are summarized in the following 
table.
The figures illustrate very clearly the progressive development of the free and wall jets 
in 60 ms intervals. Wall impingement of the weakest mixture contour occurs after 
approximately 150 ms, i.e. about 30 ms after the jet first hit the wall. The contours 
follow very much the growth of the je t as shown in figures 7.43 and 7.44. In 
particular, the spread of contours does not appear to be significantly larger than the 
spread in velocity, suggesting that convective transport dominates and diffusion plays a 
minor part in the mixing process. From a practical point of view this is important and 
measures designed to enhance the mixing rate must clearly focus on convective 
transport.
The progressive development of contours for a slightly weaker than stoichiometric air - 
fuel ratio, 25 : 1, is illustrated in figure 7.49. The interval between contours in figures 
7.49 a) and b) is 30 ms while in figure 7.49 c) the interval is 15 ms. W all 
impingement occurs after 165 ms, corresponding to 1.2 ms or 14.5 degrees of crank 
angle in the engine on which the analogue model is based. A slowing down of the jet is 
apparent from the bunching of the contours. The spread of the wall jet in the axial z 
direction is much more rapid than that in the angular sense (0 direction). This is clearly





10 : 1 
14: 1 
2 5 : 1 
100: 1
air - fuel ratio contours
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seen in figure 7.49 c) which shows the development of the wall je t viewed from the 
end of the jet. It is also clear that the wall je t spreads at a much slower rate than the 
development of the rest of the je t
In closing this section it may be concluded that a je t issuing into a quiescent combustion 
chamber leaves large regions o f the flow domain occupied by an uncombustable 
mixture. Although the simplified chamber geometry and the absence of piston motion 
and hence squish limit the practical importance o f the simulation, it is evident that this 
injection configuration would lead to poor combustion performance. To improve the 
performance it would be necessary to introduce swirl into the chamber to enhance the 
mixing process.
7 .4  Concluding Remarks
In this chapter the numerical procedure used to predict the flow field generated by an 
undeflected steady state and transient je t has been outlined and results were presented. 
Preliminary investigations in respect o f the co-ordinate system orientation, inlet 
boundary condition and sensitivity towards the outflow boundary condition were used 
to adjust the model. Experimental results for centreline distributions of radial velocity 
and kinetic energy and profiles at different je t cross sections were used for validation 
purposes. Numerical predictions generally showed good agreement with experimental 
data. Some differences were observed in the velocity similarity profiles near the edge of 
the je t and in the kinetic energy profiles near the nozzle exit. Possible explanations were 
discussed such as the hybrid scheme approximation for convection and the turbulence 
model. The transient jet was discussed with reference to vector plots in selected planes 
and air - fuel ratio contours. The fuel mixture was found to be very weak in large parts 
of the chamber model, indicating that the injection arrangement without swirl would 





























start of time step
repeat for 
IZ = 1, NZ
end of time step
start of slab solution
end of run loop
repeat for 
ISTEP = 1, LSTEP
start of run loop 
read Q1 file
correct velocities and pressure
repeat for
ISWEEP = 1, LSWEEP
repeat for
IRUN = 1, LSTRUN
calculate and store continuity errors
solve slabwise for: 
k, e, concentration, velocities
solve pressure correction equation 
for entire flow field
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Fig. 7.3: Flow diagram of solution sequence
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Fig.  7.10: i n j e c t i o n  a lo ng  y - a x i s  in 














Fig.  7.11 : I njec t i on  a l ong  y - a x i s  in 



















Fig. 7.13: injection along z-axis in 
1 rad segment,
cylindrical polar co-ordinates
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Fig. 7.17: injection along z-axia,  















Fig. 7.19: centreline velocity decay  
with and without circumferential motion
Fig. 7.18: staggered V momentum cells
symm etry plane


















Fig. 7.22: centreline velocity decay  
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Fig. 7.27: comparison of predicted entrainment velocities in r - 0  plane using 
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Fig. 7.28: comparison of predicted kinetic energy contours in r - 0 plane using 
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Fig. 7.30: comparison' of predicted kinetic energy contours in r - z  plane using
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Fig. 7.49: temporal development of 25 : 1 air - fuel ratio contours in a) r - 0 plane,
b) r - z plane and c) z - 0 plane
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CHAPTER 8
8. INJECTION INTO SWIRLING FIELD: COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
The numerical model described in the previous chapter has been extended to predict 
steady state and impulsive injections into a swirling flow field. In the present chapter 
computational results are presented and compared with experimental data reported in 
chapter six. The chapter is structured as follows: in section 8.1 the problem is defined 
with reference to the data input file *Qlf and subroutine ’Ground'. The swirling flow 
field generated prior to injection is discussed in section 8.2. The discussion is followed 
in section 8.3 by a detailed analysis o f the flow field obtained during steady state 
injections for three different swirl rates: 30, 40 and 50 ipm. Results are presented as 
profiles of radial velocity and turbulence intensity at five radial locations. Furthermore, 
vector plots are presented together with contour plots of angular velocity and kinetic 
energy for the r  - 0 plane bisecting the nozzle exit. These plots are complemented by 
contour plots o f kinetic energy and streamwise vorticity in four r  - z planes 
downstream of the point of injection. Transient results are discussed in section 8.4 for a 
swirl rate of 50 ipm. Results are shown as velocity profile plots, contour plots and 
vector plots at different time steps to capture the temporal development of the flow in 
both the r  - 0 plane bisecting the nozzle and a selection of r - z planes downstream of 
the injector. The concluding remarks in section 8.5 summarize the chapter.
8.1 Problem Definition
The flow under investigation is defined in the data input file 'Q l' which is organized 
similar to the input file for the undeflected jet discussed in chapter seven. It is thus not 
proposed to give a detailed account of the various groups appearing in the 'Q l' file but 
rather to focus on new input statements specific to the modified flow configuration. The 
problem specification is divided into two parts relating to (i) the generation of a swirling
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field and (ii) the injection process. An annotated listing of the input file is reproduced in 
appendix C l. A modification to a turbulence model constant and the computation and 
output of newly defined variables is implemented in subroutine 'Ground*. The relevant 
code sequences are listed in appendix C2.
8.1.1 Data Innut in PHOENICS *Q1* File
In the input file reproduced in appendix C l use is made of the 'RUN' facility in the first 
program line to specify that two consecutive runs are to be performed. The first run 
generates the swirling field without injection in the framework of a group structure 
comprising 24 groups. The 'STOP' command separating the two runs after group 24 is 
followed by input commands pertaining to the injection. Commands from the first run 
may be overwritten, if  no new statements are supplied the settings from run one still 
apply to the second run. Hence, for example no commands relating to the computational 
mesh are required in run two. Figure 7.3 illustrates how consecutive runs are 
implemented in the PHOENICS solution algorithm by an additional loop around the 
entire solution sequence. Each run is solved until convergence before the solution 
proceeds to the next run.
The computational mesh defined in groups 3 to 5 is illustrated in figure 8.1. In the 
simulation of a single jet injection the flow field far upstream of the nozzle is, unlike in 
the case of e.g. a four hole nozzle, distinctly different from the flow downstream of the 
injector. It is hence not possible to apply symmetry conditions in the r  - 0 plane. The 
je t centre at the point o f injection is indicated in figure 8.1 ( 0 = 0  d e g .). In the 
immediate entrainment region the grid spacing is very fine and not symmetrical with 
respect to the nozzle centre. The mesh is considerably finer downstream of the point of 
injection to capture the mixing processes in the deflected jet. In large parts of the 
computational domain well removed from the point of injection the mesh is rather
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coarse. These regions are characterized by very little hydrodynamic activity and are, 
since the jet development is the focus of attention, o f no particular interest to the present 
study. Computer time and memory requirements for this flow configuration are high 
compared with the undeflected jet, it is hence important to economize where possible 
while simultaneously ensuring that no numerical inaccuracies are introduced by the 
relative coarseness of the mesh in certain regions of the flow domain. Numerical errors 
are known to occur for example where a coarse mesh coincides with skewed velocity 
vectors. In flow regions far removed from the point of injection the swirling flow field 
is expected to be closely aligned with the cylindrical polar mesh, thus fairly large cells 
are acceptable. The grid spacing in radial ( y ) and axial ( z ) direction remains 
unchanged from the undeflected jet simulation reported in chapter seven. The numerical 
grid thus comprises 56 x 43 x 18 cells in circumferential, radial and axial direction 
respectively. The variables solved for are the standard variables, i.e. pressure and the 
three velocity components. In addition, computer storage is provided in group 7 for 
four variables calculated in subroutine ’Ground’, viz. angular velocity ( OMEGA ), 
streamwise mean vorticity ( V O R T ), resultant velocity vector ( V E C T ) and 
turbulence intensity ( T IN T ). Two consecutive runs are performed to (i) generate the 
swirling flow field and (ii) simulate the injection process. To enhance convergence in 
the first run an initial velocity field corresponding to a solid body rotation of 50 rpm is 
specified in group 11. Boundary conditions are set in group 13 for the r - z plane at 
IX = 1 and IX = NX ( cyclic boundary) and for the tank side wall and bottom. 
Both walls rotate at 50 rpm. Since no fluid enters or leaves the domain during swirl 
generation prior to injection it is not necessary to specify a pressure boundary condition 
for the first run, it is however important to stipulate some arbitrary value as a reference 
pressure for the iteration process. The reference pressure is a numerical requirement and 
has no effect on the flow field generated in the first run, however, it enhances 
convergence of the second run if a realistic value is chosen. Here, the pressure in one of 
the cell areas that form the outflow boundary in the second run is set to zero. Several 
under - relaxation factors in ttie range from 0.01 to 0.0001 were examined and the
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solution o f the first run was found to be fairly insensitive towards these settings, 
however during injection in the second run strong oscillations and divergence occurred 
for false time steps larger than 0.0001. This value was hence specified in group 17 for 
the three velocity components, kinetic energy and dissipation rate and maintained during 
the second run.
Run two was used to simulate the steady state and impulsive injection into a swirling 
flow field, accordingly for the latter case the steady state option is deactivated at the 
beginning of the second run and the number and size of time steps are set. The flow 
field is stored for post processing after user defined time intervals. Restart runs are 
performed for progressing time steps with a restart input file derived from the ’Q l’ file 
shown in appendix C l. In the present study the flow field was stored and analyzed at 
40, 80, 120, 160, 220 and 300 milliseconds after start of injection. As in the 
undeflected je t simulation, solution of the concentration C l is activated to predict the 
temporal development o f air - fuel ratios. In the experimental study the rotating 
cylindrical drum is stopped immediately before the start of injection to simulate 
stationary cylinder walls. In the numerical model the input commands pertaining to 
boundaries rotating at constant angular velocity do not allow zero velocity to be 
specified, a very small value (0.001 rad /s ) is hence chosen for the cylinder wall and 
bottom. As in the case of the undeflected jet a parabolic inlet velocity profile is defined 
at the point of injection. Eighteen cells cover the nozzle in circumferential direction. For 
each cell the kinetic energy and rate of dissipation associated with the incoming flow are 
calculated using the inlet velocity in each cell and the constants selected for the 
undeflected je t ( chapter seven). The concentration of the fluid entering the domain at 
the nozzle is set to unity while zero concentration is prescribed for the domain at the 
start of injection. The outflow is located opposite the nozzle as indicated by the shaded 
area in figure 8.1. The number of sweeps of the entire domain had to be increased 
compared with the undeflected je t simulation. This is attributed to the smaller under - 
relaxation factors and the increased number of cells, requiring more iterations for the
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convective and diffusive transport terms to penetrate the entire field to obtain 
convergence.
8.1.2 Subroutine ’Ground*
In contrast to the input file 'Q l', subroutine 'Ground' allows the user to access arrays 
of the variables solved for during the iteration process. It has been demonstrated in the 
previous chapter how this facility can be used to generate output files with newly 
calculated variables like normalized velocities and je t half width. Similar use of 
'Ground' has been made in the case of the deflected jet and it is the purpose of this 
section to describe the Fortran sequences inserted into 'Ground'.
Annotated sections from 'Ground' are reproduced in appendix C2. In group 1 
computer storage is allocated for cell face and cell centre geometry data. In addition, 
memory is assigned to two auxiliary variables (EA SP1 and E A S P 2 ) in which 
subsequently calculated velocity gradients are stored. The turbulence model constants 
( appendix A ) are also specified in group 1 together with the van Karman constant 
( A K ) and the wall roughness parameter E ( section 3.4 ). The turbulence model 
constants remain unaltered compared with the undeflected jet simulation. Although the 
injection into a nonuniform crossflow represents a distinctly different configuration 
where the interaction between je t and crossflow is expected to lead to a different shear 
stress distribution, no support for a modified set of constants could be found in the 
literature. The predictions of jets issuing into a uniform crossflow reported by Jones 
and McGuirk [27] and Patankar [24] both use the standard turbulence model constants. 
Sykes et al [96] chose the turbulence model constants for a jet emitted normal to a 
uniform free stream to give a good fit to the prediction for the undeflected jet. This 
practice is also adopted in the present study.
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In group 19 non - standard variables are calculated and output files are written for 
subsequent plotting of profiles of velocity, turbulence intensity and kinetic energy at 
five radial locations. As a new variable the streamwise component of vorticity is solved 
for. The general form may be written in cylindrical polar co-ordinates as [97]:
1 3Uz 3Ue 3Ur auz I d i  rUe ) _ I 3Ur
Q =  r o t  U = ( -  de  Qz , d z  d r  >r  d r  r  qq
(8.1)
where Q  is the vorticity and U the mean velocity vector. Since mainly the streamwise 
component is of interest, it is sufficient to calculate £2 from the mean velocity gradients
in constant r  - z planes using service subroutines provided in the framework of 
subroutine 'Ground*. A non - dimensional form is chosen for velocities and cell face 
distances, the streamwise vorticity component is hence calculated from
3 ( U z / V i n ) 3  ( Ur /  Vi  n )
= a i r / D )  3 ( z / D )  (8-2)
where V. is the maximum je t velocity at the nozzle exit (1 0  m/s ) and D them
sidelength of the square nozzle hole.
At the penultimate sweep and last time step further variables are calculated for the r - 0 
plane bisecting the nozzle exit: angular velocity ( GOM ), velocity vector ( VECT ) 
and turbulence intensity ( T IN T ). Subroutine SETYX writes the calculated values into 
arrays using identifiers assigned by the program (47 , 48, 50 ). Computer storage has 
been allocated in 'Q l' with the STORE command. Radial velocity, turbulence intensity 
and kinetic energy are written to output files for 110 degrees segments at five radial 
locations. The data is subsequently used for profile plotting. These profiles are not 
symmetric with respect to the nozzle centre but comprise angles of 40 degrees upstream 
of the point of injection and 70 degrees downstream in order to capture the curvature of 
the jet.
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8.2 Swirling Row Field
The grid used for modelling the swirling flow field covers the entire domain in the 
horizontal r  - 0 plane ( figure 8 .1 ), whereas in vertical direction only the part from the 
tank bottom to the plane bisecting the nozzle exit is considered ( figure 7.2 ). When 
modelling the injection into a quiescent medium in chapter seven, use of symmetry 
conditions led to savings in computer storage and run time. In the case of a swirling 
flow field established prior to injection the same symmetry conditions cannot be applied 
in the horizontal r - 0 plane. The number of cells in circumferential direction was 
increased from 17 to 56, thus increasing computer memory requirements by a factor of 
3.3. To capture the influence of frictional forces exerted from the stationary tank top the 
entire vertical extent of the domain would have to be modelled with a reasonably fine 
grid near the top boundary. This effort was computationally not acceptable and it was 
therefore decided to neglect the velocity gradients induced by the stationary tank lid and 
restrict the computational domain to the bottom part of the analogue model with a 
symmetry condition at the horizontal plane bisecting the nozzle exit. The effect of the 
stationary top boundary was examined by Gan [23] who modelled a 90 degree segment 
over the entire vertical extent for a swirl rate of 30 rpm using a k - e turbulence model. 
His curve of mean tangential velocity against radius shows a marked deviation from the 
corresponding curve for a solid body rotation, but likewise deviates considerably from 
measured data at five radial locations. The predicted tangential velocities show a 
nonlinear behaviour with a sharp drop near the outer wall followed by a gradual 
decrease towards the centre. It is also interesting to note that Gan [23] measured rms 
values of turbulence fluctuation up to ten times larger than predicted. This suggests a 
deficiency in the turbulence model which appears not to predict the correct turbulence 
level for pure swirling flow. Launder [77] reports that the flow structure in swirling 
flows is strongly influenced by the action of Coriolis forces in the Reynolds - stress 
budget. Coriolis terms do not appear in the kinetic energy equation and the k - e model 
is hence known to have no effect on the flow pattern.
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Algebraic stress models or Reynolds stress models with second moment closure have 
been demonstrated to be more suitable to predict rotational flows [77]. It was not within 
the scope of the present study to implement a turbulence model of the second moment 
closure type in an attempt to correctly model the swirling field. In more complex 
modelling work where factors like inlet port geometry, more complicated combustion 
chamber geometries and the effect o f piston movement are taken into account, this 
aspect gains significance and more refined turbulence models may be called for. It is 
however worth noting that due to the complexity o f these models very recent studies 
( e.g. Ahmadi-Befrui et al [98]) still use the k - e model to simulate in-cylinder air 
motion and undertake elaborate experimental work to validate predictions. In this study 
a correct representation of the swirling field would have been desirable from a 
validation point of view since detailed experimental data on steady state and transient 
deflected jets is available. However, in the light of the k - e model's inherent weakness 
in predicting pure swirl ( exemplified by Gan's [23] prediction of the swirling flow 
fie ld ) it was decided to restrict attention to a linearly varying crossflow which was 
generated by applying a symmetry boundary condition at the plane bisecting the nozzle 
exit. For practical purposes valuable insight into the mixing pattern at different swirl 
rates and under transient conditions can be obtained from this flow configuration. The 
velocity distribution in the injector plane for a swirl rate of 50 rpm is shown in figure 
8.2, together with experimental data from figure 6.28.
Numerical results for steady state injections at three swirl rates ( 30, 40 and 50 rp m ) 
are presented and discussed in the following section.
8.3 Steady State Injection into Swirling Flow Field
The experimental results reported in chapter six illustrate some of the essential features 
of the fully three - dimensional jet emitted normal to a nonuniform crossflow. They
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show the development of the initially normal je t through a bending phase to a flow 
aligned with the swirling field. In the present section numerical solutions are presented 
for the same flow configuration. It is apparent from the experimental results that at a 
swirl rate of 50 rpm the je t does not penetrate to the cylinder wall. For this reason two 
lower swirl rates were also examined numerically (3 0  and 40 rp m ) in order to 
approximately identify the angular velocity which yields the most favourable mixing 
pattern. The results give a detailed picture of the three - dimensional flow in various r  - 
0, r  - z and z - 0 planes. To the author's knowledge no prediction of a je t issuing 
normally into a linearly increasing crossflow have been previously published. 
Numerous numerical solutions for free and confined uniform crossflows are reported in 
the literature, e.g. references 24, 27 and 96. In most cases the computational mesh is 
fairly coarse with Sykes' [96] study using the finest grid allowing for a detailed 
examination of the flow field. In this context the work of Lin et al [99] is also of interest 
who examined the flow field resulting from radial injections into a combustor using a 
Reynolds stress model with second moment closure. For the present flow configuration 
Gan [23] obtained numerical solutions for a swirl rate of 30 rpm simulating steady state 
injections from a four hole nozzle. Due to computer memory limitations his mesh was 
restricted to 25 x 23 x 23 cells covering one quadrant of the analogue model. The aim of 
the present study is to provide a comprehensive picture of the flow field generated 
during injection for three different swirl rates ( 30, 40 and 50 rp m ) using a single 
hole nozzle. Modelling a one hole nozzle arrangement eliminates interference between 
neighbouring jets as was observed experimentally by Gan [23] for high swirl rates and 
hence allows the mixing pattern produced by a single je t to be studied. During the 
numerical solution values for all variables solved for may be stored in computer 
memory for the entire computational domain. A careful selection of data is hence 
important so as to extract meaningful information for the flow field analysis. To give a 
fully three dimensional picture of the jet development numerical results are presented for 
a selection of z - 0, r  - 0 and r  - z planes in the following form:
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z - 0 plane: - radial velocity profiles
- turbulence intensity profiles
r - 0 plane: - velocity vector plots
- angular velocity contours
- kinetic energy contours
r - z plane: - kinetic energy contours
- mean streamwise vorticity contours
«**
In the following discussion attention is drawn first to the 50 rpm swirl rate for which 
experimental data is available. Following this analysis consideration is given to the 
numerical solution for angular velocities of 30 and 40 rpm.
Swirl rate 50 rpm
One major difference between the experimental results and the numerical prediction has 
already been discussed in the previous section, viz. the tangential velocity distribution 
in the swirl field generated prior to injection ( figure 8.2 ). The measured values vary 
nonlinearly in radial direction with their magnitude not exceeding 50 % of the predicted 
velocities. Figure 8.3 illustrates that the predicted linear increase results in a more rapid 
jet deflection than was observed experimentally. While at the inner three radii the peak 
velocities agree well, at r/D = 38 the maximum predicted velocity has decayed to 
0.17 m/s com pared with 0.45 m/s obtained during m easurem ents. Computer 
predictions suggest that at r/D = 47 the je t is completely deflected with the radial 
velocity approaching zero. Along with the more rapid predicted velocity decay goes a 
slight shift in the angular location of measured and predicted maximum velocity. While 
at the inner two radii the predicted velocity peaks are upstream of the corresponding 
measured peaks, at r/D = 29 they nearly coincide and at r/D = 38 the predicted peak 
has drifted downstream of the measured maximum velocity. This behaviour suggests a
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shorter zone of maximum deflection ( figure 6 .30) with a sharper bend in the je t axis 
predicted by the numerical model. A t all radial locations the simulation can be seen to 
yield narrower velocity profiles. Near the nozzle exit the predicted velocity gradients at 
the outer je t boundary are steeper than the measured gradients. In the wake region 
downstream of the point of injection both the measured and the predicted profiles show 
a much reduced gradient. It appears that the former extends further downstream, 
however, as explained in chapter six, the experimental results at very low velocities 
may not be entirely reliable. More insight into the spread of the jet can be gained from 
the turbulence intensity profiles depicted in figure 8.4. For the inner three radii they 
give a good indication as to where the downstream jet boundary is located and confirm 
the observations from the velocity profiles, i.e. that the predicted jet is narrower with a 
smaller wake region. At r/D = 38 the predicted upstream boundary is no longer clearly 
defined as this is the region where the je t is strongly deflected. The maximum at 
approximately 20 deg. coincides with the radial velocity maximum ( figure 8.3 ) at the 
same radius and may be taken as an indication that the outer jet boundary is located in 
the region of 15 to 20 d e g .. No inner boundary is predicted, the jet is too far deflected 
and its body almost completely aligned with the swirling flow. Again, the predicted 
wake region is considerably smaller than the experimental results suggest. A few 
remarks are called for to explain the evident discrepancy in the predicted and measured 
turbulence intensity profiles at r/D = 11. It is recalled that the turbulence intensity is 
particularly sensitive towards variations in mean velocity when this is very small since 
the mean velocity vector appears in the denominator o f the turbulence intensity 
expression. At jet boundaries where high levels of turbulence activity coincide with 
mean velocities approaching zero, high levels of turbulence intensity are therefore to be 
expected. Near the nozzle exit the je t cross section has not yet been strongly distorted 
by the action of shear and hence exhibits a stagnation point on its upstream side and a 
low velocity region on its downstream side as a consequence of the jet obstructing the 
crossflow. These two low velocity areas are predicted and result in marked turbulence 
intensity peaks on either side of the jet. The experimental method may have failed to
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capture the very small mean velocities and consequently yields lower turbulence 
intensity values.
Apart from serving as an indicator for the jet boundaries, turbulence intensity profiles 
also help identify areas where numerical errors ( e.g. false diffusion caused by the 
Hybrid schem e) affect the solution. These errors not only depend on the level of mean 
velocity, but also on the velocity gradients which in turn influence the level of kinetic 
energy via the production term in the k - equation ( 4.13 ). The turbulence intensity 
derived from k may hence be regarded as an indicator of numerical inaccuracies. The 
underpredicted extent of the wake region in figure 8.4 reflects a deficiency of the 
Hybrid scheme to accurately capture recirculating flows. Hoholis [28] found the Quick 
scheme to perform better in recirculating zones resulting from jet impingement on 
cylinder walls.
An alternative way of obtaining an insight into the mixing pattern lies in examining the 
flow field in the two remaining planes, i.e. the r  - 0 and the r - z plane. First, 
attention is drawn to figures 8.5 to 8.7 depicting velocity vectors together with contours 
of kinetic energy and angular velocity in two different r - 0 planes. For reasons of 
clarity velocity vectors in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle are not shown. The 
figures illustrate the extent to which the je t penetrates the domain and the size of the 
recirculation zone downstream of the point of injection. The kinetic energy contours in 
figure 8.5 show the region where the numerical model predicts turbulence activity. The 
contour shapes follow very closely the velocity vector field, an observation that is 
consistent with a finding from the experimental study ( chapter 6 ) , i.e. the je t axis 
deduced from the velocity maxima agrees well with the jet axis constructed from the 
kinetic energy maxima. The bunching of contours on the jet's upstream side indicates 
strong mixing while downstream of the jet the contour gradient is much shallower, 
suggesting a smaller degree o f turbulent mixing in the wake region. At the contour 
closest to the nozzle exit ( no. 6 )  the action of shear along the edge of the jet is 
discernible from the two peaks at the outer and inner jet boundary. Further into the
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domain the je t cross section is more distorted resulting in only one contour peak. After 
the zone of maximum deflection this peak is no longer clearly defined and at the 
outermost contour ( no. 1 ) shear at the outer boundary of the deflected je t leads to a 
very round contour shape. An interesting feature in figure 8.5 is the absence of any sign 
of a wall jet. The velocity vectors near the wall are completely aligned with the swirling 
flow and the level of turbulence induced by the wall is considerably smaller than 
0.001 m2/s2. Experimental results reported earlier ( figure 6.33 ) show fluctuating 
velocities approaching zero at r/D = 47.
From the vector field it would appear that large parts of the domain remain unaffected 
by the injection, however, the angular velocity contours in figures 8.6 and 8.7 show 
that the mean velocity field in the entire analogue model is influenced. In figure 8.6 
contour 1 (5 .236 rad /s ) corresponds to 50 rpm which prevailed in the entire domain 
before the injection. Compared with the state before injection, contour 1 may be 
regarded as a line where no circumferential momentum transfer occurs. Inside 
contour 1 the angular velocity is less than 5.236 rad/s as a consequence of the jet 
decelerating the cross flow. Circumferential momentum is transferred to the jet leading 
to its deflection. On the other hand, the jet imparts momentum to the surrounding fluid, 
initially in radial direction only, but as it passes through the bending phase, also in 
tangential direction. This tangential momentum transfer accelerates the swirling flow as 
illustrated by contours 2 and 3 in figure 8.6. Shown are contours of co = U /r and, 
although the transferred tangential momentum will not be uniform in radial direction, 
the radius appearing in the denominator leads to larger values for co at small radii. The 
influence of the tangential momentum transfer can also be seen from figure 8.7 
depicting the flow field in a r - 0 plane well removed from the nozzle, i.e. at 
z = 30 mm. The vector plot suggests pure swirling flow while the angular velocity 
contours show the momentum transfer in radial and tangential direction resulting from 
the injection. The swirling flow in the entire plane has been accelerated, no contour 
values of 50 rpm are predicted.
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From the results presented in figures 8.3 to 8.6 the je t trajectory and envelope may be 
constructed and compared with experimental data as shown in figures 8.8 and 8.9. 
Here two different observations are relevant:
(i) The predicted jet trajectory shows a sharper bend with a shorter zone of maximum 
deflection (cf. figure 6.30). This is mainly attributed to the difference in the 
predicted and measured swirling field prior to injection ( figure 8 .2 ). In the 
vicinity of the nozzle exit the je t’s radial momentum dominates and the higher 
predicted tangential velocities do not lead to a more rapid deflection. On the 
contrary, near the nozzle the radial momentum is sustained longer suggesting less 
mixing at the edge o f the jet. As the jet penetrates further and decelerates, the 
higher predicted tangential velocities can be seen to lead to a more rapid jet 
deflection.
(ii) The measured je t envelope is wider with a more extensive wake region than 
predicted by the numerical model ( figure 8.9 ). The outer boundaries follow a 
pattern similar to the trajectories. The smaller predicted wake region is an important 
feature from a mixing point o f view and suggests a weakness of the numerical 
model ( e.g. numerical diffusion ) to predict the correct level of mixing on the lee 
side of the jet. In the context of the Diesel engine application this is a serious 
limitation when examining different swirl rates and injection characteristics.
The discussion of the 50 rpm case is concluded by examining contours of kinetic 
energy and streamwise vorticity in four different r - z planes. The planes are located
4.5, 8.5,15.0 and 25.0 degrees downstream of the nozzle centre as indicated in figures 
8.1 and 8.5 to 8.7. The kinetic energy contours from figure 8.10 complement those 
from figure 8.5 so as to provide a three dimensional picture of the turbulence activity 
induced by the injection process. With increasing downstream distance the contours are 
seen to propagate towards the cylinder wall, e.g. contours 2, 4 and 5. In the wake 
region the level of kinetic energy diminishes with increasing distance from the centreline 
and the contours are consistent with the flow field representation from figure 8.5. In z -
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direction the injection can be seen to leave large areas of the domain unaffected, clearly 
indicating that a horizontal injection is not suitable for the intended Diesel engine 
application. It is also interesting to note that at 0 = 15.0 and 25.0 degree the locus of 
maximum kinetic energy is not on the symmetry plane bisecting the nozzle exit but 
some distance below that plane. This is taken as an indication of a vortex forming due 
to the shear along the edge o f the jet. Further evidence of this vortex is given in figure
8.11 depicting contours of the streamwise component of vorticity calculated from eqn.
(8.2). Vortex development is discussed in some detail by Sykes et al [96] for a jet 
issuing into a uniform cross flow. By examining the production and diffusion terms in 
the vorticity equation he concludes that the main features of the flow are a result of the 
injection of a series of vortex rings and subsequent diffusion of these rings. As the 
rings become sufficiently diffused the effects of the transverse components of vorticity 
in the rings are largely cancelled by the interaction between neighbouring rings. This 
leads to the characteristic appearance of a streamwise pair of line vortices of which, for 
reasons of symmetry, one half is shown in figure 8.11 for four locations downstream 
of the injector. The cross - sectional shape of the vortex structure seems to be similar to 
that o f the kinetic energy field ( figure 8.10). The core of the vortex structure is seen 
to propagate towards the cylinder wall as it is convected downstream. Following the 
development of individual contours it is evident that the vortex strength diminishes with 
increasing downstream distance. In the immediate vicinity of the nozzle ( i.e. at 0 = 
4.5 d e g .) contours are still largely influenced by vorticity emitted from the jet source. 
Further into the domain the mechanism outlined above leads to the appearance of line 
vortices that characterize the distorted jet cross section in a cross flow.
Swirl rates 40 and 30 rpm
The plots relating to swirl rates of 40 and 30 rpm show similar features and are best 
discussed collectively. Figures relating to 40 and 30 rpm are respectively grouped as
8.12 - 8.17 and 8.18 - 8.23. In each group profiles of radial velocity and turbulence 
intensity are presented first, vector plots in the r  - 0 plane with superimposed kinetic
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energy and angular velocity contours second, and contours of kinetic energy and 
streamwise vorticity in the r  - z plane third. Since no experiments were undertaken for 
swirl rates of 40 and 30 rpm, it is not possible to make any categoric statements as to 
the validity of these predictions. It is however instructive to compare the numerical 
results with the 50 rpm case examined earlier ( figures 8.3 - 8.11 ). A number of 
observations are relevant:
The velocity profiles ( figures 8.12 and 8.18 ) are narrow with a steep gradient on 
the upstream side and a shallower gradient on the lee side of the jet. As in the 
50 rpm  case no extensive wake region is predicted which is again attributed to 
numerical errors as outlined earlier in this section. At the inner two radii the 
negative velocities on the upstream side of the jet indicate fluid being entrained. 
The effect of the different swirl rates on the velocity decay can be seen midway into 
the domain: at r/D = 29 the maximum radial velocities for 30, 40 and 50 rpm are 
respectively 1.52, 1.20 and 0.88 m/s and at r/D = 38 the corresponding values 
are predicted as 0.70, 0.38 and 0.17 m/s.
The turbulence intensity profiles for 40 rpm ( figure 8.13 ) and 30 rpm ( figure
8.19 ) give a good indication as to where the downstream boundary is located near 
the injector, however, at r/D = 38 and 47 this boundary is poorly defined. A 
similar observation was made for the 50 rpm case ( figure 8.4 ) and is attributed 
to the numerical model which fails to capture the precise extent of the recirculation 
zone downstream of the jet. The outer jet boundary is readily identified at the inner 
three radii and, for 30 rpm, also at r/D = 38. Both the turbulence intensity and the 
radial velocity profiles near the cylinder wall show that for 30 rpm  the jet 
penetrates further in radial direction.
Plots illustrating the velocity vector field together with contours of kinetic energy 
and angular velocity are provided in figures 8.14 and 8.15 for 40 rpm and figures
8.20 and 8.21 for 30 rpm. Examining the kinetic energy contours in figures 8.14 
and 8.20 together with those for 50 rpm ( figure 8 .5 )  clearly illustrates the
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influence o f different swirl rates on the degree of deflection and the size of the 
recirculation zone on the lee side o f the jet. As in the 50 rpm  case discussed 
earlier, it seems likely that the extent of the wake region is underpredicted as a 
result o f numerical diffusion caused by the Hybrid scheme. The widening of 
contours 1 to 4 with growing swirl rate suggests an increased level of diffusion 
with stronger mixing activity as the swirl rate increases. The sectors enclosed by 
the 0.001 m 2/s2 contour for 30, 40 and 50 rpm are respectively 40, 45 and 63 
degrees.
The influence of the injection process on the swirling field can also be visualised 
with the aid of figures 8.15 and 8.21 depicting angular velocity contours. 
Contour 1 corresponds to the swirl rate prevailing in the entire domain prior to 
injection and may thus be regarded as a contour where no tangential momentum is 
transferred between the je t and its surroundings. The extent of this contour in 
circumferential direction can be seen to depend on the swirl rate. Comparing the 
corresponding figures for the three swirl rates, the upstream side of contour 1 can 
be seen to drift nearer to the centreline and the size of the sector ( defined by 
tangents through the origin and both contour sides ) is increasing from 51 and 55 
to 58 degrees at 30,40  and 50 rpm respectively.
Contours o f kinetic energy and streamwise vorticity in four r  - z planes 
downstream of the point of injection are shown in figures 8.16 and 8.17 for 
40 ipm  and 8.22 and 8.23 for 30 rpm. It is important to realize that these figures 
represent a view of the r  - z plane rather than a cross sectional view normal to the 
jet axis. This is particularly noticeable near the nozzle where the contours extend 
back to the injector, further downstream they bear closer resemblance to cross 
sections perpendicular to the je t axis. The kinetic energy contours supplement 
figures 8.14 and 8.20 so as to provide a three dimensional picture of the kinetic 
energy field. As already pointed out when discussing the 50 rpm  injection, 
substantial parts of the domain appear to be largely unaffected by the injection 
process.
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Similarities between kinetic energy contours and lines of streamwise vorticity are
evident. The shapes of these contours are in broad agreement, both exhibit similar
features as the jet bends with increasing distance from the injector. In particular,
the locus o f maximum kinetic energy and vorticity can be seen to propagate
towards the cylinder wall and the shape of individual contours follows similar
patterns. For example, the k - contour for 0.01 m2/s2 in figure 8.16 grows in
radial direction as the je t progresses until 0 = 15 deg.. At this point the inner
boundary has advanced into the domain giving the contour an elliptical appearance.
Further downstream at 0 = 25 deg. it has decreased in size and the overall level
of kinetic energy has diminished, indicating a weakening in turbulence activity.
The extent of the 0.01 m2/s2 contour at 0 = 15 deg. corresponds approximately
2 2to the proportions of the 0.001 m /s contour at 0 = 25 deg.. The vorticity 
contours in figure 8.17 exhibit very similar characteristics ( e.g. contours 2 and 
3 ) ,  reaching their maximum width at 0 = 15 deg.. Further downstream  at 
0 = 25 deg. the vorticity can be seen to have lost intensity.
The similarity between kinetic energy and vorticity contours can be accounted for 
by the fact that the latter is derived from mean velocity gradients which also appear 
in the production term of the kinetic energy equation (4.13 ). The similarity may 
be taken as an indication that the production term plays a dominating role in eqn. 
( 4 .1 3  ).
A comparison of figures 8.10, 8.16 and 8.22 illustrates the effect of different swirl 
rates on the kinetic energy distribution resulting from the injection. Near the point 
of injection ( 0  = 4.5 and 8.5 d e g .) there is good agreement between the 
contours representing large values o f k. For the lowest swirl rate and hence the 
smallest degree of deflection the weak kinetic energy contours show the strongest 
penetration. This trend is gradually reversed with increasing angular distance from 
the nozzle. A t 0 = 15 deg. the extent of 30 rpm  and 40 rpm contours for 0.01 
and 0.05 m2/s2 is broadly in agreement ( although for 30 rpm centred slightly 
further into the domain ) while at 0 = 25 deg. turbulence activity is diminishing
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in the 30 rpm case. As a consequence o f the strongest deflection at 50 rpm, 
contours o f k = 0.001 and 0.01 m2/s2 are wider at 0 = 25 deg. than predicted 
for the two other swirl rates.
For the streamwise vorticity in figures 8.11, 8.17 and 8.23 very similar 
observations can be made. Near the nozzle at 0 = 4.5 and 8.5 deg. the deviation 
from a cross sectional view normal to the je t axis is most noticeable with the 
contours reaching back to the injector. The jet axis for a swirl rate of 50 rpm 
shows the strongest deflection, the contours at 0 = 15 and 25 deg. in figure 8.11 
may hence be regarded as the nearest representation of the vortex structure in the 
plane normal to the jet axis.
Comparison of injections for swirl rates of 30. 40 and 50 rpm
The preceding remarks were mainly o f a qualitative nature. In the present section 
quantitative data inferred from the results described above is discussed with reference to 
figures 8.24 to 8.27.
The predicted trajectories for the three swirl rates in figure 8.24 are derived from radial 
velocity profiles and kinetic energy contours. The comparison with experimental results 
for 50 rpm ( figure 8.8 ) discussed in chapter six inspires confidence in the validity of 
the predictions. It appears that hydrodynamic processes at the outer boundary are fairly 
accurately captured by the model and that variations between the measured and 
predicted jet axes are due to the different swirling fields prior to injection. In figure 8.24 
the trajectories clearly illustrate the effect of different swirl velocities on the rate of 
deflection. At r/D = 47 all three jets have transferred most of their radial momentum to 
the surrounding fluid, although not to the same extent. At 30 rpm the radial velocity at 
r/D = 47 is still predicted to 0.11 m/s while for 40 rpm the je t has decelerated to 
0.04 m/s. For 50 rpm the je t is completely aligned with the swirling flow. To 
determine the most favourable swirl rate from a mixing point of view the jet axes should 
be viewed together with the je t envelopes shown in figure 8.25. Judging from the
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comparison with experimental data obtained for 50 rpm ( figure 8 .9 )  the outer 
boundaries appear to be well predicted. At the inner boundaries however, the location 
o f the jet's edge is only defined at the inner three radii. The turbulence intensity peaks 
on the downstream side in figures 8.4, 8.13 and 8.19 are due to the very low mean 
velocities near the centre of the recirculation zone. Further into the domain, i.e. outside 
the wake region, turbulence intensity profiles are obscured by the deflected body of the 
jet. Here profiles normalized with the velocity vector no longer serve as an indicator for 
the downstream boundary since the circumferential velocity begins to dominate the 
mean velocity expression. The observations made when discussing figure 8.9, i.e. that 
the extent of the recirculation zone is underpredicted, seem also to apply to the 
downstream boundaries obtained at the inner three radii for 30 and 40 rpm. This is 
mainly attributed to numerical diffusion and to the k - e turbulence model which is 
known to perform poorly in recirculating flows [77].
An interesting feature o f the deflected je t is its growth viewed in cross sections 
perpendicular to the je t axis. Due to the ambiguity as to where the downstream 
boundary is located in figure 8.25 a different indicator for the spread of the jet is 
chosen, viz. the edge is defined as the point where the magnitude of the velocity vector 
reaches 1 % of the inlet velocity (0 .1  m /s ). It is recognized that rates of spread 
derived from this definition are also affected by the inaccurate prediction of the 
recirculation zone, however, an argument in favour of this definition is rooted in the 
fact that numerical diffusion mainly affects velocity gradients and is less likely to distort 
the mean velocity field. Figures 8.26 and 8.27 show the widening of the jet along its 
axis and velocity vector contours used to construct these curves. The co-ordinates 
chosen in figure 8.26 are the width, £, in the r  - 0 plane perpendicular to the je t axis 
and the axis itself, from figure 8.24. Both co-ordinates are non-dimensionalized with 
the side length of the nozzle hole, D. In figure 8.27 the contours depict cross sections in 
the symmetry plane of the je t and hence represent the narrowest part o f the kidney 
shaped structure. The initial rate of spread, i.e. the gradient in figure 8.26, shows
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reasonable agreement between the three swirl cases. Only in the vicinity of the cylinder 
wall near the tip of the 0.1 m/s contour is the spread decreasing. The narrower shape at 
low swirl velocities leads to a more rapid spread decay.
8.4 Impulsive Injection into Swirling Flow
From a Diesel engine point of view the most interesting of the four cases considered in 
the present study is the transient je t emitting into the combustion chamber model in 
which swirl has been generated prior to injection. Numerical results for this 
configuration show the developing form of the jet, the variation of fuel concentration 
within it, and the effect of swirl on this distribution. As in the previous section, results 
are presented and discussed with reference to velocity profiles at five radial locations, 
vector and contour plots in the horizontal r  - 0 plane, and cross sectional views in the 
r  - z plane at four angular locations downstream of the point of injection.
Figures 8.28 to 8.32 compare the temporal jet development predicted at r/D = 11, 20, 
29, 38 and 47 with experimental data presented in chapter six. The time steps 
considered are 40, 80, 160, 220 and 300 milliseconds after begin of injection. While 
the qualitative agreement is generally good, there are some discrepancies regarding the 
maximum radial velocity along the jet trajectory, the width of the jet and the degree of 
deflection.
At r/D = 11 the predicted jet profile can be seen to be fully developed after 40 ms and, 
with the exception of the recirculation region, not to change noticeably during the 
injection. Some variation between the predicted and measured profiles is apparent as the 
jet proceeds, particularly near the end of the injection process at 160, 220 and 300 ms. 
Here the measured outer edge and velocity peak can be seen to be located slightly 
further upstream than predicted by the numerical model. This tendency is most 
noticeable some distance into the domain at r/D = 29, 38 and 47. If one compares the
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transient results with the steady state injection ( which may be regarded as the limit of 
the transient case, figure 8.3 ), it is interesting to note that the agreement between the 
angular location of measured and predicted peak velocities is generally good. Moreover, 
the profiles predicted towards the end of the injection agree well with steady state 
predictions, indicating that there is little difference between the trajectory o f the 
developing je t and the steady state jet axis. In contrast, the experimental results show a 
smaller rate of deflection in the early stages of je t development compared with steady 
state measurements, reflecting a gradual drifting of the jet axis towards the steady state 
limit. Gan [23] also measured an increasing rate of deflection midway into the domain 
as the jet progresses in time. An explanation for the discrepancy between the transient 
numerical and experimental results may lie in the influence exerted by the different swirl 
velocities ( figure 8.2 ) towards which the developing jet is particularly sensitive. The 
effect of lower swirl velocities on the je t tip in the experimental study may lead to a 
smaller rate of deflection while the fully developed jet can be seen to be less sensitive 
towards the different swirl velocities.
Attention is now drawn to the spread of the jet and the developing recirculation region 
downstream of the nozzle. A comparison with steady state predictions ( figure 8.3 ) 
shows that the numerical model for the impulsive jet predicts a fairly rapid approach to 
the steady state profile shape. At r/D =11  the temporal resolution is not sufficiently 
high to observe the growth of the jet. After 40 ms the main part of the je t is already 
fully developed whereas the entrainment region can be seen to grow at a much slower 
rate. The negative velocities developing on the lee side of the jet serve as an indication 
of the growing influence the je t is exerting on its surroundings. The entrained mass 
leads to an increasing rate of spread as illustrated by the profiles at r/D = 20 and 29. 
As expected, the entrained fluid on the downstream side causes the inner jet boundary 
to widen. After approximately 160 ms it has nearly reached its steady state shape. At 
r/D = 38 the je t passes through its zone of maximum deflection ( figure 8.24 and 
8.25 ). As it bends the radial velocity decreases and reaches zero close to 35 degrees
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when the jet is completely aligned with the swirling flow. In figure 8.31 the je t can be 
seen to reach its steady state profile shape between 160 and 220 ms after the start of 
injection. In the vicinity of the wall at r/D = 47 the jet is fully deflected and, as for the 
steady state injection, zero radial velocity is predicted.
The predicted steady state approach is considerably faster than recorded during 
measurements. Remarks on the rate of deflection as indicated by the angular location of 
the peak radial velocity have already been made. From a comparison of figures 8.28 to 
8.32 and figure 8.3 it is also apparent that the recirculation region downstream of the jet 
is not yet fully established at the end o f injection. While the predicted profiles can be 
seen to approach the steady state fairly rapidly, at t = 300 ms the downstream side of 
the measured profiles has not spread as far as observed during steady state injections. It 
appears that the recirculation zone formed as a result of shear induced entrainment takes 
longer to develop than the jet itself.
More insight into the mixing pattern resulting from the injection can be gained by
examining figure 8.33 which illustrates the development of the velocity vector field in
the r - 0  plane bisecting the nozzle exit at t = 40, 80, 120, 160, 220 and 300
milliseconds after begin of injection. Also shown are passive scalar contours at these
time intervals representing air - fuel ratios of 10:1, 17:1, 25:1 and 100:1. Following
W ay [22] the mixing pattern may be described in terms of two dimensionless
parameters pertaining to the penetration of the jet in radial direction and the tangential 
movement. The radial penetration parameter, Kp, is obtained by calculating the
penetration of a free undeflected jet with a constant cone angle from an origin at the 
apex of the cone.
and Dn the equivalent nozzle diameter. The dimensionless tangential parameter, Kg, is
K p (8.3)
where h is the height of the analogue model, frac the fraction of tank volume injected
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taken as the angle swept by the swirl during the injection period considered ( expressed 
in degrees):
Its = W t i  = 6  U r  pm t i  [ d e g ]  (8.4)
where the swirl speed is taken in revs per minute and t. represents the time interval. A
derivation o f K and K is given in appendix D. The relative effect o f swirl toP s
penetration is expressed by Kr = Ks/Kp. The following table shows the dimensionless 
parameters corresponding to the time steps considered:
t.[ms]

























During injection the relative effect of swirl to penetration changes with time
illustrated by the variation of Kr in figure 8.34. In the early stages of jet development 
penetration is relatively strong resulting in small values of Kr and very litde deflection. 
As the je t proceeds the influence of swirl, expressed by Ks, increases and the jet starts
to bend. The contours on the downstream side of the trajectory can be seen to widen as 
a result of growing hydrodynamic mixing activity.
The air - fuel ratio contours in figure 8.33 clearly indicate that at the end of injection the 
mixture in large parts o f the domain is weaker than required for a stoichiometric 
combustion ( A/F ~ 17:1 ). In radial direction the 17:1 contour penetrates up to 
r/D = 37; in circumferential direction an angle of approximately 45° is covered by the 
stoichiometric mixture contour at r/D = 32, however, closer to the nozzle and near the 
cylinder wall this segment is significantly smaller. In the vicinity of the nozzle exit the 
relatively small swirl velocities result in strong radial penetration with very little jet 
deflection. Consequently, hardly any tangential passive scalar transport is predicted for 
small radii, leaving substantial parts of the domain with an in-combustible mixture. For
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a qualitative comparison figure 8.35 shows photographic records obtained by Way [22] 
for 50 rpm and K = 460. From figures 8.33 and 8.35 suggestions for an improved
mixing pattern may be inferred:
The radial penetration for a swirl rate of 50 rpm is insufficient for both Kr = 415 
( figure 8.33 ) and K = 460 ( figure 8.35 ). A stronger penetration may be
Iv
achieved by either increasing Kp or by reducing Ks, both measures would lead to a 
smaller value of K . A smaller swirl velocity would reduce the angular extent
Iv
covered by the stoichiometric contour and might hence require more nozzle holes in 
the injector. It therefore appears that a stronger penetration resulting from a higher 
injection pressure at the end of injection is needed to penetrate closer to the wall. 
The largest circumferential extent of the 17:1 contour of 45° suggests that eight 
nozzle holes would be necessary to fill the entire combustion chamber with a 
combustible mixture. Alternatively, a higher swirl rate is needed together with an 
increased injection pressure at the end of injection to compensate for the larger rate 
of deflection. The analogue model is based on an engine with a constant injection 
pressure of 120 bar which is low by today's standard.
In the centre of the combustion chamber mixing in circumferential direction is very
poor. From the temporal je t development in figure 8.33 it is apparent that at small
time steps the relative effect of swirl to penetration is too small. Given a constant 
angular velocity of 50 rpm, a larger value o f K and hence a more favourable
mixing pattern can be obtained by reducing the injection pressure at the begin of 
injection.
From these observations it follows that a more uniform value of Kr throughout the
injection process would be desirable. For a constant swirl rate this can be achieved by
starting the injection process with a relatively low pressure which is increased as the
injection progresses. Numerical sim ulations which system atically change the 
penetration parameter Kp can help determine a pressure variation which leads to a more
rapid formation of a combustible mixture in the chamber. In a real engine the fast
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formation of a combustible mixture will reduce the ignition delay period and
consequently reduce the rate of pressure increase and the maximum cylinder pressure.
Experimental studies reported by Abthoff et al [1] and Mayer [2] use a 'split injection
device' to control the initial rate of fuel discharge. By reducing the amount of fuel 
discharged during the ignition delay period ( corresponding to a small value of Kp )
they obtained a considerably reduced rise in cylinder pressure and a smaller first peak in
the heat release diagram. Since combustion noise is mainly influenced by maximum
cylinder pressure and the pressure gradient, 'split injection' leads to a marked reduction 
in noise level. The effect on NO emissions was also favourable; under test bed
X
conditions a reduction by 25 % was measured. This is attributed to the improved 
combustion efficiency as a consequence of a better mixture preparation. Hydrocarbon 
emissions remained unchanged compared with a conventional injection system.
The discussion o f the transient deflected je t is completed by focusing on the 
development of air - fuel ratio contours and lines of constant streamwise vorticity in 
four r  - z planes downstream of the point of injection ( 0  = 4.5, 8.5, 15 and 25 
degrees). First, reference is made to figures 8.36 to 8.39 depicting air - fuel ratio 
contours at the same time intervals as illustrated in figure 8.33. In the immediate vicinity 
o f the nozzle exit ( 0  = 4.5 d e g .) the fuel distribution does not change after 80 
milliseconds, indicating that there is no transport in vertical direction during most of the 
injection process. Sim ilar observations apply to the angular locations further 
downstream of the point o f injection; at 0 = 8.5 and 15 deg. the steady state is 
reached after 120 milliseconds when no further vertical transport is predicted. As in the 
case o f the undeflected jet, mixing due to shear induced entrainment and diffusive 
transport is not seen to affect the spread of constant mixture ratio contours for the rest 
of the injection period. At 0 = 15 and 25 deg. the arrival of the stoichiometric mixture 
contour can be observed and, together with figure 8.33, the developing contour 
envelope is readily visualised. At 0 =25  deg. air - fuel ratios at the first time interval 
are smaller than 300:1, and only after 120 milliseconds appear the first signs of the
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stoichiometric contour. The gradual widening of contours with increasing distance from 
the point of injection reflects a shift from mainly convective transport near the nozzle to 
stronger diffusive activity as the jet progresses.
While mixture formation in the horizontal plane may be influenced by the swirl and 
penetration parameters, in vertical direction the angle o f injection relative to the 
horizontal plane is the only control parameter. To enhance air - fuel mixing in the r  - z 
plane vertical air motion would be necessary. In an actual engine this motion is 
generated by piston movement and the shape of the piston bowl.
The temporal development of the vortex structure at the tip of the jet is illustrated in 
figures 8.40 to 8.43. A comparison with steady state results discussed earlier ( figure 
8 .11) shows that near the nozzle the steady state is reached after approximately 80 
milliseconds while further downstream the contours at 120 milliseconds agree well with 
the corresponding steady state vortex shapes in figure 8.11. Qualitative similarities 
between the vortex structure and the air - fuel ratio contours are evident, suggesting that 
mean velocity gradients play a prominent part in the transport of passive scalar 
quantities.
8.5 Concluding Remarks
A numerical model for predictions of steady state and impulsiye injections into a 
swirling flow field has been described and results were presented and discussed in two 
parts.
First, the steady state deflected jet was examined for three different swirl rates and 
computational results compared with experimental data reported in chapter six. 
Agreement was generally good and the main features of the flow were well predicted. 
For example, the location of the jet trajectory, the velocity decay along the trajectory and
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the width of the outer jet boundary were in good agreement. Differences were observed 
with regard to the recirculation zone downstream of the point o f injection where the 
numerical model predicted less hydrodynamic activity than was measured during 
experiments. This weakness can be attributed equally well to numerical or turbulence 
model errors and it is not possible to identify the precise source o f disagreement 
between predictions and experimental results. While the Hybrid scheme used to model 
convective transport is known to cause numerical diffusion in flow regions where the 
mean velocity is skewed relative to the cell face areas, the k - 8 turbulence model is 
another potential source of error. It is improbable that any turbulent scalar viscosity 
model can provide accurate calculation of the six components of the turbulent stress 
tensor, all of which are significant in three - dimensional flows with recirculation. For 
steady state injections the effect of different swirl rates ( 30, 40 and 50 r p m ) on the 
je t trajectories and boundaries has been compared. In all three cases the radial 
momentum was not sufficient for a wall je t to form as a result of impingement on the 
cylinder wall.
The impulsive je t was modelled for injections into a swirling field of 50 rpm. Using 
dimensionless parameters for penetration and swirl, the relative effect o f these 
parameters on the temporal development of air - fuel ratio boundaries was examined. It 
was concluded that for a uniform swirling field a constant injection pressure does not 
yield a favourable mixture distribution in the combustion chamber model. Mixture 
formation and hence engine performance in terms of pollutant emissions and noise can 
be improved by a variable injection pressure starting with a low pressure that is 
gradually increased during the injection. The optimum injection pressure characteristic 
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Fig. 8.2: Predicted and measured tangential swirl velocity distribution, 
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Fig. 8.3: Predicted and measured radial velocity profiles at r/D  = 11,
20, 29, 38 and 47, 50 rpm
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Fig. 8.4: Predicted and measured turbulence intensity profiles at
r/D  = 11, 20, 29, 38 and 47,50 rpm
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Fig. 8.5: Vector plot with superimposed kinetic energy contours for the 
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Fig. 8.6: Vector plot with superimposed angular velocity contours for 





Fig. 8.7: Vector plot with superimposed angular velocity contours for
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Fig. 8.8: C om parison of je t cen trelines in ferred  from  radial velocity 
profiles (Fig. 8.3), kinetic energy contours (Fig. 8.5) and 














Fig. 8.10: Kinetic energy contours in the r
and 25.0 deg., 50 rpm
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Fig. 8.11: Mean streamwise vorticity contours in the r - z plane at 6 = 4.5,
8.5, 15.0 and 25.0 deg., 50 rpm
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Fig. 8.12: Predicted radial velocity profiles at r/D  = 11, 20, 29, 38 and
47, 40 rpm
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Fig. 8.13: Predicted turbulence intensity profiles at r/D  = 11 , 20, 29, 38
and 47, 40 rpm







Fig. 8.14: Vector plot with superimposed kinetic energy contours for the 
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Fig. 8.15: Vector plot with superimposed angular velocity contours for 
the r - 6 plane bisecting the nozzle, 40 rpm
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Fig. 8.16: Kinetic energy contours in the r - z plane at 9 =  4.5, 8.5, 15.0
and 25.0 deg., 40 rpm
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Fig. 8.17: Mean streamwise vorticity contours in the r - z plane at 6 = 4.5,
8.5, 15.0 and 25.0 deg., 40 rpm
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Fig. 8.18: Predicted radial velocity profiles at r/D  = 11, 20, 29, 38 and
47, 30 rpm
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Fig. 8.19: Predicted turbulence intensity profiles at r/D  = 11, 20, 29, 38
and 47, 30 rpm
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Fig. 8.20: Vector plot with superimposed kinetic energy contours for the 
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Fig. 8.21: Vector plot with superimposed angular velocity contours for 
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Fig. 8.22: Kinetic energy contours in the r - z plane at d =  4.5, 8.5, 15.0
and 25.0 deg., 30 rpm

















Fig. 8.23: Mean streamwise vorticity contours in the r - z plane at 6 =  4.5,
8.5, 15.0 and 25.0 deg., 30 rpm
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Fig. 8.24: Predicted jet trajectories for 30, 40 and 50 rpm
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Fig. 8.25: Predicted jet envelopes for 30, 40 and 50 rpm
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Fig. 8.27: Predicted velocity vector contours for a) 30, b) 40 and c) 50 rpm
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Fig. 8.28: Comparison of predicted and measured temporal development
of radial velocities under swirling conditions, r/D  = 11
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Fig. 8.29: Comparison of predicted and measured temporal development
of radial velocities under swirling conditions, r/D  = 20
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Fig. 8.30: Comparison of predicted and measured temporal development
of radial velocities under swirling conditions, r/D  = 29
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Fig. 8.31: Comparison of predicted and measured temporal development
of radial velocities under swirling conditions, r/D  = 38
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Fig. 8.32: Comparison of predicted and measured temporal development
of radial velocities under swirling conditions, r/D  = 47
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Fig. 8.33: T e m p o ra l d e v e lo p m e n t o f m e an  velocity  v ec to r fie ld  w ith 
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Fig. 8.36: Temporal development of air/fuel ratio contours in the r - z
plane at e =  4.5 deg.
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Fig. 8.37: Temporal development of air/fuel ratio contours in the r - z
plane at 6 = 8.5 deg.
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Fig. 8.38: Temporal development of air/fuel ratio contours in the r - z
plane at e = 15.0 deg.
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Fig. 8.39: Temporal development of air/fuel ratio contours in the r - z
plane at 6 = 25.0 deg.
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Fig. 8.40: Temporal development of mean streamwise vorticity contours
in the r - z plane at e =  4.5 deg.
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Fig. 8.41: Temporal development of mean streamwise vorticity contours
in the r - z plane at e = 8.5 deg.
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Fig. 8.42: Temporal development of mean streamwise vorticity contours
in the r - z plane at e = 15.0 deg.
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Fig. 8.43: Temporal development of mean streamwise vorticity contours
in the r - z plane at e = 25.0 deg.
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CHAPTER 9
9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
A detailed computational and experimental study has been presented of turbulent jet 
injection into a Diesel engine combustion chamber model. In the absence of two phase 
phenomena, chemical reactions and piston movement, the flow field associated with 
steady state and impulsive injections has been analysed for quiescent and swirling 
conditions. A three dimensional numerical model has been developed to predict the 
mixing pattern resulting from the injection process for four flow configurations:
(i) steady state injections under quiescent conditions
(ii) impulsive injections under quiescent conditions
(iii) steady state injections under swirling conditions
(iv) impulsive injections under swirling conditions
A literature survey indicated a lack of detailed spatially resolved experimental data 
which could be used for validation purposes. Thus, an experimental programme was 
devised which yielded quantitative data of mean and fluctuating velocities in the flow 
configurations considered.
From the experimental data the jet's shear layer and centreline could be identified for 
the deflected and undeflected case. The jet tip penetration recorded during transient 
measurements showed that the impulsive jet is not as strongly deflected as the steady 
state jet. This observation casts some doubt on the validity of the quasi steady state 
assumption made in integral je t mixing models.
The computational study also explored the capabilities of a 'packaged' fluid dynamics 
code applied to je t mixing problems and to undertake sensitivity studies with a view to 
identifying weaknesses and improve predictions.
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Specifically, for the undeflected jet parametric studies were carried out concerning the 
effect of grid density and orientation, boundary conditions, and turbulence model 
settings. Adjustments to a turbulence model constant were found to have a significant 
effect on the centreline velocity decay and a non - standard value was adopted to obtain 
agreement with experimental data. The location of the recirculation zone outside the jet 
boundary could not be predicted accurately, similarly, for the deflected jet the size of 
the recirculation zone downstream of the point of injection was underpredicted. This 
deficiency was attributed to the Hybrid scheme used for convective transport terms and 
the eddy viscosity turbulence model. It can to some extent be viewed as a trade off for 
the numerical stability of the code; in most cases convergence could be obtained within 
a reasonable number of iterations.
Under swirling conditions the turbulence model was found to be inadequate to correctly 
predict the swirling field generated prior to injection. It was argued that a second 
moment closure model would be fundamentally more accurate. By introducing non - 
dimensional parameters for je t penetration and swirl, the value of the model as a tool 
for optimising injection pressure characteristics and matching these characteristics to 
the swirling flow field was demonstrated. Parametric studies of the relative effect of 
swirl to penetration will yield injection pressure characteristics which lead to a more 
homogeneous air - fuel mixture distribution in the combustion chamber model. Such a 
mixture is likely to result in improved combustion efficiency and a reduced pressure 
gradient due to a shorter ignition delay period.
Results of parametric studies may be scaled to predict the mixing pattern in the real 
engine prior to combustion, thus allowing the time required for the formation of a 
combustable mixture to be estimated. The scale relationships are given in chapter six. In 
extrapolating numerical results from the analogue model, the limitations of the analogy 
outlined in chapter six must be taken into account.
Despite the limitations of the numerical model with regard to the approximation of
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convective transport and the turbulence model, the ability to perform parametric 
studies, not only concerning the relative effect of swirl to penetration, but also with 
respect to the combustion chamber shape, nozzle design and injection angles at no 
experimental cost must be viewed as a distinct advantage. An optimised model from a 
hydrodynamic point of view may then form the basis for extensions to include multi - 
phase features and combustion.
It is recommended that future work concentrate on further improving the pure jet 
mixing model for the swirling case by introducing (i) a quadratic scheme for convective 
transport and (ii) a second moment closure model to account for turbulence. Recent 
research reported in the literature [32, 84] suggests that these two areas are the most 
promising for improving predictive capabilities of fluid dynamic codes. This is by no 
means a simple task and is at present beyond the capabilities of a code aimed at the 
industrial community rather than research institutions. It is however important that 
these aspects be addressed in an effort to accurately capture the hydrodynamic features 
of the flow before further progress can be made towards a comprehensive model for the 
combustion process in DI Diesel engines.
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Appendix A
Governing equations:
c o n t i n u i t y
c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l
m o m e n t u m
r a d i a l
m o m e n t u m
a x i a l
m o m e n t u m
t u r b .  k i n e t i c  
e n e r g y
d i s s i p a t i o n  
o f  k i n .  e n e r g y
s c a l a r
q u a n t i t y
v
k  —
1 a r ,1 dv  u j  ,  1 r 5(? )
r  f l r  [  ^ e * r  a e  r ^ J  r  ^ e  [ r  a r
, 1 fl [  , 3 u  , 2 v . 1  , d . dw
r  de [ e  r 5 0  r ^ J  3 z  ^ e  r a e
1 dv] 
r  a e j
p v u  _ 3 p  
r  r a e
ra (^ )1 < dv.  1 a  f  r
r  a r *  r  a e  [ ^ e  a r
+ 2 - (fl S?) +
2 — r + v
r  [ r a e ?]
a z e  3 r a r
l a  , av  l a  . a u .  , a  . <w.
r  a r  Me  a z  r  a e  ^ e  a z  a z  ^ e  cz^
a p
a z
-  P C
5?  ( C l C Gk  -  C 2 p c z ) / k
—  0
w h e r e = P
C p k 2 / c  M
G , = r o /aw= " t  [ 2 (a? ) 2 + 2 ( | i )  2 + 2 + Z) 2 + + ^ )  23 r  r a e  r  a r  az '
/f lu flw . 2  , 3 v  flu
flz r a e  r a e  a r -S’2]
Turbulence model constants:
C C .  C 0  cr, tr
p ____________ 1________  2  k  c
0 . 0 9  1 . 4 7  1 . 9 2  1 . 0  1 . 3 0




  k  5u i ^
( (C u, u, - — r—  ) + P . + P . 4 4-ax, S(p' k 1 e ax, Kpi i<p2 i (p
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p .l^pi
  a<f>u,, u .]k 3 axk
P . 1#>2 = — <pin
au.
k ax.
0 ■ — i <p C  t— u  • cp —K/p k C P.2 <p l(p2




'Q l' input file for transient undeflected jet
GR OU P  1 .  R u n  t i t l e  a n d  o t h e r  p r e l i m i n a r i e s  
£
T E X T ( C O N S T A N T  D E N S I T Y  J E T  I S S U I N G  I N T O  A T A N K )
£
GR OU P  2 .  T r a n s i e n c e ;  t i m e - s t e p  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  
£
NOW I P E  = T
£
S T E A D Y = F
£
T F I  R S T  = 0  . Cl 
T L A S T = 1 . 0  
L S T E P = 5  
£
T F R A C C 1 )  = - 5 ; T F R A C C  2 )  = 0 . 0 0 3  
£
GR OU P  3 .  X - d i r e c t i o n  q r i d  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  
£
£  P O L A R  G R I D
£
C A R T E S = F
£
NX = 1 7
REALC A L P H A 1  . A L P N O Z )
I N T E G E R ( N X A L P 1 , N X N O Z , N X C L I N )
X U L A S T  = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 / 4
£
£  A L P N O Z  i s  t h e  n o z z l e  e x i t  a n g l e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a  
£  n o z z l e  w i d t h  o f  2 . 5  mm
£  A L P H A 1  i s  t h e  a n g l e  t o  m o k e  u p  t h e  q u a d r a n t  
£
A L P H A 1 = 0 . 6 2 8 3 ; A L P N O Z = 0 . 1 5 7 1  
N X A L P 1 = 7 ; N X N O Z  =  t  0
£
£  d e f i n e  v a r i a b l e  n a m e s  f o r  F i r s t  a n d  L a s t  n o z z l e  
£  c e l l s  i n  x - d i r e c t i o n  
£
I N T E G E R ( N X N O Z F , N X N O Z L )
N X N O Z F = N X A L P 1 + 1 ; N X N 0 Z L = N X A L P 1 + N X N O Z  
N X C L I N = N X N 0 Z L
£
X F R A C ( 1 ) = - l  ; X F R A C ( 2 ) = 0 . 1 2 5 7 / ( - X F R A C C 1  ) * X U L A S T )
X F R A C ( 3 ) = 1 ; X F R A C ( 4 ) = 0 . 1 7 5 9 / ( X F R A C C 3 ) * X U L A S T )
XF RACC 5 )  = 1 ; X F R A C C 6 ) = 0 . 1 2 5 7 / ( X F R A C C 5 ) * X U L A S T )
X F R A C ( 7 ) = 1 ; X F R A C ( 8 ) = 0 . 0 8 1 7 / ( X F R A C ( 7 ) » X U L A S T )
X F R A C C 9 ) = 1 ; X F R A C C 1 0 ) = 0 . 0 5 6 5 / ( X F R A C C 9 ) * X U L A S T )
X F R A C ( 1 1 ) = 1 ; X F R A C C 1 2 ) = 0 . 0 3 7 7 / ( XF R AC C  11  ) * X U L A S T )
X F R A C ( 1 3 ) = 1 ; X F R A C ( 1 4 ) = 0 . 0 2 5 1 / ( X F RACC 1 3 ) * X U L A S T )
X F R A C ( 1 5 ) = N X N  O Z ; X  FRA C ; ( l f > )  = ( Xl I  L A S T - A L 1 ’HA1 ) /  ( X F R A C  ( 1  5  ) * X U L A S T  )
V.
GROUP  4 .  Y - d i r e c t i o n  q r i d  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  
£
NY = 4 3
I N T E G E R ( NY I N J , N Y N O Z )
R E A L C Y I N C O L , Y N O Z )
N Y I N J = 1  ; N Y N O Z  = l  
Y I N C O L = l 5 . 9 E - 3 ; YNOZ = 0 . 3 3 3 3 K - 3  
Y V L A S T  = 2 7 6 . E - 3 - Y I N C 0 L  f Y N O Z  
£
RINNEK* = Y I N C O L - Y N O Z
£
Y F R A C C 1 ) ~ - l  ; Y F R A C ( 2 ) = YNOZ /  ( -  Y F R A C C 1 ) « Y V L A S T )
Y F R A C ( 3 ) = 1 2 ; Y F R A C ( 4 ) = 4 . E -  3 / ( Y F R A C ( 3 ) * Y V L A S T )
YFRACC 5 ) = 6 ;  Y F R A C C  6  ) = 6 . E - 3 / C  Y F RACC 5 )  * Y V L A S T )
Y F R A C C 7 ) = 4 ; Y F R A C C 8 ) = 8 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 7 ) * Y V L A S T )
Y F R A C ( 9 ) = 3 ; Y F R A C ( 1 0 ) = 1 0 . E - 3 / ( Y F R AC C  9 ) * Y V L A S T )
Y F R A C d l  ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C  1 2 )  = / .  E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C  1 1  ) * Y V L A S T )
Y F R A C C 1 3 )  = 1 ; Y F R A C ( 1 4 ) = 9 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 1 3 ) * Y V L A S T )
Y F R A C C 1 5 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 1 6 ) = 1 1 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 1 5 ) * Y V L A S T )
E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 1 7 ) * Y V L A S T )
1 1 2 - 3 / (  Y F R A C C  1 9  ) * Y V L A S T )  
E - J / ( YF R AC C  2 1  ) * Y V L A S T )  
E - 3 / C Y F R A C ( 2 3 ) * Y V L A S T )  
E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 2 5 ) * Y V L A S T )  
K - 3 / C  Y F RACC 2 7 )  * Y V L A S T )  
E - 3 / C Y F R A C C 2 9 ) * Y V L A S T )
E - 3 /  C Y F R AC C  3 1  ) * Y V I . A S T )
E 3 / ( YF R AC C  3 3 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
- 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 3 5 ) * Y V L A S T )  
- 3 / ( Y F R A C C 3 7 ) * Y V L A S T )  
- 3 / C Y F R A C C 3 9 ) * Y V L A S T )  
- 3 / ( Y F R A C C  4 1 ) * Y V L A S T )
Z - d i r e e t i o n  q r i d  s p e c i  f  i  c a t i o n  
f i r s t  a n d  l a s t ,  i n j e c t i o n  c e l l  
, N O Z  L )
Y F R A C C 1 7 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 1 8 )  1 3 .
Y F R A C ( 1 9 ) = 1 ; YFRACC 2 0 ) = 1 3 .
Y F R A C C 2 1 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 2 2 ) = 1 8 .
Y F R A C C 2 3 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 2 4 ) = 2 3 .
Y F R A C ( 2 5 ) = 2 ; Y F R A C C 2 6 ) = 5 4 .
Y F R A C C 2 7 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 2 8 ) = 2 3 .
Y F R A C ( 2 9 )  = 1 J Y F R A C ( 3 0 )  = 2 0 .
Y F R A C ( 3 1 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 3 2 ) = 1 4 .
YFRAC' . ( 3 3  ) = 1 ; Y F RACC 3 4  ) = 1 ( I .
Y F R A C C 3 5 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C ( 3 6 ) = 7 . E 
Y F R A C ( 3 7 )  = 1 ; YF R AC C  3 8 ) - 5 . E 
Y F R A C ( 3 9 ) = 1 : Y F R A C ( 4 0 ) = 3 . E 
Y F R A C C 4 1 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 4 2 ) = 2 . E 
£
GROUP  5 .
£
£  d e f i n e
£
I N T E G E R ( N O Z F  
N O Z F = 1 4  
N ( ) Z L =  1 8
£
R E A L ( Z N D I  A M )
ZN I ) I A M = 2  . 5 E - 3  
£
NZ = 1 8
Z W L A S T = 7 2 . 5 E - 3
£
Z F R A C C 1 ) = - l ; Z F R A C ( 2 ) = 1 . E - 3 / < - Z F K A C ( 1 ) * Z W L A S T )
Z F R A C  ( 3 ) = 1  ; Z F R A C  ( 4 ) = 2  . E 3  /  ( Z PR ACC 3  ) * 7 . WLAST )
Z F R A C  ( 5  ) = 1 ; Z F R A C  ( 6  ) = 5 . E -  3 /  ( Z F RACC 5  ) * 7 . WL A S T  ) 
Z F R A C ( 7 ) = 7 ; Z F R A C ( 8 ) = 5 5 . E - 3 / ( Z F R A C C 7 ) * Z W L A S T )
Z F K A C  ( 9  ) =  1 : Z F RA C ( 1  0  ) = 4 . E 3 /  ( 7. FR AC ( 9  ) * Z W L A S T  )
Z F R A C C 1 1  ) = 1 ; Z F R A C C 1 2  ) = 2  . E • 3  /  ( Z F R A C C  1 1  ) * 7 . W L A S T )
Z F R A C  ( 1  3  ) = 1 ; Z F R A C ( 1 4  ) = 1 . E -  3 / (  Z F R A C C  1 3  ) * 7 . WLAS T )
ZF R A C C  1 5  ) = 5  ; Z F R A C C  1 6  ) = Z N l )  I A H /  ( Z F R A C C  1 5  ) * Z W L A S T )
£
B o d y - f i t t e d  c o o r d i n a t e s ,  o r  q r i d  d i s t o r t i o n  
V a r i a b l e s  s t o r e d ,  s o l v e d  a  n a m e d
GR OU P  6 
GR OU P  7  
£
£  w h o l e  f i e l d  
£
S O L U T N C P 1 , Y , Y , Y , N , N , N )  
S O L U T N C U l , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )  
S O L U T N ( V I , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )  
S O L U T N C W l , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )
o I n t . i o n  t o r  p r e s s u r e
S O L U T N ( C l  , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )
£
GR OU P  8 .  T e r m s  ( i n  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n s )  L d e v i c e s .
£
T E R M S ( P I , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R M S C U l , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R M S ( V I , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R M S C W l , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R M S ( C l , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
£
GR OU P  9 .  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  m e d i u m  ( o r  m e d i a )
£
TURMODC K E M O D L )
£
£  c o n s t a n t  w a t e r  d e n s i t y  
£
R H O l = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
£
£  l a m i n a r  v i s c o s i t y  a t  1 5  d e q .  c o l s i u s  
£
E N U L = 1 . 2 E - 6  
£
GR OU P  1 0 .  I n t e r - p h a s e - t . r a n s f e r  p r o c e s s e s  a n d  p r o p e r t i e s
G R OU P  1 1 .  I n i t i a l i z a t i o n  o f  v a r i a b l e  o r  p o r o s i t y  f i e l d s
£
R E S T R T ( A L L )
£
GR OU P  1 2 .  C o n v e c t i o n  a n d  d i f f u s i o n  a d j u s t m e n t s  
G R OU P  1 3 .  B o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  a n d  s p e c i a l  s o u r c e s
£
£  n o  c y c l i c  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  
£
X C Y C L E = F
£
£  i n j e c t o r£ -----------
£
£  d e f i n e  i n i t i a l  KF. a n d  HP s e t t i n g s  
£
R K A 1 . ( V I  A V E R  , T K E 1 N , E P S  1 N , F L U X )
F l . U X = l  . O H - 5  
V 1 A V E R = f . . 0
T K E I N = 0 . 0 0 4  5 * V 1 A V E R * * 2 . 0
E P S 1 N = ( 0 .  1 6 4 3 * T K E I N * * 1  . 5  ) /  ( 0  . 0 9  * Z N D I  A M )
£
P I I N I T ( K E ) = T K E I N
P I I N I T ( E P ) = E P S I N
£
£  d e f i n e  k i n e t i c  e n e r q y  a n d  d i s s i p a t i o n  r a t e  a t .  e a c h  c o l l  
£  o f  i n l e t  p a t c h  u s i n g  t h e  c e l l  v e l o c i t y  a s  v e l o c i t y  s c a l e  
£  a n d  t h e  n o z z l e  d i a m e t e r  ( Z N I ) I A M )  a s  l e n g t h  s c a l e
£
R E A L ( T K I N 8  , T K 1 N 9 , T K I N 1 0 , T K 1 N 1 1 . T K I N 1 2 , T K 1 N l 3 , T K I N 1 4 . T K I N 1  5  ) 
R E A L C T K I N 1 6 , T K I N 1 7 )
RE A  L ( E P 1 N 8 , E P 1 N 9 , E P I N 1 0 , HP 1 N 1 1 , E P 1 N 1 2 , HP I N 1 3 . E P I N 1 4 , E P I N 1 5  ) 
R E A L ( E P I N 1 6 , E P I N 1 7 )
£
T K I N S = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 0 . 9  9 4  7 * * 2 . 0  
E P I N 8 = ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 * T K I N 8 * * 1  . 5  )  /  ( 0  . 0 9 * Z N D  I A M)
£
T K I N 9 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 2 . 8 2 6 4 * * 2 . 0  
E P 1 N 9 = ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 * T K I N 9 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N D I A M )
£
T K I N 1 0 = 0 . 0 0  4 5 * 4 . 4  3 3 5 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 0 = ( 0 .  1 6 4 3 * T K  I N I  0 * * 1  . 5  ) /  ( 0  . 0 9 * 7 . N D  I AM )
£
T K I N i l = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 5 . 7 6 5 2 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 1  = ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 * T K I N 1 1 * * 1  . 5  ) /  ( 0  . 0 9  *7 . ND I AM )
£
T K I N 1 2 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 6 . 9 8 8 6 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 2 = ( 0  . 1 6 4 3 * T K I N 1  2 * * 1  . 5 ) / ( U  . 0 9 * Z N D I A M )
£
T K I N 1 3 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 8 . 0 0 4 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 3  = ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 * T K  I N I  3 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N D I  A M)
£
T K I N I  4 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 8 . 7 6 5 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 4  = ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 « T K I N 1 4 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9  * Z N D I  A M)
£
T K I N I  5 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 9 . 3 7 2 3 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 5  = ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 * T K I N 1 5 * * 1  . 5  ) /  ( 0  . 0 9  *ZNI )  I AM )
£
T K I N I  6  = 0 . 0 0 4  5 * 9 . 7 7 9 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 6  =  ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 * T K I N I  6 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N D I  A M)
£
T K I N I  7  = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 9 . 9 7 8 3 * * 2 . 0
E P I N 1 7 = ( 0 . 1 6 4 3 * T K I N I  7 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N D I  A M)
£
£  d e f i n e  f l o w r a t . e s  i n  i n d i v i d u a l  i n l e t  c e l l s  
£
R E A L ( F L R T 8 , F L R T 9 , F L R T 1 0 , F L R T 1 1 , F L R T 1 2 , F L R T 1 3 , F L R T 1 4 )
R E AL C  F L R T 1 5 , F L R T 1 6 , F L R T 1 7 )
£
F L R T 8 = R H 0 1 * 0 . 9 9 4 7  
F L R T 9 = R H 0 1 * 2 . 8 2 6 4  
F L R T 1 0 = R H O l * 4 . 4 3 3 5  
F L R T U = R H 0 1  * 5 . 7 6 5 2  
F L R T 1 2 = R H 0 1 * 6 . 9 8 8 6  
F L R T 1 3 = R H 0 1 * 8 . 0 0 4  
P L R T 1 4 = R H 0 1 * 8 . 7 6 5  
F L R T 1 5 = R H 0 1 * 9 . 3 7 2 3  
F L R T 1 6 = R H 0 1 * 9 . 7 7 9  
F l . R T l 7 = R H 0 1  * 9  . 9 7 8 3  
£
£  d e f i n e  t e n  n o z z l e  p a t c h e s  a n d  d e c o m p o s e  i n l e t ,  v e l o c i t y  
£  v e c t o r  i n t o  r a d i a l  ( V I )  a n d  c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  ( I J 1 )  c o m p o n e n t  
£  i n  e a c h  c e l l ,  P A T C H  8  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  n o z z l e  e d g e ,  P A T C H  1 7  
£  t o  t h e  c e n t r e l i n e ,  p a r a b o l i c  v e l o c i t y  p r o f i l e  
£
P A T C H ( N 0 Z 8 . S O U T H , 8 , 8 , 1 . 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 8 , P I , F L U X , F L R T 8 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 8 , V 1 , O N L Y H S , 0 . 9 8 3 6 )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 8 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , U . 1 4 8 1 )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 8 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N 8 )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 8 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N 8 )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 8 , C l , O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N 0 Z 9 , S O U T H , 9 , 9 . 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 9 , P I , F L U X , F L R T 9 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 9 , V I , O N L Y M S , 2 . 8 0 1 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0 . 3 7 5 8 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N 9 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N 9 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , C l , O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H  ( NOZ1  0  , S O U T H ,  1 0 , 1 0 , 1 , 1 ,  N O Z F  , N O Z L ,  1 , l . S T K P )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 0 , P I , F L U X , F L R T 1 0 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 0 , V I , O N L Y M S , 4 , 4 0 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 0 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0 . 5 1 9 6 )
C OV AL  ( N O Z 1 0 . K E ,  O N L Y M S ,  TKI  N l  ( I)
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 0 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N t  0 )
C OV AL  ( NOZ1  0  , C.1 . O N L Y M S ,  1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 1 1 , S O U T H , 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 1 , P 1 , F L U X , F L R T 1 1 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 1 , V 1 . O N L Y M S , 5 . 7 3 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 1 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0 . 5 8 9 6 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 1 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N i l )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 1 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I  N i l )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 1 , C l . O N L Y M S . 1 . 0 )
£
P A T C 1 K N 0 Z 1 2 , S O U T H , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 2 , P I , F L U X , F L R T 1 2 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1  2  . VI  , ONI . YMS , 6 . 9 6 2 6 )
C OV AL  ( N O Z 1 2 . U 1  , ONI . YMS , 0  . 6 0 3  )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 2 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N l 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 2 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N l 2 )
C OV AL  ( N O Z  1 2  , C 1  , O N L Y M S ,  1 . ( I )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 1 3 , S O U T H , 1 3 , 1 3 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 . L S T E P )  
C OV A L  ( NOZ1  3  , P I  , F L U X ,  F I . KT1  3 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , V I , O N L Y M S , 7 . 9 8 4  2 )
COV A L ( N O Z 1 3 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0 . 5 6 2 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N 1 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N 1 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , C l . O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 1 4 , S O U T H , 1 4 , 1 4 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 4 , P I , F L U X , F L R T 1 4 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 4 , V I , O N L Y M S , 8 . 7 5 1 6 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 4 , U l , O N L Y M S , 0 . 4 8  4 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 4 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N I  4 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 4 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P 1 N 1 4 )
C O V A L ( N O Z l 4 , C 1 , O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N 0 Z 1 5 , S O U T H , 1 5 , 1 5 , 1  , 1  , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )  
COV A L ( N O Z 1 5 , P I , F L U X , F L R T 1 5 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , V 1 , O N L Y M S , 9 . 3 6 5 )
C O V A L ( N 0 Z 1 5 , U l , O N L Y M S , 0 . 3 6 9 6 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N l 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N 1 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , C l . O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 1 6 , S O U T H , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L ,  1 , L S T E P )  
C OV A L  ( NOZ 1 6 , P 1 , F L U X  , F l . R T l  6 /  F L U X  )
C O V A L ( N 0 7 . 1  6  , V 1 , ON L Y MS  , 9 . 7 7 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z l 6 , U l . O N L Y M S , 0 . 2 2 8 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 6 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N K . )
C O V A L ( N O Z l 6 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N I  6 )
C OV AL  ( N OZ  1 6 ,  C.1 . O N L Y M S ,  1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z l 7 , S O U T H . 1 7 , 1 7 , 1 , 1  , N O Z F , N O Z L ,  1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 7 , P I , F L U X , F L R T 1 7 / P L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 7 , VI  , O N L Y M S , 9 . 9 7 8 1  )
C O V A L ( N O Z l 7 , U l , O N L Y M S , 0 . 0 7 3 1 )
C O V A L ( N O Z l 7 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K I N l  7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z l 7 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P I N I  7 )
C 0 V A L ( N 0 Z 1 7 , C l , O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
£  q u a d r a n t s i d e  a t  I X = 1 
£
P A T C H  ( S I  DE X  1 , W E S T ,  1 , 1 , 1 , N Y , 1 , NZ , 1 , I . S T K P )
C O V A L ( S I D E X 1 , P 1 , F I X P , 0 . 0 )
C O V A L ( S I D E X 1 , K E , O N L Y M S , S A M E )
C O V A L ( S I D E X 1 , E P , O N L Y M S , S A M E )
£
£  t a n k  w a l l  a t  I Y  = NY
£
P A T C H ( T W A L L , N W A L L , 1  , N X , N Y , N Y , 1  , N Z , 1  , L S T E P )
C O V A L ( T W A L L , U l , G R N D 2 , 0 . 0 )
C O V A L ( T W A L L , W 1 , G R N D 2 . 0 . 0 )
C O V A L ( T W A L L , K E , G R N D 2 , G R N U 2 )
C O V A L ( T W A L L , E P , G R N D 2 , G R N D 2 )
£
£  t a n k  f l o o r  a t  I Y  = 1£ ----------------------------
£
P A T C H  ( B W A L L ,  I. WA L L ,  1 , NX , 1 , N Y , 1 , 1 , 1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( B W A L L , U l , G R N D 2 , 0 . 0 )
C OV A L  ( B W A L L ,  VI  . G R N D 2  , t l . 0  ) 
C O V A L ( B W A L . L , K E , G R N D 2 , G R N D 2 )
C O V A L ( B W A L L , E P , G R N D 2 , G R N D 2 )
£
G R O U P  1 4 .  l ) o  w n r . t r  e n  in p r e s s u r e  f o r  P A R A B =  . T R U E  . 
G R O U P  l b .  T e r m i n a t i o n  o f  s w e e p s  
£
L S W E E P = 2 5 0
£
G R O U P  1 6 .  T e r m i n a t i o n  o f  i t e r a t i o n s  
G R O U P  1 7 .  U n d e r - r e l a x a t i o n  d e v i c e s  
£
R E L A X  ( P I  , L 1 NRL. X , 0  . b )
R E L A X  ( U l  , I ' A L S D T  , 0  . U 0 1 )
R E L A X  ( V I  , FA LS I )  T , 0 . 0 0 1  )
R E L A X ( W 1 , F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 1 )
R E L A X  ( K E ,  F A L S D T ,  0 . ( 1 0 1  )
R E L A X ( E P , F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 1 )
R E L A X ( C l , F A L S D T , 0 . 0 U 1 )
£
G R O U r  1 8 .  L i m i t s  o n  v a r i a b l e s  o r  i n c r e m e n t s  t o  t h e m  
G R OU P  1 0 .  D a t a  c o m m u n i c a t e d  b y  s a t e l l i t e  t o  GROUND  
£
I G ( 1 ) = N O Z F ; I G ( 2 ) = N O Z L  
R G (  1 )  =ZN1)  I AM 
£
G R OU P  2 0 .  P r e l i m i n a r y  p r i n t - o u t .
GR OU P  2 1 .  P r i n t - o u t  o t  v a r i a b l e s  
£
O U T P U T ( P i , Y , N , N , Y , N , Y )
O U T P U T ( U l , Y , N , N , Y , N , Y )
O U T P U T ( V I , Y , N , N , Y , N , Y )
O U T P U T ( C l , Y , N , N , N , N , N )
£
GR OU P  2 2 .  S p o t - v a l u e  p r i n t - o u t  
G R OU P  2 3 .  F i e l d  p r i n t - o u t  a n d  p l o t  c o n t r o l  
£
I P R O F = 3
I S T P R F  = 1 ; i s t p r l  = l s t e p ; n t p r i n = i
N X P R I N  = 1 ; I X P R F  = N X ’ 1 X P R L  = NX 
N Y P R I N  = 1 ; 1 Y P R F = 1 ; 1 Y P R L  = NY 
N Z P R I N  = 1 ; I Z P R F  = N Z ; I Z P R L  = NZ 
I T A B L = U
£
£  VI  v s  t i m e  p r o f i l e  a t .  r  = 7 2  mm ( ] Y = 2 9 )
£
P A T C H ( V I P R O l  . P R O F ] L , N X , N X , 2 9 , 2 9 , N Z , NZ , 1 , L S T E P )  
P L O T ( V I  P R O 1 , V I , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
P L O T ( V I P R O l  , C 1  , Cl . 0  , 0  . 0  )
£
£  V I  v s  t i m e  p r o f i l e  a t  r  = 1 1 7  mmm ( I Y - 3 2 )  
£
P A T C H ( V I P R 0 2 , P R O F I L , N X , N X , 3 2 , 3 2 , N Z , N Z , 1 , L S T E P ) 
P L O T ( V I P R 0 2 , V I , 0  . 0 , 0 . 0 )
P LOTC V I P R 0 2 , C l  , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
£
£  V I  v s  t u n e  p r o f i l e  a t  r  = 1 6 S  mmm ( 1 Y =  3 4 )  
£
P A T C H ( V I P R 0 3 , P R O F I L , N X , N X , 3 4 , 3 4 , N Z , N Z , 1 , L S T E P ) 
PLOTC V I P R 0 3 , V I , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
P L O T C V 1 P R 0 3 , C l , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
£
£  V I  v s  t i m e  p r o f i l e  a t  r = 2 1 5  mmm ( 1 Y = 3 6 )  
£
P A T C H C V I P R 0 4 , P R O F  1 L , N X , N X , 3 6 , 3 6 , N Z , N Z , 1 , L S T E P )  
P L O T ( V I P R 0 4 , V I , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
P L O T ( V I P R 0 4 . C l , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
£
£  V I  v s  t i m e  p r o f i l e  a t  r  = 2 4 9  mmm ( 1 Y - 3 8 )  
£
P A T C H  ( V I  P R O S  , P R O F  1 L , NX , NX , 3 8  , 3 8  , NZ , NZ , 1 , L S T F . P )  
P L O T ( V I  P R O S , V I , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
P L O T ( V I  P R O S , C l  , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
£
G R OU P  2 4 .  D u m p s  f o r  r e s t a r t s
S T O P
n 
r~i
'Ground' coding for transient undeflected jet
C -  C R O U P  1 9 .  S p e c i a l  c o l l s  t o  ( W O U N D  f r o m  EARTH
C
1 9  GO TO ( 1 9 1 , 1 9 2 , 1 9 3 , 1 9 4 , 1 9 5 , 1 9 6 , 1 9 7 , 1 9 8 ) , I S C
1 9 1  C O N T I N U E
(: * ------------------------------------------------------ S E C T I O N  1  S T A R T  OF T I M E  S T E P .
R E T U R N
1 9 2  C O N T I N U E
C * ---------------- -    S E C T I O N  2 -S T A R T  OF S W E E P .
R E T U R N
1 9 3  C O N T I N U E
c  * ----------------------------------------------- S E C T I O N  3    S T A R T  OF 17. S L A B .
R E T U R N
1 9 4  C O N T I N U E
C *   S E C T I O N  4 S T A R T  OF I T E R A T I O N .
R E T U R N
1 9 5  C O N T I N U E
c  * -------------------------------------   S E C T I O N  5 -------------- F I N I S H  OF I T E R A T I O N
R E T U R N
1 9 6  C O N T I N U E
(: * ------------------------------------   S E C T I O N  6  -- F I N I S H  OF 17.  S L A B .
C
C. N O R M A L I S E D  J E T  P R O P E R T Y  P R I N T O U T  AT F I N A L  S WE E P
C
I F (  J S WE E P  . NE . I . S WEEP 1 ) R E T U R N
C
N O Z F =  I (»(  1 )
N O Z l . =  1 C ( 2 )
C
I F ( 1 7.S T E P  . NE . NOZL ) R E T U R N
1 F ( G 1 9 F S T ) THEN
O P E N  ( 2 5  , F I LE* -  ' J T P R O F .  R E S  1 , S T A T U S "  * UNKNOWN ‘ ) 
G 1 9 F S T - . F A L S E .
E N D l  F
C
C -  C O N S T A N T S
C
D J E T - E G ( 1 ) * 2  . (I 
VJ  ET = 1 0  . 0  
N X C L I N " 1 7
 G E T  G E O M E T R I C  AND FLOW U l l A N T J  T I  E S
C A L L  GKT7.  ( ZWNZ , GZG , N7.M )
C A L L  G E T Y X ( Y V 2 D , G Y N , N Y M , NXM)
C A L L  G E T Y X ( Y G 2 D , G Y C , N Y M , N X M )
C A L L  G E T Y X ( X G 2 0 , G X G , N Y M , N X M )
C A L L  G E T Y X ( V 1 , G V 1 , N Y M , N X M )
C A L L  G E T Y X C 1 2 , G K E , N Y M , NXM)
C A L L  G E T Y X C 1 3 , C E P , N Y M , N X M )
DO 1 9 6 1  I Y = 1 , NY
 DI  MENS  I U N L E S S  J E T  Q U A N T I T I E S
Y N O R T H -  ( GYN ( 1 Y , NXCI . l  N ) ) / D J E T  
Y C E N T R E  = ( GYC ( I Y . N X C I . I N )  ) / l ) . J E T  
Y C E N = G Y C . (  I Y , N XCL. 1 N)
V C L I N = G V l ( I Y , N X C L I N )
V C 1 . 1 N 3 - V G I . J  N * VCL I N « V C U . l  N 
V F R E E = 0  . 0 1  * V C L I N 
VEI ) V = V C1 . 1 N / V J E T  
T K E C L = G K K (  I Y , N X C L I N )
c -  - -JET HAI.K WIDTH (WEST HIDE OK JET CKNTRKL INK)
C
V I H . F = V F R E H 4  0 . b * ( G V 1 ( I Y , N X C L  I N ) - V KR E E  )
C
DO 1 9 6 2  ] X = 1 . N X C L 1 N - 1  
V E L P W = G V 1  ( I Y ,  I X )
V E L E W • G V 1 ( 1 Y , I X «• 1 )
X P W = G X G (  I Y  , I X )
XEW=- GXG ( I Y  , 1 X + 1  )
J F (  VHI . F  . GE . V E L I ’W . AN1 ) . VII l . K . LK . VELEW ) GO TO 1 ‘Jf,
GO TO 1 9 6  2
1 9 6 3  X E A T -  ( V H L F -  VE L P W ) /  ( V E L E W-  V E L P W+  1 . (IK- 1 ( 1 )
C
C J E T  C E N T R E L I N E  AT PI /-A -- 0 . 7 8 5 3 9 8  RAD
C
X WI D T H  --0 . 7 8 b 3 9 8  ( X P W + X R A T *  ( X EW- XKW ) )
X WES T ~ X W I D T H * C Y N ( I Y , N X C L I N ) / D J E T
G
GO TO 1 9  6 4  
1 9 6 2  C O N T I N U E
1 9 6 4  C O N T I N U E
C
C ----------- T A B U L A R  P R I N T O U T
c: -----------------------
c
J W R 1 T = I W R I T + 1
I F ( I W R I T . E Q . l )  W R I T E ( 2 5 , 5 0 1 )
WR1 TEC 2 b  , 5 0 2  ) 1 Y , Y N O R T H . Y C E N T R E  , VF. DV , X WE S T  , T K E C L
C
C ----------- FORMAT S T A T E M E N T S
C
5 0 1  K O R MA T ( / 3 X , ' 1 Y '  , 4 X , ' Y / D ( N ) ' , 6 X , ' Y / D ( C ) ' , 6 X  , ' V C L / V I 1 N ' , 5 X , ' 0 . 5  X / D '  ,
6. 5 X , ' K E ' )
C
b ( l 2  KORMAT ( I X ,  1 4 , b ( 1  X , 1 P E I  1 . 3 ) )
C
C ----------- V 1 V E L O C I T Y  P R O K I L K O  AT D I S C R E T E  I Y  L O C A T I O N S
C ---------------------------------------------------------  ------- -------------------- -------------- ------------
C
C ----------- F I R S T  P R O F I L E  AT I Y -  2 9  ( R  = 7 2  mm)
C
I F ( I Y . N E . 2 9  ) GO TO 2 9 6 1
C
I K ( G 1 9 S C N D ) THEN
O P E N ( 2 9 , K I L E  Y / ' f  . S T A T U S -  ' U N K N O WN '  )
C l  9 S C N D  -  . F A L S E  .
END I K
C
DO 1 9 6 5  I X = N X C 1. 1 N , 1 , 1
A N G 2 9  = 0 . 7 8 5 3 9 8  - GX G(  I Y ,  I X )
R A I ) 2 9  = A N G 2 9 *  GYN ( I Y , N X C L  I N  )
ET A 2 9  = R A D 2 9 / ( X W E S T * D J  E T )
Y 2 9 V 1 = G V 1 ( J Y , I X )
Y 2 9 K E = G K E ( I Y , I X )
Y 2 9 E P = G K P I ) Y , I X )
Y 2 9 E P N = - Y 2 9 K P *  Y C K N / V C L  I N 3
C
C - T A B U L A R  P R I N T O U T
t:
I W R l T 2 = I W R 1 T 2  * 1 
I F ( I W R I T 2 . E O . 1  ) W R ( T K I 2 9 , 5 0 4 )
WR I T E  ( 2 9 , 5 0 5 )  I Y , 1 X . Y 2 9 V 1 , Y 2 9 K E , E T A 2 9 , Y 2 9 K P N , A N G 2 9
C
1 9 6 5  C O N T I N U E
C
















































Output in r - 0 plane bisecting the nozzle exit
Y / D ( N )
6 . 6 6 6 E - 0 2  
1 . 3 3 3 E - 0 1  
2 . 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
2 . 6 6 7 E - 0 1  
3 . 3 3 3 E - 0 1  
4 . 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
4 . 6 6 7 E - U 1  
5 . 3 3 3 K - 0 1  
6 . 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
6 . 6 6 7 E - 0 1  
7 . 3 3 3 E - 0 1
8 .  0 0  (IK 0 1
8 . 6 6 7 E - 0 1  
1 . ( I 6 7 K +  00 
1 . 2 6 7 E  + 0 0  
1 . 4 6 7 K + 0 0
1 . 6 6 7 E  + 0 0  
1 . 8 6 7 6 + 0 0
2 .067K + 0I) 
2 . 4 6 7 m 0 0  
2 . 8 6 7 K » 0 0  
3 . 2 6 7 K i 0 0
2 . 8 6 7 K ♦00 
3 . 267K + 00 
J  . 6 6 7 m  01)  
4 . 333K+00 
S . 0 0 0 K < 0 1) 
5 . 6 6 7 E+00 
7  . 0 6 7 E - *  1)1) 
8 . 8 6 / K i 00 
1 . 1 0 7 E + 0 1  
1 . 3 6 / m 01
1 . 6 2 9 E  + 0 1  
1 . 9 8 9 E + 0 1
2 . 4 4 9 K  + 0 1  
2 . 9 8 9 K + U 1  
3 . 5 2 9 K + 0 1  
3 . 9 8 9  E * 01 
4 . 3 8 9 K + 0 1  
4 . 6 0 9 K + 0 1  
4 . 8 6 9 E + 0 1
f>. o o s m  01
5 . 1 0 9 K  + 0 1  
S . 1 6 9 K + 0 1  
5 . 2 0 9 E  + 0 1
Y / D C C )
3 . 3 3 3 E - 0 2  
9 . 9 9 9 E - 0 2  
1 . 6 6 7  E -  0 1  
2 . 3 3 3 E - 0 1  
3 . 0 O 0 H - 0 1  
3  . 6  6  7  E -  01  
4 . 3 3 3 E  - 0 1  
5 . 0(1 (IK- 01  
5  . 6 6 / K  1)1 
6 . 3 3 3 E - 0 1  
7 . 0 0 0 E  0 1  
7  . 6  6  7  K 0 1  
8 . 3 3  3  K - 0 1  
9 . 6 6 7 E -  01  
1 . 1 6 7 E  + 0 0  
1 . 3 6 7 E  + 0 0  
1 . 5 6 7 K *  0 0  
1 . 7 0 7  K* 0 0
1 . 9 6 / K I  DO
2 . 2 6 / m  0 0  
2 . 6 6  7K i 01)
3 . n o / m  o o
2 . 6  6  7  KI  0 0  
3 . ( I 0 7 K + 0 0
3 . 4 6 7 K i 0 0
4 . ( I (IOK < 0 0  
4 . 6 6 / E i 0 0  
5 .  3 3 3 m  0 0  
6 . 3 6 / K i 0 0  
7 . 9 6 7 m  0 0  
9 . 9 6 / K  t Oi l  
1 . 2  3 7 m  0 1  
1 . 4 9 8 E i 0 1
1 . 8 09K * 01
2 . 2 1 9 1 :  * 0 1
2 . / ^9K i 01 
3 . 2 5 9 K * 0 1
3 . 7  5  9  E * 0 1  
4 . 1 8 9 ( 2 * 0 1
4 . 5 2 9 m  0 1
4 . 7 6 9 E * 01  
4 . 9 3 9 K * 0 1
5 . 0 5 9 E  * 1)1 
6 . 1 3 9 E + 0 1  
5 . 1 8 9 E + 0 1
V C I . / V 1  I N  
9 . 9 4 S E - 0 1
9 .  8 9 1 E - 0 1  
9 . 8 2 6 E - 0 1  
9 . 7 S 4 K - 0 1  
9 . 6 8 0 E - 0 1  
9 . 6  Cl 7  K—(11 
9 . S 3 4 E - 0 1
9 .  4 6 1 E - C I 1  
9 . 3 9 0 E - 0 1  
9 . 3 1 9 E - 0 1  
9 . 2 4 8 E - 0 1  
9 . 1 8 (I E -  0 1  
9 . 1 1 3 E - 0 1  
8 . 91  8  K - 0 1  
8 . 7 3 8 E - 0 1  
8 . 5  6  6  E -  (11 
8 . 3 9 8 E - 0 1  
8  , 2 2 8 H - 0 1  
8 . 0 S 5 E  - 0 1  
7 . 7 5  I K - 0 1  
7  . 4 / O K-  0 1  
/ . 1 9 2 K  - 01
7 . 4 7  0  E 0 1  
7 . 1 9 2 K - 0 1  
6  . 8  9  2  K -  0 1  
6 . 4 8 3 K — ll 1 
6 . 0 9 1 E - 0 1 
5 . 6 1 9 K - 0 1  
4 . 9 5 7 1 2  0 1  
4 . 3 1 2 K - 0 1  
3 . 7 1  8  E 1)1 
3 . 2 1 9 K - 0 1  
2 . 7 7  9  E 0 1
2 .  3 6 2 E -  (II 
2 . 0 0 3 K- 1) 1  
1 . 7 2 0 E - 01  
1 . S 1 6 E - 0 1  
1 . 3 7 1 K - 0 1  
1 . 2 4 8 K - 0 1  
1 . 1 U 8 K - 0 1  
9 . 1 S S K - 0 2  
6 . 7 9 C I K - 0 2  
4 . 1 6 6 E - 0 2  
1 . 9 2 2 E - 0 2  
0  . 0 0 0 1 2 * 0 0
0 . 5  X / D  
7 . 2 0  4 E - 0 3  
1 . 4 2 0 E - 0 2  
2 . 1  U K - 0 2  
2 . 7 9 9 E - 0 2
3 . 4 8  4 E -  0  2
4 . 1 6 9 E - 0 2  
4 . 8  5  S E -  0  2  
5 . 5 4 1 F - 0 2  
6 . 2 2  8  E -  0  2
6  . 9 1  6  E -  (12
7  . 6 0  6  K -  0  2
8 . 2 9 7  E -  (12 
8 . 9 8 9 E - 0 2  
1 . 1 0 5 E - 0 1  
1 . 3 1  I E  - 0 1  
1 . 5 1 6 E - 0 1  
1 . 7  2 1 K -  0 1
1 . 9 2  ft K — Cl 1 
2 . 1 3 7  K 0 1
2 . 5 S 0 K  (II  
2 . 9 6 4  K 0 1  
3 . 3 8 5 K - 0 1
2 . 9 6 4  K 1)1
3 . 3 8 5 E  (11 
3 . 8 1 7  E - 0 1  
4 . 5 3 4  K (11 
5 . 2 7 4 K 1)1 
0 .  0 6 6 K - 0 1  
7 . 6 9 U K  01  
9 . 8 1 7 K - 0 1  
1 . 2 4612* 0 0  
1 . 5 6 2 K * 0  0
1 . 8 8 8 K i 0 0
2 . 3 2 2 K  * (III 
7 . 8 5 0  E * 0 0
3 . 4  3 1 1 2 + 0 ( 1  
3 . 9 7 2 K * 0 0
4 . 4 0 6 E + 0 0  
4 . 8 1  OK* 0 0  
5 . 1 7 6 K * 0 0  
S . 5 1 4 K » 0 0  
5 . 7 9 2 K +  (III 
5  . 9  6  9  E t 0  0  
5 . 9 9 3 K + 0 0  
3 . 7 6 4  E ♦ 0 1
KE
3 . 8 4 8 E + 0 1
3 .  3 4 9 E  + 0 1  
2 . 9 4 8 K + 0 1  
2 .  6 2 1 E  + 0 1  
2 . 3 4 9  E + 0 1  
2 . 1 2 2 E + 0 1  
1 . 9 2 9 E + 0 1  
1 . 7 6 4 E + 0 1  
1 . 6 2 1 E + 0 1  
1 . 4 9 7 m  0 1  
1 . 3 8 9 E  + 0 1  
1 . 2 9 4 K + 0 1  
1 . 2 0 9  E + 0 1  
1 . ( I 2 0 E + 0 1  
8 . 7 6 0  E + 0  0  
7 . 6 3 8 E + 0 0
6 . 7  4 6  E + 0 0  
6  . ( I 2 5 E  + 0 0  
5 . 4 3 4 E  + 0 0  
4 . 5 8 0 m  0 0  
i . 9  4 5  K i 0 0  
. 4 5 9 K  * 0 0
3 . 9 4 5 m  o n  
. 4 5 9 m  0 0  
3 . 0 8 0 E *  0 0  
2 . 0 2 8 F  + 0 0
2 . 2 8 8 m  0 0
2 . 021 moo
1 . 6 2 1 E * 0 0  
1 . 2 5 7 K + 0 0  
9 . 4 9 9 K  0 1
7 . I I 6 7 K -  0 1  
5 . 3 6 9 K - 0 1
3 . 8 S 6 K - 0 1  
3 . 6 8 0 E 0 1  
1 . 8  6  8  E -  0 1  
1 . 3  7  3  E -  0 1  
1 . ( I 8 6 K -  01
8 . 9  8  8  E -  0  2
7 .  9 C I 7 E - 0 2  
7  . 3 8 1  E -  0  2 
/ .  6 6 4 E - 0 2
9  . 6 9 6 E - 0 2  
1 . 3 4 8 E - 0 1  
5 . 2 9 3 E - 0 4
B4: Output at constant radius
1 Y I X VI KE ETA E P - N O R M R / Y
2 9 1 7 3  . 7 1 8 E  + 0 0 9 . 4 9 9 E - 0 1 6 . 9 7 6 E  - 0 2 1 . 5  4 3  E -  0 1 7 . 8 5 5 K - 0 3
2 9 1 6 3 . S 9 7 E + 0 0 9 . S 3 1 E - 0 1 2 . 0 9 3 E - 0 1 1 . S 4 2 E - 0 1 2 . 3 5 6 E - 0 2
2 9 I S 3 . 3 7 5 E + 0 0 9 . S 8 7 E - 0 1 3 . 4 8 8 E - 0 1 1 . S 4 2 E - 0 1 3 . 9 2 7  E -  0  2
2 9 1 4 3  . 0 8 4 K h Ofl 9 .  4 8  (1E - 0 1 4 . 8 8 3  E -  (11 1 . 4 9 3 E - 0 1 S . 4 9 8 E - 0 2
2 9 1 3 2  . 7 5 7 1\4 DO 9 . 1 1  OK 0 1 6 . 2 / 8 K - Q 1 1 . 3 7 7 E - 0 1 7  . 0  6 9  K -  0 2
2 9 1 2 2 . 4 1  8 K + 0 U 8 . 4 7  S E - 0 1 7 . 6 7  3  K - 0 1 1 . 2 0 3 E -  111 8 . 6 4 ( I E - 0 2
2 9 1 1 2 .  U 8 7 E 4  0 0 7 . 6 3 7 K - 0 1 9 . 0 6 8 E  0 1 9  . 9  9  8  E -  0  2 1 . 0  2 1  E -  0 1
2 9 1 U 1 . 7 7 3 E I  0 0 f . . ( . 8 2 E - 0 1 1 . 0 4 6 E + 0 0 7 . 9 3 6 E - 0 2 1 . 1 7 8 E -  01
2 9 9 1 . 4 8 5 K f 0 l ) 5  . 6 9 0 E - 0 1 1 . 1  8  6  K i 0  0 6 . U 4 6 E - 0 2 1 . 3 3 5  E -  0 1
2 9 8 1 . 2 2 4 E 4 0 0 4 . 7 2 5 E - 0 1 1 . 3  2  5  K 4 0 0 4 . 4 3 S E - 0 2 1 . 4 9 2 E - 0 1
2 9 7 9  . 2  5  S K -1)  1 3 . ! » 7 6 K III 1 . 5  0  7  K 4 0  0 2 . 7 8 6 E  0 2 1 . 6 9  b E -  0 1
2 9 6 *>. ( . O S i :- 01 2 .  1 (. 8  K • 0 1 1 . 7 8 5 K * 0 0 1 . 2 1 1 K 0 2 2 . 0 1  O K - 0 1
2 9 1" 2  . 1 2 7 E -  0 1 9 . 3 5 2 K  0 2 2 . 2  0  4 E 4 0  0 2 . 8 4 2 E - D 3 2 . 4 8 1 E - 0 1
2 9 4 2  . 2 4 7 K -  0 2 4 . 2 f . 7 H • 0 2 2 .  8 1 7 1 * 4  0 0 5 . 3 6 6 E  0 4 3 . 1 7 2 E - 0 1
2 9 3 -  3 . 5 1 5 K - 0 2 b . 0 7 7 K  - 0 2 3 . 7  3  8  E i- 0  0 8 . 9  8  0  E - 0  4 4 . 2 U 9 E - 0 1
2 9 2 4 . 6 5 I E - 0 2 2 . 3 2 4 K - 01 S . 0 7 7 E + 0 0 S . 7 S 1 E - 0 3 S . 7 1 7 E - 0 1
2 9 1 - 4 . 9 6 6 E - 0 2 9  . 4 0  7  E -  0 1 6  . 4 1 7 K 4  0 0 4 . 0 0 0 E - 0 2 7  . 2 2 5 E - J 0 1
Appendix C
'Q l' input file for two consecutive runs: (i) generation of swirling flow 
field and (ii) transient injection
T A L K = T ; R U N (  1 ,  2 )  ; VDU = D U M- T E R M
C ROUP  1 .  R u n  t i t l e  a n d  o t h e r  p r e l i m i n a r i e s  
£
T E X T C C O N S T A N T  D E N S I T Y  J E T  I S S U I N G  I N T O  A T A N K )
£
GROUP 2 .  T r a n s i e n c e ;  t i m e - s t e p  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  
£
N O W I P E » T  
£
GROUP  3 .  X - d i r e c t i o n  g r i d  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  
£
£  P O L A R  G R I D  ( 3 6 0  d e g . )
£
C A R T E S = F
£
NX = 5 6
R E A L ( A L P N O Z )
I N T E G E R ( N X N O Z , N X C L 1 N )
£
£  A L P N O Z  i s  t h e  n o z z l e  e x i t  a n g l e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a  
£  n o z z l e  w i d t h  o f  5  mm
£
A L P N O Z = 0 . 3 1 4 1 5
N X N 0 Z = 1 8
£
X U L A S T  = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 * 2 . 0  
£
£  d e f i n e  v a r i a b l e  
£  c e l l s  i n  x - d i r e  
£
I N T E G E R ( N X N O Z F , N X N O Z L  
£
N X N O Z F = 8 ; N X N O Z L = 2 5  
N X C L I N = 1 6  
£
X F R A C ( 1 )  = - 3 ; X F R AC C  2 )  = 
X F R A C ( 3 ) = 1 ; X F R A C ( 4 ) = 0  
XFRACC 5 )  = 1 ; X F R A C ( 6 ) = 0  
X FRACC 7 ) = 1 ; X F R A C ( 8 ) = 0  
X F R A C ( 9 ) = 1 ; X F R A C ( 1 0 ) =  
X F R A C ( 1 1 )  = N X N 0  Z ; X F R A C  
X F R A C C 1 4  ) 
X F R A C C 1 6 )
n a m e s  f o r  F i r s t ,  a n d  L a s t  n o z z l e  
c t  i o n
X F R A C ( 1 3 ) = 3  
X F R A C ( 1 5 ) = 9  
X F R A C ( 1 7 ) = 5  
X F R A C C 1 9 ) = 1  
X F R A C ( 2 1 ) = 1  
X F R A C ( 2 3 ) = 1  
X F R A C ( 2 5 ) = 1  
X F R A C ( 2 7 ) = 1  
XF RACC 2 9 )  = 1 
X F RACC 3 1 ) =  1 
X F R A C ( 3 3 ) = 2  
X F RACC 3 5 )  = 1 
X F R A C ( 3 7 ) = 1  
X F R A C ( 3 9 ) = 1  
X FRACC 4 1 ) = 1  




NY = 4 3
I N T E G E R C N Y 1 N J , N Y N 0 Z )  
R E A L C Y I N C O L , Y N O Z )
NY I N J  = 1 ; N YNOZ = 1 
Y I N C O L  = 1 5 . 9 E - 3 ; YNOZ = 0  
Y V L A S T = 2 7 6 . E - 3
X F R A C C 1 8 ) : 
X F R A C C  2 0 )  
X F R A C C  2 2 ) : 
X F R A C C  2 4 ) ;  
X F R A C ( 2 6 ) : 
X F R A C C  2 8 ) :  
X F R AC C  3 0 ) : 
X F R A C  ( 3 2 ) : 
XF R AC C  3 4 ) :  
X F R A C C 3 6 ) : 
XF R AC C  3 8 )  = 
X F R A C C  4 0 )  = 
X F R AC C  4 2 )  = 
X F R A C  ( 4  4 ) :
. 3 0 8 6 / ( - X F R A C C 1 ) * X U L A S T )
1 0 4  7 2 / ( X F R A C C 3 ) * X U L A S T )
0  8 9 8 1 / ( X F R A C C 5 ) * X U L A S T )
1 ) 5 2 3 8 /  ( X F R A C C  7  ) * X U L  A S T )
. 0 3 4 9 1 / ( X F R A C C 9 ) * X U L A S T )
1 2  ) = A L P N O Z / ( X F R A C C 1 1  ) * X U L A S T )
0  . 0 5 2 3 5 9 / ( X F R A C C 1 3 ) * X U L A S T )  
0 . 3 1 4 1 9 / C X F R A C C 1 5 ) * X U L A S T )  
0 . 2 8 1 8 / ( X F R A C C 1 7 ) * X U L A S T )  
0 . 0 6 9 8 1 / ( X F R A C C 1 9 ) * X U L A S T )  
0 . 0 8 7 2 6 8 / ( X F R A C ( 2 1 ) * X U L A S T )  
0 . 1 3 9 6 3 / ( X F R A C C 2 3 ) * X U L A S T )
0 . 1 9 1 9 9 / ( X F R A C C 2 5 ) * X U L A S T )
0 .  2 9 6 7 1 / ( X F R A C C 2 7 ) * X U L A S T )
0 .  4 3 6  3 3 / ( X F R A C ( 2 9 ) * X U L A S T )
0 . 5 2 3 6 / ( X F R A C C 3 1 ) * X U L A S T )
1 . 2 2 1 7 4 / ( X F R A C C 3 3 ) * X U L A S T )
0 . 5 2 3 6 / C X F R A C ( 3 5 ) # X U L A S T )
0 .  4 3 6 3 3 / ( X F R A C C  3 7  ) * X U I . A S T )
0 . 3 4 9 0 7 / C X  F RACC 3 9  ) * X l l  L A S T )
0  . 2 6 1 8 / ( X F R A C C  4 1 ) * X U L A S T )
0 . 1 7 4  5 3 / ( X F R A C C 4 3 ) * X U L A S T )
4 .  Y - d i r e c t i o n  g r i d  s p e c i f i c a t i o n
. 3 3 3 3 E - 3
R I N N E R = Y I N C O L - Y N O Z
£
Y F R A C ( 1  ) = - l  ; Y F R A C ( 2 )  = Y N O Z / (  - Y F R A C C  1 ) *  Y V l . A S T )  
YFRACC 3 )  = 1 2  ; YF R AC C  4 ) = 4 . E - 3 /  ( Y F R A C C  3 ) *  YV1.  A S T )  
YF RACC 5  ) = ( . ;  Y F R A C C  6 )  = 6  . E - 3 / (  Y F R A C ( 5  ) *  Y V L A S T  ) 
Y F R A C C 7 ) = 4 ; Y F R A C C 8 ) = 8 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 7 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C ( 9 ) = 3 ; Y F R A C C 1 0 ) = 1 0 . K - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 9 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C U ) = l ; Y F R A C C 1 2 ) = 7 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 1 1 ) * Y V L A S T )  
Y F R A C C 1 3 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C ( 1 4 ) = 9 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 1 3 ) * Y V L A S T )  
Y F R A C C 1 5 ) = 1 : Y F R A C C 1 6 ) = 1 1 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 1 5 ) * Y V L A S T )  
Y F R A C C 1 7 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 1 8 ) = 1 3 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 1 7 ) « Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C 1 9 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C ( 2 0 ) = 1 3 . 1 E - 3 / C Y F R A C C 1 9 ) * Y V L A S T )  
Y F R A C C 2 1 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 2 2 ) = 1 8 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 2 1 ) * Y V L A S T )  
Y F R A C C 2 3 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 2 4 ) = 2 3 . E - 3 / C Y F R A C C 2 3 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C 2 5 ) = 2 ; Y F R A C C 2 b ) = 5 4 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 2 5 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C 2 7 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C ( 2 8 ) = 2 3 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 2 7 ) * Y V L A S T )  
YFRACC 2 9 ) = 1 ; Y F R AC C  3 0 )  = 2 0 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 2 9 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C 3 1 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 3 2 ) = 1 4 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 3 1 ) * Y V L A S T )  
Y F R A C C 3 3 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 3 4 ) = 1 0 . K - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 3 3 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C 3 5 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 3 6 ) = 7 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 3 5 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C 3 7 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 3 8 ) = 5 . E - 3 / C Y F R A C C 3 7 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
YFRACC 3 9 ) = 1 ; YFRACC 4 0 ) = 3 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C ( 3 9 ) * Y V L A S T ) 
Y F R A C C 4 1 ) = 1 ; Y F R A C C 4 2 )  = 2 . E - 3 / ( Y F R A C C 41  ) * Y V L A S T )
GR OU P  5 .  Z - d i r e c t i o n  g r i d  s p e c i f i c a t i o n
I N T E G E R ( N O Z F , N O Z L )
N O Z F = 1 4  
N 0  Z L = 1 8
£
R E A L ( Z N D I  A M)
Z N D l A M = 2 . 5 E - 3
£
N Z = 1 8
Z W L A S T = 7 2 . 5 E - 3  
£
Z F R A C ( 1 ) = - l ; ZFRACC 2 )  = 1 . E - 3 / ( - Z F R A C C 1 ) * Z W L A S T )  
Z F R A C C 3 ) = 1 ; Z F R A C ( 4 ) = 2 . E - 3 / ( Z F R A C C 3 ) * Z W L A S T )  
ZFRACC 5  ) = 1 ; Z F R A C C  C.) = 5  . E - 3 /  ( Z F R A C ( 5  ) * Z WL A S T  ) 
Z F R A C  C 7  ) = 7  ; Z F R A C  ( 8 ) = 5  5  . E -  3 /  ( Z FR AC ( 7  ) *7.  WL A S T  )
Z F R A C  C 9 )  = 1 ; Z F R A C ( 1 0 )  = 4 . E -  3 / C Z F R A C ( 9 ) * Z W L A S T ) 
Z F RACC 1 1  ) 1 ; Z F R A C C  1 2 ) = 2  . E - 3 / ( Z F R A C C  1 1  ) * Z W L A S T )  
Z F R A C C 1 4 ) = 1 . E - 3 / ( Z F R A C C 1 3 ) * Z W L A S T )
: ZFRAC ( l b )  = Z N I) [ A M/  (ZFRAC ( 1 5 )  * ZWLAST )
Z F R A C C 1 3 ) = 1  
Z F R A C C 1 5 ) = 5  
£
GROUP  (. 
GR OU P  7  
£
£  w h o l e
B o d y - f i t t e d  c o o r d i n a t e s  o r  m  k i  d i s t o r t i o n  
V a r i a b l e s  s t o r e d ,  s o l v e d  £. n a m e d
f i e l d  s o l u t i o n  f o r  p r e s s u r e
T e r m s  ( i n  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n s )  L d e v i c e s
S O L U T N C P 1 , Y . Y , Y . N , N , N )  
S O L U T N C U l , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )
S O L U T N ( V I , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )
S O L U T N ( W1 , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )
£
S T O R E C O ME G A )
S T O R E C V O R T )
S T O R E C V E C T )
S T O R E C T I N T )
£
GROUP  8 .
£
T E R M S ( P I , Y ,  Y 
T E R M S C U l , Y , Y  
T E R MS C V I  , Y , Y 
T E R M S ( W 1 , Y , Y 
£
GROUP  9 .
£
TURMOL) ( KEMODL )
£






P r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  m e d i u m  ( o r  m e d i a )
WHO1=1000.0 
£
£  l a m i n a r  v i s c o s i t y  a t  1 5  d e g .  C e l s i u s  
£
E N U L = 1 . 2 E - 6  
£
G R OU P  1 0 .  I n t e r - p h a s e - t r a n s f e r  p r o c e s s e s  a n d  p r o p e r t i e s  
G R OU P  1 1 .  I n i t i a l i z a t i o n  o f  v a r i a b l e  o r  p o r o s i t y  f i e l d s  
£
£  i n i t i a l i z e  s o l i d  b o d y  r o t a t i o n  
£
F I I N I K U l  ) = 5  . 2 3 6  
1 UR I N I = - 1  
£
GR OU P  1 2 .  C o n v e c t i o n  a n d  d i f f u s i o n  a d j u s t m e n t s  
GR OU P  1 3 .  B o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  a n d  s p e c i a l  s o u r c e s  
£
£  c y c l i c  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  
£
X C Y C L E = T
£
£  m o v i n g  w a l l s  t o  g e n e r a t e  s w i r l i n g  f i e l d  
£
P A T C H ( R O T A T U D R . N O R T H , 1  , N X , N Y , NY , 1 . NZ , 1 , 1  )
C O V A L ( R O T A T U O R , U l . O N L Y M S , 5 . 2 3 b )
£
P A T C H  ( B O T T O U O R  , 1. 0W , 1 , NX , 1 , N Y , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )
C O V A L ( B O T T O U D R  , U l  , ONI . YMS . 5 . 2 3 6  )
£
£  p r e s s u r e  - r e l i e f  c o n d i t i o n  
£
P A T C H ( P R E L I E F . H I G H , 5 1 , 5 1 . 3 0 . 3 0 , N Z . N Z . 1 . 1 )  
C 0 V A L ( P R E L I E F , P 1 , F I X P . 0 . 0 )
£
GROUP  1 4 .  D o w n s t r e a m  p r e s s u r e  f o r  P A R A B = . T R U E .
GR OU P  1 5 .  T e r m i n a t i o n  o f  s w e e p s  
£
L S W E E P = 1 0 0  
£
GR OU P  1 6 .  T e r m i n a t i o n  o f  i t e r a t i o n s  
GR OU P  1 7 .  I J n d e r - r e l a x a t i o n  d e v i c e s  
£
R E L A X ( P I , L J N R L X , 0 . 5 )
H E L A X C U l , F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 0 1 )
R E L A X ( V 1 . F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 0 1 )
W E L A X ( W1 . F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 0 1  )
R E L A X ( K E , F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 0 1 )
R E L A X ( E P , F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 0 1 )
£
G R OU P  1 8 .  L i m i t s  o n  v a r i a b l e s  o r  i n c r e m e n t s ,  t o  t h e m  
G R OU P  1 9 .  D a t a  c o m m u n i c a t e d  b y  s a t e l l i t e  t o  GR OU N D  
G R OU P  2 0 .  P r e l i m i n a r y  p r i n t - o u t .
GR OU P  2 1 .  P r i n t - o u t  o f  v a r i a b l e s  
£
I U R P R N = - 1
£
O U T P U T ( P I , Y , N , N , Y , N , Y )
O U T P U T ( U l , Y . N . N , Y . N . Y )
£
GROUP  2 2 .  S p o t - v a l u e  p r i n t - o u t .
£
GR OU P  2 3 .  F i e l d  p r i n t - o u t  a n d  p l o t  c o n t r o l  
£
N X P R I N = 1 ; I X P R F = 1 6 ; I X P R L = 1 6  
N Y P R I N = 1 ; I Y P R F = 1 ; I Y P R L = N Y 
N Z P R I N  = 1 ; 1 Z P  R F = N Z ; I Z P R L = N Z  
I P I . T F  = 1 ; I P L T l .  = L S WE E P  : N P L T  = 1 
I T A B L = 3 
£
GR OU P  2 4 .  D u m p s  f o r  r e s t a r t s  
£
S T O P
T E X T C I N J E C T I O N  I N T O  S W I R L I N G  F I E L D )
£
S T E A D Y = F
£
T F  I R S T  = 0 . t )
T L A S T = 1 . 0  
L S T E P = 3  
£
T F R A C C 1  ) = - 3 ; T F R A C ( 2 ) = 0 . 0 0  4 
£
S 0 L U T N ( C 1 , Y , Y , N , N , N , N )
£
T E R M S ( C l , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R M S C U l , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R M S ( V I , Y . Y . Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R M S ( W 1 , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
T E R MS  C P I , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , N )
£
R E L A X ( C l . F A L S D T , 0 . 0 0 1 )
O U T P U T C C 1  , Y , N , N , Y , N , Y )
£
£  s t o p  m o v i n g  w a l l s  
£
P A T C H ( R O T A T U D R , N O R T H , 1 , N X , N Y , N Y , 1  , N Z , 1  , 1  )
C O V A L ( R O T A T U D R , U l , O N L Y M S , 0 . 0 0 1 )
£
P A T C H ( B O T T O U D R . L O W , 1 , N X , 1  , N Y , 1  , 1  , 1  , 1 )
C O V A L ( B O T T O U D R , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0 . 0 0 1 )
£
REALC F L U X )
F L U X = 1 . O E - 5  
£
£  d e f i n e  f l o w r a t e s  a n d  t u r b u l e n c e  o f  i n c o m i n g  f l o u  
£  f o r  e a c h  i n d i v i d u a l  c e l l  a s s u m i n g  p a r a b o l i c  v o l .  p r o f i  
£
R EALC T K E 8 , T K K 9 , T K E 1 0 , T K E 1 1 , T K K 1 2 , T K E 1 3 , T K K 1 4 , T K E 1 5 , T K F l 6 ) 
R E A L ( T K E 1 7 , T K E 1 8 , T K E 1 9 , T K E 2 Q , T K E 2 1  , T K E 2 2  , T K E 2 3  , T K E 2 4  , T K E 2 5 )
£
REALC E P S 8  , E P S 9  , E P S  1 0  , E P S 1  1 , E P S 1  2  , E P S 1  3 , E P S 1 4  , E P S 1  5  , E P S 1  6 )  
REALC E P S 1 7 , E P S 1 8 , E P S 1 9 , E P S 2 0 , E P S 2 1 , E P S 2 2 , E P S 2 3 . E P S 2  4 , E P S 2 5 )
£
T K E 8 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 1 . 1 2 0 5 * * 2 . 0
T K E 1 0 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 4 . 8 0 7 5 * * 2 . 0  
T K E 1 1 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 6 . 2 8 2 3 * * 2 . 0  
T K E 1 2 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 7 . 5 1 1 3 * * 2 . 0  
T KE 1  3 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 8 . 4 9 4 5 * * 2 . 0  
T K E 1 4 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 9 . 2 3 1 9 * * 2 . 0  
T K E 1 5 = 0 . 0 0 4 5 * 9 . 7 2 3 * * 2 . 0  
T K E 1 6 = 0 . 0 0 4 S * 9 . 9 6 9 * * 2 . 0
T K E 1 7  = T K E 1 6 ;  T K E 1 8  = T KE 1  5  ; T KE 1  9  = T KE 1  4 ; T K E 2  0  = T K E 1 .1; T K E 2 1  -  T K E 1  2 
T K E 2 2 = T K E 1 1 ; T K E 2 3 = T K K t 0 ; T K K 2 4 = T K E 9 ; T K E 2 5 = T K E 8  
£
E P S 8 = CCl . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 8 * * 1  . 5  ) /  C 0  . C l 9 * Z N I ) I  AM )
E P S 9  = ( 0 . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 9 * * 1 . 5 ) / C0 . 0 9 * Z N D I  AM)
E P S 1 0 = C 0 .  1 6 4  2 * T K E 1  0 * * 1  . 5 ) /  ( ( 1 . 0 9  * Z N D I  AM )
E P S t 1 = ( 0 . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 1 1 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N 0 I  A M)
E P S  1 2 = ( 0 . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 1 2 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9  * Z N D 1 A M )
E P S 1 3  = ( 0 . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 1 3 * * t . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N D I  A M)
E P S 1  4 = ( 0 . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 1 4 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N D I  A M )
E P S 1 5  = ( 0 . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 1 5 * * 1 . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9  * Z N D I  A M)
K P S 1 6 = ( 0 . 1 6 4 2 * T K E 1 6 * * 1  . 5 ) / ( 0 . 0 9 * Z N D 1 A M  )
E P S 1 7  = K P S 1 6  ; E P S 1  8 = E P S 1  5  ; E P S 1 9  = E P S 1  4 ; E P S 2 0  = E P S 1 .1 ; K P S 2 1  = E P S  1 2  
E P S 2 2 = E P S 1 1 ; E P S 2 3 = E P S 1 0 ; E P S 2 4 = E P S 9 ; E P S 2 5 = E P S 8  
£
£  i n j e c t o r
P A T C H  ( N O Z 8  , S O U T H ,  8 , 8 , 1 , 1  , N O Z F . N O Z L ,  1 . I . S T E P )
C O V A L C N O Z 8  , P 1  , F L U X ,  R H O l  * 1  . 1 2 0 5 / F I . U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 8 , V I , O N L Y M S , 1 . 1 0 8 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 8 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0  . 1 6 5 6 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 8 . K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 8 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 8 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 8 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 8 , C l . O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
H A T C H ( N 0 Z 9  , S O U T H  , 9 , 9 , 1  , 1 , N 0 7 . F  . N O Z L  , 1 , L S T K P  ) 
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , P I , F L U X , R H O l  * 3  . 0 8 b 9 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9  , VI  , ONLYMS  , 3  . 0 ClS )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0 . 4 0 2 9 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 9 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 9 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 9 , C l , O N L Y MS ,  1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z I O ,  S O U T H ,  1 0  , 1 0 , 1 , 1 ,  N O Z F ,  N O Z L ,  1 , [ . S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z t O , P l  , F L U X  , HHOt  * 4 . 3 0 7 5 / F I .  UX )
C O V A L ( N O Z I O , V I , O N L Y M S , 4 . 8 0 7 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 0 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , 0 . 5 4 4 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z I O , K E , O N L Y M S , T KE 1  0 )
C O V A L ( N O Z I O , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 1 0 )
C O V A L C N O Z 1 0 , C l . O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
P A T C H  ( N O Z 1 1 , S O U T H ,  1 1  , 1 1 , 1 , 1 ,  N O Z F  , N OZL , 1 , l . S T K P )  
COVAL ( N O Z 1 1  , P I  , F L U X  , R H O l  * b . 2 8 2 3 / F L U X  )
C O V A L ( N O Z U , V 1 , O N L Y M S , b . 2 5 3 4 )
C OVAL ( NOZ 1 1  , U1  , ONLYMS  , 0  . ( . 0 2 1  )
C O V A L ( N O Z U , K E , O N L Y M S , T K K 1 1 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 1 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 1 1 )
C O V A L ( N O Z U , C 1 , O N L Y M S ,  1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 1  2  , S O U T H  , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 , 1  , N O Z F ,  N O Z L ,  1 , l . S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 2 , P l  . F L U X ,  R H O l  *7 . 5 1 1  3 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 2 , V I . O N L Y M S , 7 . 5 1 1 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 2 , U 1 . O N L Y M S . U . 5 8  9 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 2 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 1 2 )
COVAL ( N O Z U  , E P  , ONLYMS  , E P S 1  2 )
COVAL ( N OZ 1  2  , C l  , O N L Y M S .  1 . ( I )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 1 3 , S O U T H , 1 3 , 1 3 ,  1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1  , L S T E P ) 
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , P I , F L U X , R H O l  * 8 . 4 9 4 5 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , V I , O N L Y M S , 8 . 4 7 8 b )
COVAL ( N O Z  1 3  , U 1  . O N L Y M S  , I) . 5 1 8 b  )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 1 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 1 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 3 , C l . O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
P A T C H ( N O Z 1 4 . S O U T H , 1 4 , 1 4 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z U , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 9 . 2 3 1 9 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z l 4 , VI  , O N L Y M S , 9 . 2 2 3 1  )
C OVAL ( NO/ .  1 4 , U1  . O N L Y M S  , 0  . 4 U 2 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 4 , K E , O N L Y M S , TKE1  4 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 4 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 1 4 )
COVAL ( N O Z 1  4 , C l  , O N L Y MS ,  1 . ( I )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z I S , S O U T H , 1 5 , 1 5 ,  1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L ,  1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 9 . 7 2 3 / F L U X )
COVAL ( N O Z U  , V I  , O N L Y MS ,  9 . 7 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z U , U l . O N L Y M S . 0 . 2 5 4 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 1 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 1 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 5 , C l . O N L Y M S ,  1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 1 b , S O U T H , 1 b , 1 b , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 , L S T E P )  
COVAL ( NOZ 1 b , P 1 , F L U X , R H O l  * 9  . 9 b 9 / F l . U X  )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 b , V 1 , O N L Y M S , 9 . 9 b 8 b )
C O V A L ( N O Z l b , U l . O N L Y M S , 0 . 0 8 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z l b . K E , O N L Y M S , T K E l b )
C O V A L ( N O Z l b , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S l b )
C O V A L ( N O Z l b , C l . O N L Y M S ,  1 . 0 )
P A T C H ( N 0 7 . 1 7 , S 0 U T H ,  1 7 ,  1 7 ,  1 , 1  , N O Z F ,  N O Z L ,  1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z l 7 , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 9 . 9 b 9 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 7 , V I , O N L Y M S , 9 . 9 b 8 b )
COVAL ( N O Z U ,  111 , O N L Y M S ,  - U . 0 8 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 7 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 1 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 7 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 1  7 )
COVAL ( N O Z U  , C l  . O N L Y M S ,  1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( NOZ 1 8 , S O U T H  , 1 8 , 1 8 , 1 , 1 ,  N O Z F  , N OZL , 1 . l . S T E P )  
COVAL ( N O Z U  , P I  , F L U X  , R H O l  * 9 . 7 2 3 / F l . U X  )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 8 , V I , O N L Y M S , 9 . 7  2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z U , U l . O N L Y M S , - 0 . 2 5 4 5 )
COVAL ( N O Z U  , KE , ONLYMS  , T KE 1  8 )
C O V A L ( N O Z U , E P . O N L Y M S , E P S 1 8 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 8 , C l , O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
P ATCH ( NOZ 1 9  , S O U T H  , 1 9 , 1 9 , 1  , 1  , N O Z F ,  N O Z L ,  1 , L S T E P  ) 
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 9 , P 1 , F L U X , R H O l * 9 . 2 3 1 9 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 9 , V I , O N L Y M S , 9 . 2 2 3 1 )
C U V A L ( N O Z 1 9 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , - 0 . 4  0 2 7 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 9 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E l 9 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 1 9 , C P , O N L Y M S , E P S 1 9 )
COVAL ( N O Z l  9  , C l  , ON L Y MS  , 1 . ( I )
P A T C H ( N O Z 2 U , S O U T H , 2 0 , 2 0 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F ,  N O Z L ,  1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 0 , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 8 . 4 9 4 5 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 0 , V I , O N L Y M S , 8 . 4 7 8 6 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 0 , U 1 , O N L Y M S , - 0 . 5 1 8 6 )
CO V A L ( N O Z 2 0 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K F .  2 0 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 0 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 2 0 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 0  , C l  , O N L Y M S ,  1 . ( I )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 2 1 , S O U T H , 2 1 , 2 1 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 .  L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 1  , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 7 . 5 1 1 3 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 1 , V 1 , O N L Y M S , 7 . 4 8 8 1 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 1 . U l , O N L Y M S , - 0 . 5 8 9 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 1 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 2 1 )
COV A L ( NOZ 2 1 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P 5 2 1 )
COVAL ( N O Z 2 1 , C 1  . O N L Y M S ,  1 . ( I )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z 2 2 , S O U T H , 2 2 , 2 2 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , 1 ,  L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 2 , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 6 . 2 8 2 3 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 2 , V I , O N L Y M S , 6 . 2 5 3 4 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 2 , U l , O N L Y M S , - 0 . 6 0 2 1 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2  2 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 2 2 )
COV A L ( NOZ 2  2 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 2 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 2 , C l . O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
P A T C H ( N O Z 2 3 , S O U T H , 2 3 , 2 3 , 1 , 1 , N O Z F , N O Z L , I , L S T E P ) 
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 3 , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 4 . 8 0 7 5 / F L U X ) 
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 3 , V I , O N L Y M S , 4 . 7 7 6 6 )
C OVAL ( N O Z  2  3 , U l  , ONLYMS  , - ( 1 . 5 4 4 2  )
C O V A I . ( N O Z 2 3  , K E ,  O N l . Y MS ,  T K E 2 3 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 3 . E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 2 3 )
COV A L ( N O Z 2  3 , C l , O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£
P A T C H ( NOZ 2  4 , S O U T H  , 2 4 , 2 4 , 1 , 1 ,  N O Z F  , N OZ L  , 1 , l . S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 4 , P I , F L U X , R H O l * 3 . 0 8 6 9 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 4 , V I , O N L Y M S , 3 . 0 6 U S )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 4 , U l . O N L Y M S ,  - 0 . 4  0 2 9 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 4 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 2 4 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 4 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 2  4 )
C OVAL ( N O Z  2 4 , C l  , ONLYMS  , 1 . ( I )
£
P A T C H ( N O Z  2 5  , S O U T H  , 2 5 , 2 5 , 1  , 1  , N O Z F  , N OZ L  , 1 , l . S T E P )  
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 5 , P I , F L U X , R H 0 1 * 1 . 1 2 0 5 / F L U X )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 5 , V I , O N L Y M S , 1 . 1 0 8 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 5 , U 1 . O N L Y M S , - 0 . 1 6 5 6 2 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 5 , K E , O N L Y M S , T K E 2 S )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 5 , E P , O N L Y M S , E P S 2 5 )
C O V A L ( N O Z 2 5 . C l . O N L Y M S , 1 . 0 )
£  o u t ( l o w  
£
P A T C H ( O U T F L , H I G H , 5 1 , 5 1 , 2 0 , 3 0 , N Z , N Z , 1 , L S T E P )  
C O V A L ( O U T F L , P I , F I X P , 0 . 0 )
£
L S W E E P = 5 0 0
£
I U R P R N  = 0  
£
O U T P U T ( P I , Y , N , N , N , N , Y )
O U T P U T ( U l , Y , N , N , N , N , Y )
O U T P U T ( V I , Y , N , N , N , N , Y )
£
GR OU P  2 2 .  S p o t - v a l u e  p r i n t - o u t  
£
GR OU P  2 3 .  F i e l d  p r i n t - o u t  a n d  p l o t  c o n t r o l  
£
N X P R I N  = 1 : I X P R F  = 1 ; I X P R L  = 4 5 
N Y P R I N = 1 ; I Y P R F = 1 ; I Y P R L = N Y  
N Z P R I N  = 1 ; I Z P R F  = N Z ; I Z P R L = N Z  
I P L T F  = F S W E K P ;  I P L T L  = L S W E E P ; N P L T  = 1 0 
1 T A B L  = 3 
£
S T O P
r. 
n
'Ground' coding for transient undeflected jet
C   G R O U P  1 .  R u n  t i t l e  a n d  o t h e r  p r e l i m i n a r i e s
C
1 GO TO ( 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 2 ) , I S C
1 0 0 1  C O N T I N U E
C
C A L L  M A K E C X G 2 D )
C A L L  MA K E ( Y V 2 D )
C A L L  M A K E ( Y G 2 D )
C A L L  MA K E ( Z W N Z )
C A L L  MAKEC E A S P 1 )
C A L L  M A K E ( E A S P 2 )
C
R E T U R N
1 0 0 2  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  S U B 4 R ( C M U , 0 .  5 4 7 8  , CD , 0  . 1 6  4 3  . CMIICD , 0  . 0 9  , C 1 E  , 1 . 4 7 )  
C A L L  S U B 3 R ( C 2 E , 1 . 9 2 , A K , 0 . 4 3 5 , E W A L , 9 . 0 )
R E T U R N
C X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
c
  G R O U P  1 9 .  S p e c i a l  c a l l s  t o  GR OU N D  f r o m  E A R T H
1 9  GO TO ( 1 9 1 ,  l fJ 2  , 1  9 3 ,  1 9 4  , 1 9 5 . 1 9 6 . ,  1 9 7 , 1 9 8 ) ,  I S C
1 9 1  C O N T I N U E
c  « -----------------------------------------------------  S E C T I O N  1  S T A R T  OF T I M E  S T E P .
R E T U R N
1 9 2  C O N T I N U E
(« x ---------------------------------------  - S E C T I O N  2 - - -  S T A R T  OF S W E E P .
R E T U R N
1 9 3  C O N T I N U E
C x ------------------------------------------------------ S E C T I O N  3 ------------  S T A R T  OF I Z  S L A B .
R E T U R N
1 9 4  C O N T I N U E
c  x ----------------- ------------------------------------  S E C T I O N  4 ------------  S T A R T  OF I T E R A T I O N .
C
C A L L  F N D W D Y ( E A S P 1 , W 1 )
C A L L  F N D V D Z ( E A S P 2 , V I )
C
C A L L  F N 1 0  ( 4 9 , E A S P l  , F . A S P 2  , ( 1 , - 0 . 0 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 0 0 5 )
C
R E T U R N  
1 9 5  C O N T I N U E

























R E T U R N  
1 9 6  C O N T I N U E
* ------------------------------------------------------S E C T I O N  6    F I N I S H  OF I Z  S L A B .
 N O R M A L I S E D  P R I N T O U T  AT F I N A L  S WE E P
I F ( I S l ' E P . N E .  L S T E P )  R E T U R N  
I F  CI  S W E E P . N E . L S W E E P - 1 ) R E T U R N
 GET G E O M E T R I C  AND FLOW Q U A N T I T I E S
C A L L  G E T Y X ( Y G 2 D , G Y C , N Y M , N X M )  
C A L L  G E T Y X ( X G 2 D , G X G , N Y M , N X M )  
C A L L  G E T Y X ( U l , G U 1 , N Y M , N X M )  
C A L L  G E T Y X C V 1 , G V 1 , N Y M , N X M)  
C A L L  G E T Y X C Wl  , GW1 , N Y M , NXM ) 
C A L L  G E T Y X C 1 2 , G K E , N Y M , N X M )
DO 1 9 6 1  I Y = 1 , NY
DO 1 9 6 2  I X = 1 / NX
G O M C I Y ,  I X )  = G U 1 ( I Y , 1 X ) / G Y C ( 1 Y ,  I X )
V E C T ( I Y , I X ) = S Q R T ( G U I ( I Y .  I X ) * " 2 i G V t (  I Y ,  I X ) * * 2  + G W1 (  I Y , I X ) * < 2 ) 
T I  N T ( I Y , I X ) = S U R T ( G K E ( I Y . 1 X ) ) / V E G T ( I Y , I X )
1 9 6 2  C O N T I N U E
1 9 6 1  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  S E T Y X C 5 0 , C O M , N Y M , N X M )
C A L L  S E T Y X ( 4 8 ,  G V E , N Y M , N X M )
C A L L  S E T Y X C 4 7 , GT1  , N Y M , NXM )
I F C I Z . N E . N Z )  R E T U R N  
DO 3*961  I Y = 1 , NY 
 VI  V E L O C I T Y  P R O F I L E S  AT D I S C R E T E  I Y L O C A T I O N S
F I R S T  P R O F I L E  AT I Y  = 2 9
I F C I Y . N E . 2 9 )  GO TO 2 9 6 1
C
I F ( G 1 9 S C N D ) T HEN
O P E N ( 2 9 , F I L E = ’ Y 2 9 '  , S T A T U S = ' UNKNOWN * ) 
G 1 9 S C N D = . F A L S E .
END I F
C
DO 1 9 6 5  I X = 1 , 4 6
A N G 2 9 = G X G ( I Y , I X )
W I N K 2 9 = A N G 2 9 * 1 8 C I . ( 1 / 3 . 1  4 1 5 9 -  4 5 . 0  
Y2  9 V I = G V 1 ( I Y , I X )
Y 2 9 T 1 = T I N T ( I Y , I X )
Y 2 9 K E = G K E ( I Y , I X )
C
c T A B U L A R  P R I N T O U T
C
I W R 1 T 2 = I W R I T 2 + 1
I F ( I W R I T 2 . E Q . 1 )  W R I T E ( 2 9 , 5 0 4 )
WR I T E  ( 2 9 , 5 0 5 )  I Y , I X , Y 2 9 V 1  , Y 2 9 T 1  , Y 2 9 K E  W 1 N K 2 9
C
1 9 6 5  C O N T I N U E
C
2 9 6 1  C O N T I N U E
A p p e n d i x  D
D erivation  of d im ension less param eters for je t  p en etra tion , Kp, and  
sw irl, Ks
Kp:
A co n sta n t momentum flux may be e x p ressed  by
7T y 2 ( t a n 2 7 ) V2 p  -  -- D n Vi n p
4
w ith 7 cone angle
y radial d ista n ce
V radial mean v e lo c ity
Vi n in jection  v e lo c ity
Dn eq u iv a len t nozzle diam eter
y (tan 7 )  V = — D n V i n  
w r i t i n g  d y / d t  f o r  V
dy D n Vin 
y  d t  ” 2 tan 7
a n d  i n t e g r a t i n g
r y d y  = r 7 n Vi-n-  d t
J y  * J 2 tan 7
g i v e s
0 D n V i  ny2 = -------- “ ttan 7
The in jection  period  ti is  ex p r e sse d  by  the mass of th e  flu id  in the  
analogue model, the in jec ted  m ass fraction , and th e  m ass flow at th e  
nozzle:
t = ( 7  D t h p  f r a c ) / ( ~  D n Vin P)
4  4
w ith D t tank diam eter
h tank h e ig h t
f  r a c  m ass fraction  in jected
t  = ( D t h  f r a c ) / ( D N  V i n  )
substituting:
/Dn Vin Dt 2 h frac
y = NV (tan 7 ) Dn 2 Vin
/ iTT:y n irac
Dt ^  ( tan 7 ) Dn
Assum ing th e  cone an g le  7 to be c o n sta n t th e d im en sion less radial 
d ista n ce  is  tak en  as p en etration  param eter:
Ks:
The d im en sion less sw irl param eter u sed  is  the an g le  sw ep t during the  
in jection  period  con sid ered :
Ks = W t i  = 6  ( i)rpn  t i  [ d e g  ]
Kr:
The re la tiv e  e f fe c t  of sw irl to p en etra tion  is  ex p ressed  by Kr:
